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Abstract

Electroabsorption modulators (EAMs) are fundamental components in optical com-

munication systems. Their response is governed by a set of parameters inherent to

their internal structure and by the external electrical components used to drive them.

The first part of this thesis discusses a new method for the extraction of values for

these parameters. The use of EAMs as both optical modulators and photodetectors is

exploited for the purpose of parameter extraction. The proposed method allows the

estimation of the parameters which govern the internal frequency response of EAMs

without any knowledge of the characteristics of the electrical interconnect used to

drive them. The procedure also removes the need for an accurately calibrated optical

transmitter and receiver pair normally used during the characterization of optoelec-

tronic components. Analytic description and experimental verification are presented.

In the second part of this thesis, direct demultiplexing of a 10 Gbit/s channel from a

160 Gbit/s optical time division multiplexing (OTDM) signal using a single lumped,

electrically driven EAM is experimentally presented for the first time. Direct demul-

tiplexing is made possible by using an electrical driving signal for the EAM consisting

of a sum of in-phase harmonics of the base channel rate. The use of a single EAM

as an optical gate is quasi-analytically compared with the common approach of cas-

cading two EAMs when performing 160 Gbit/s to 10 Gbit/s demultiplexing. The
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analysis reveals that the use of a single EAM is beneficial in terms of lower penalty

with respect to degradations in the extinction ratio and width of the pulses used in

the OTDM signal. The last part of this thesis introduces an electrical distributed

oscillator which works in a regime of oscillation similar to that of mode locked laser

(MLL) systems. The oscillator offers the flexibility of producing other waveforms not

found in MLLs and has the potential to generate the required electrical driving signal

for a single EAM OTDM demultiplexer. Other possible applications of the oscillator

include the generation of short pulses for use in radar systems and wireless personal

area networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the past three decades the telecommunications industry has undergone a revo-

lution spurred by both the advent of the internet and technological innovation par-

ticularly in the field of optical communications. Just in time to meet the demands

for more capacity placed on communication networks by the accelerated growth of

the internet, key advances in optical communications enabled what seemed to be an

endless amount of available bandwidth to meet the demand. These advances ranged

from improvements in the properties of the optical fiber itself to the availability of

other optical, optoelectronic and electronic components which were fast, small and

reliable enough to enable the transmission and reception of multigigabit per second

data rates over hundreds and eventually thousands of kilometers. As a result of this,

as early as 1991 optical fiber systems were already carrying more data over interna-

tional digital links than satellite based systems and were starting to replace copper

based transmission links in many areas [1]. In this chapter we look at some of the

technologies and components which have played and will continue to play a role in

the future development of optical communications.
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1.1 Capacity Increases in Optical Communications

The bandwidth currently available in current fiber fiber systems stands at around 11

THz, limited by the amplifiers used to overcome the losses introduced by the fiber

itself. Yet, data traffic on the world’s networks keeps growing at around 40 % year-

on-year [2]. The average amount of monthly internet traffic in 2014 is expected to

be the equivalent of 32 million people streaming the popular movie Avatar in 3D,

continuously for the entire month [3]. The expected increase in monthly traffic is

illustrated in Fig. 1.1. In the next few years, applications such as high-definition

streaming video will surpass peer-to-peer file sharing to become the main source of

internet traffic, accounting for an average of 5 billion DVDs per month in 2014 as

seen in Fig. 1.2.

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

25.0

50.0

TB = Terabyte (1000 GB)
PB = Petabyte (1000 TB)
EB = Exabyte  (1000 PB)

E
B

 /
 m

o
n
th

year

Figure 1.1: Projected internet traffic growth per year, data from [3].
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Figure 1.2: Projected monthly internet traffic growth per application, data from [3].

To meet the projected increase in traffic, the telecommunications industry is con-

tinuously faced with the challenge of increasing the transmission capacity of the net-

work while using the already installed fiber plant. The very high cost of laying new

fiber links (specially trans-oceanic) has made any other way of increasing the capacity

of the link an attractive option. Before the 1990s, increases in capacity came simply

from increasing the data rate carried by a single optical carrier (wavelength). This

required improvements in the speed of the electronic circuits implementing the time

division multiplexing of lower data rates and of lasers, modulators and photodetectors

capable of handling the new data rates. Such approach simply relying on electrical

time division multiplexing (ETDM) is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. From the point of view

of the number of components needed, power consumption and footprint of the system,
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O-MOD

Ch # MCh # 1 Ch # 2 Ch # 3
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CW Source
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E
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E
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U
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Clock

Extraction

O/E Rx

Optical Signal

Electrical Signal

Figure 1.3: Capacity increase through ETDM. CW: continuous wave; O-MOD: optical
modulator; E-MUX: electrical multiplexer; O/E Rx: optical-electrical receiver; E-
DEMUX: electrical demultiplexer.

ETDM provides the most cost effective way of increasing capacity provided that all

the underlying technologies are mature enough. Amongst those technologies, elec-

tronic components (multiplexers, demultiplexers, receiver and driver amplifiers) must

be capable of working (and of providing significant gain in the case of the amplifiers)

over tens of Gigahertz of bandwidth. Also, the optical modulator (photodetector)

used to generate (receive) the optical signal must operate over the bandwidth of the

ETDM signal in order not to introduce excessive distortion. Additional stages of op-

tical signal equalization have been necessary due to the limited operating bandwidth

of at least some of the components used in high bit rate ETDM-based experimental

demonstrations [4]. Recently however, transmission of 112 Gbit/s over 45 km of fiber

was achieved relying solely on electronic and optoelectronic components with band-

widths of between 90 GHz and 100 GHz [5]. This was possible by using a distributed

feedback laser (DFB) monolithically integrated with a traveling wave electroabsorp-

tion modulator (TWEAM) and distributed electrical amplifiers. More will be said

about electroabsorption modulators and distributed electronic structures throughout

this thesis.
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Even if the generation and detection of optical signals at high data rates is possible,

the issue of signal integrity after propagation over a fiber needs to be addressed. As

outlined in appendix A, signals propagating through a fiber are subject to some

distortions arising from the properties of the fiber itself. These distortions become

more acute as the bit rate increases. Doubling the bit rate for example, results in a

four fold reduction in the tolerance to chromatic dispersion (CD). Polarization mode

dispersion (PMD), specially on legacy fiber links, also sets a limit on the bit rate. As

a rule of thumb, an installed fiber exhibiting a given differential group delay (DGD)

value will limit the bit period of the optical signal to at least three times that value.

Reducing the bit period (increasing the bit rate) beyond that point will result in more

than 1 dB of increase in the required optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) of the signal

at the receiver [6].

The development of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) during the late 80s and

early 90s made it possible not only to compensate for the loss in optical fiber but also

to allow the concurrent amplification of optical signals over a wide wavelength range.

EDFAs revolutionized the optical communications field by opening the door to the

development of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems. These systems

provided a several fold increase in capacity by allowing different ETDM channels

to be transmitted over long distances using different optical carrier wavelengths. A

schematic representation of a WDM system is shown in Fig. 1.4. For a total capacity

of B × M Gbit/s, the data rate of the constituent ETDM channels need not be

extended beyond B Gbit/s. This comes at the expense of using M transmitter-

receiver pairs and the necessary optics to combine, separate and manage the different
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Figure 1.4: Capacity increase through WDM. λ-MUX: wavelength multiplexer; λ-
DEMUX: wavelength demultiplexer.

channels during transmission. WDM quickly became the technology of choice for

increasing the capacity of installed fiber links. Standardization by international bodies

like the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) resulted in the establishment

of specific guidelines for the spectral allocation of WDM channels within the gain

spectrum of optical amplifiers. Spectral channel separation has been standardized

at either 100 GHz or 50 GHz for so called dense-wavelength division multiplexing

systems (DWDM).

Although WDM increases system capacity while relieving the need for faster (and

possibly even non-existent) electronic and optoelectronic components; the required

number of lower-speed components does increase along with the complexity of man-

aging the number of channels in the system. When more and more channels are

added, the spectral efficiency of the system, measured in bits/s/Hz, decreases. For

example, 16 channels with a bit rate of 10 Gbit/s each would occupy a total of 13.62

nm (6.81 nm) when a channel spacing of 100 GHz (50 GHz) is used. This amounts

to a spectral efficiency of only 0.1-0.2 bit/s/Hz depending on the spectral separation.

For comparison, a single channel with a bit rate of 160 Gbit/s could occupy less than

5 nm of spectrum.
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Figure 1.5: Capacity increase through OTDM. OC: optical coupler; O-Demux: optical
demultiplexer; τd: bit period of the B×M Gbit/s OTDM signal.

As previously discussed, increasing the data rate per channel in ETDM systems

places stringent demands on the operating frequency of all the electronic and opto-

electronic components used. Even state of the art components place limits on the

data rates that can be successfully generated and detected. A solution to this problem

is offered by optical time division multiplexing (OTDM) systems. The fundamental

idea behind OTDM is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. As in the case of WDM, a total capacity

of B × M Gbit/s is achieved by relying on M constituent channels operating only at a

rate of B Gbit/s each. Unlike WDM however, all the channels share a common optical

carrier and the optical signal resembles one produced by an ETDM system. OTDM

enables the generation and detection of ultra-high speed optical signals by shifting

the burden of high speed signal generation from the electric to the optical domain.

As shown in Fig. 1.5, the multiplexing and demultiplexing operations take place

entirely in the optical domain thus relieving the need for electronic circuits, optical

modulators and receivers capable of operating at the full B × M Gbit/s data rate. In

exchange for this, an array of optical and / or optoelectronic components and tech-

niques need to be developed to process the signal entirely in the optical domain [7].
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Some of those components will be discussed in later sections and the fundamental

operation of optical time domain demultiplexing will be the central topic of chapter

4. Although not as efficient as ETDM systems in terms of the number of components

needed and their level of integration, OTDM systems by virtue of performing signal

processing in the optical domain can outperform ETDM systems designed for similar

capacities [8].

OTDM systems offer the possibility of studying signal propagation at ultra-high

bit rates and to investigate ways of overcoming the degradation suffered by those

signals during transmission. From that point of view, OTDM systems are often seen

as an interim technique that will be replaced by ETDM technology when all the

necessary components are mature enough. An issue central to the design of OTDM

systems is that of the granularity of the system, that is, the number of channels M

(and consequently their bit rate B) needed to attain a given B × M Gbit/s data rate.

The highest bit rate to date in commercially available ETDM systems is 40 Gbit/s.

Building an OTDM system around them results in savings in the amount of required

hardware and power consumption. Indeed, 160 Gbit/s OTDM systems using four

40 Gbit/s channels have been extensively studied [9, 10]. The disadvantage of using

the highest possible ETDM rates to build an OTDM system lies on compensating

for the distortion suffered by the signal after propagation. At 40 Gbit/s, only some

basic (analog) forms of electronic compensation are available to counter the effects

of CD and PMD [11]. Optical compensation techniques must therefore be used, thus

adding complexity and cost to the system. Relying on a channel rate of 10 Gbit/s

on the other hand, allows the use of more advanced digital signal processing (DSP)

techniques for the compensation of fiber impairments [12]. An extreme example of
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the use of advanced DSP features possible on lower speed channels is found in the

coherent-OTDM systems discussed in chapter 4. In those systems not only distortion

compensation is possible but also data recovery from phase, amplitude and polariza-

tion coded data. The bulk of chapter 4 will therefore be dedicated to the OTDM

demultiplexing operation from a high data rate of 160 Gbit/s to a base channel rate

of 10 Gbit/s.

1.2 Optoelectronic Components

The practical implementation of the OTDM system shown in Fig. 1.5 requires several

key subsystems and technologies. In this section we will describe the physical prin-

ciple of operation behind two such technologies. First we discuss electroabsorption

modulators (EAMs) since these devices (unlike other competing technologies) can be

used to implement all the subsystems in an OTDM system [9,13].

The electroabsorption effect in semiconductors originates from either the Franz-

Keldish effect (in bulk semiconductors) or the quantum confined stark effect (QCSE)

in quantum-well structures [14–16]. The latter is approximately 50 times larger than

the former and is exploited in modern EAMs used for optical communications ap-

plications. We therefore limit our discussion of electroabsorption in semiconductors

to the QCSE . Quantum wells in semiconductors are formed by stacking alternating

layers of semiconductor alloys with different energy bandgaps. Such arrangement cre-

ates a multi-quantum well (MQW) structure which forms the active region of modern

EAMs. The semiconductor materials used to build the MQW region largely depend

on the operating wavelength range that the EAM needs to have. For EAMs working

in the 1.3 - 1.6 µm wavelength region used in optical communication systems, the
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materials used are III-V semiconductors, specifically, ternary and quaternary alloys

(including InGaAs, InAlAs, InAsP, InGaP, InGaAsP and InGaAlAs, etc.) grown on

InP substrates [17].

The confinement of electrons and holes within quantum wells fundamentally alters

their density of energy levels. These change from a continuous square-root function

(in bulk semiconductors) to a series of step-like energy levels called ”sub-bands”

in quantum wells [18]. In order for light absorption to take place, the energy of an

incident photon must be high enough to excite an electron from the valence band into

the conduction band. The lowest energy absorption occurs when the incident photon

gives rise to the creation of an electron-hole pair bound together by its Coulomb

attraction. Such electron-hole pair is referred to as an exciton [19]. The minimum

necessary energy (εa) for photo-absorption is thus given by

εa = εg + εe + εh − εex (1.1)

where εg is the band gap energy of the bulk semiconductor material, εe and εh are the

lowest electron and hole (respectively) energies within the quantum well [20]. The

exciton binding energy, εex in (1.1) has the net effect of reducing the photon energy

needed to produce absorption.

Although excitonic absorption is also possible in bulk semiconductors, it is only

observed at low temperatures. The confinement provided by the quantum wells con-

siderably increases the value of εex, allowing for excitonic absorption to occur at

room temperatures. Perhaps more important is the fact that in MQWs (unlike bulk

semiconductor materials), excitonic absorption is still possible in the presence of a
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Figure 1.6: Quantum confined stark effect in a quantum well. With zero applied field
a) and with E > 0, b). Curves in the well represent the envelope of wavefunctions for
electrons and holes.

strong externally applied electric field. Photon absorption through excitons results

in a sharper peak in the absorption spectrum of EAMs and improves their perfor-

mance. Excitonic absorption is however not the basis of electroabsorption in MQW

structures.

Electroabsorption occurs as a result of an electric field applied perpendicular to

the MQWs. The field causes a change in the original wavefunctions of electrons and

holes within the quantum well. The wavefunctions relax into displaced wavefunctions

as shown in Fig. 1.6. The new wavefunctions are lower in energy than the previous

ones and the corresponding energy levels in the sub-bands of electrons and holes

shift. As a result, the minimum required energy for photon absorption given in (1.1)

is reduced. Photon absorption can thus occur at longer wavelengths (lower energy

photons) [21]. The application of an external electric field also results in the electrons

and holes being pulled in opposite directions. This causes a slight decrease in the

excitonic binding energy εex. Despite this, the reduction in the energy levels of the

electron and hole sub-bands is much larger than the decrease in εex.
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The QCSE can thus be used to implement optical modulators in which the MQW

layers change from being optically transparent to being optically absorbent when an

external voltage is applied across them. The properties of the resulting modulator will

depend on the composition, number and dimensions of the MQW layers. Careful de-

sign of these is therefore necessary in order to obtain a good compromise between the

necessary driving voltage, the maximum absorption that can be obtained at a given

wavelength, the maximum amount of incident optical power that can be handled,

the speed of the modulator, its sensitivity to the state of polarization of the incident

signal, etc [20, 22]. The issue of the parameters which determine the performance of

EAMs will be the subject of chapter 3.

Although it is possible to use EAMs as building blocks in OTDM systems, their

performance is better suited for the implementation of some functions more than

others. A function for which EAMs are sub-optimum is the generation of ultra-short

optical pulses shown in Fig. 1.5. In order to generate an optical pulse of only a few

picoseconds of width, an electrical driving signal with an extremely large bandwidth

would be necessary. Moreover, even if such signal was available, practical EAMs

have limits on their maximum frequency of operation. For these reasons, optical

post-processing of a pulse generated by an electrically driven EAM is often necessary

when that pulse is to be used in an OTDM system [23]. In what follows we discuss the

generation of short pulses through the mode-locked (pulsating) regime of oscillators.

Mode-locked oscillators working at optical frequencies are routinely used to generate

the short pulses demanded by OTDM systems.
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Figure 1.7: Pulse generation through phase locking. Unrelated phases (bottom) and
resulting waveform (top) a) and signals with coherent phases b).

1.3 Phase Locked Oscillation

Short optical pulses generated by laser systems can be obtained when the relative

phases of the different optical modes within the laser cavity become mutually coher-

ent. In the absence of such coherence, random variations in their phases produce

an aperiodic signal which is of little use for OTDM systems. The concept of short

pulse generation through phase locking is illustrated in Fig. 1.7. When the phases

of a series of harmonically related sine waves acquire a common time origin (become

mutually coherent), a stream of narrow pulses is formed the exact shape of which

depends on the magnitudes of the sine waves.

The phenomenon of short pulse generation through the locking of phases in the

oscillating modes of a laser1 has been known for over forty years [24–27]. The phases

become mutually coherent through time variations in the gain medium or in the

optical length of the laser. The synchronization can also be achieved through the use

of a nonlinear element within the laser cavity [28,29]. Mode synchronization in lasers

1Such type of laser system is commonly referred to as mode locked laser (MLL).
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gave rise to the development of pulsating lasers [30]. The field of mode locked lasers

has evolved over several decades and today a wealth of theoretical and experimental

work exists in that field. The pulses generated by MLLs find their use not only

as optical sources in OTDM systems but also in optical sampling oscilloscopes for

example. In general the mechanisms whereby the multiple frequencies within a laser

resonator acquire mutual coherence (become phase locked) fall under three categories.

Active Mode Locking

Active Mode Locking, sometimes referred to as forced mode locking, [27] occurs as a

result of the introduction of a modulator within the laser resonator. The modulator is

driven (or the gain medium of the laser itself is varied) at a frequency which is equal

to (or a multiple of) the inter-resonant frequency spacing. Fig. 1.8 illustrates the

system. The idea behind active mode locking is to only allow enough gain to exists

within the resonator during brief periods of time. In order to sustain oscillation, a

signal must traverse g(t) during the point of minimum loss. This causes the frequency

components of the signal to acquire a fixed phase relation (become mutually coherent).

In the absence of an external modulating (locking) signal the different frequency
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components within the laser resonator have random phases and a periodic signal can

not be obtained. When the spectral shape over angular optical frequency (ω) in the

gain medium of the laser, G(ω), is Lorentzian and a locking signal is present, a train

of Gaussian pulses is formed by the mutually coherent resonant frequencies within the

resonator. This is also the case for fiber ring lasers when the effects of fiber dispersion

and nonlinearity are neglected [31].

Passive Mode Locking

Under this regime the resonant frequencies of a laser become mutually coherent with-

out any externally applied signal. Mode locking is achieved through the introduction

of a nonlinear passive element within the resonator. The passive element is a sat-

urable absorber (SA), the loss of which decreases with increases in the magnitude of

the recirculating signal x(t). This is illustrated in Fig. 1.9. Any signal that resonates

within in the laser system must overcome the losses presented by g[x(t)] during a

round trip around the cavity. In order to accomplish this, its frequency components

become mutually coherent. Passive mode locking through the use of a SA can be

thought of as a phase selective mechanism in which frequency components with cer-

tain phases ”thrive” while others languish due to the nonlinear loss introduced by
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the SA. The result of this phase selective process is a stream of pulses the shape of

which depends on the exact nature of g[x(t)], G(ω) and any other element within

the resonator. When g[x(t)] is almost quadratic and G(ω) is Lorentizan, a train of

hyperbolic sechant (Solitonic) pulses results. This is also obtained in fiber ring lasers

when the influence of dispersion and fiber nonlinearity are not negligible.

Hybrid Mode Locking

In this case the two previous mechanisms work together to introduce mutual coherence

between the resonant frequencies of the laser. A modulator can be introduced within

the resonator as in Fig. 1.8 or the gain medium of the laser itself can be varied

over time, this is illustrated in Fig. 1.10. The signal introducing the periodic gain

variation in the laser can be electrical or optical. Hybrid mode locking through the

injection of an optical bit stream directly into a semiconductor MLL to modulate its

gain has been used for example in optical clock recovery [32]. Fig. 1.10 shows a laser

system under hybrid mode locking.

Although exploited in optics for several decades, the phenomenon of pulse genera-

tion as a result of phase synchronization in the resonant frequencies of an oscillator is

not native to laser systems. It was first experimentally observed and reported as far
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back as 1955 by Cutler [33] using an electronic system. Cutler’s idea of using a non-

linear element to provide feedback in an oscillator with multiple resonant frequencies

corresponds to the passive mode locking laser system of Fig. 1.9. While the original

oscillator studied by Cutler was of a ring type, the same kind of passive mode locked

oscillation can be achieved in electronic cavity resonators based on reflection [34] as

long as the cavity contains all the necessary elements. These elements are shown in

Fig. 1.11 for the original ring resonator referred to by Cutler as the ”regenerative

pulse generator”. While the filter and the amplifier provide the necessary gain to

overcome the losses and shape the spectrum of the resulting periodic signal, it is the

non-linear element which is responsible for locking together the phases of the resonant

frequencies within the ring. Such non-linear element is required to have a transfer

function similar to that shown in Fig. 1.12 which suppresses signals with low input

voltages and amplifies (or simply allows through) signals with higher voltages. In the

ring oscillator of Fig. 1.11, oscillations grow from noise generated by the electrical

amplifier. The role of the automatic gain control is to gradually shift the operating

point of the non-linear transfer function from start-up condition (point A) which al-

lows the oscillation to grow from noise to the steady state condition (point B). This

is done by monitoring the peak or the dc value of the growing signal.
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The saturable absorber in Fig. 1.9 behaves in a way similar to the non-linearity

of Fig. 1.12 by attenuating (absorbing) signals with low optical power and only

allowing through those that are strong enough to saturate the absorber thus rendering

it optically transparent for short periods of time.

A significant amount of work has been devoted to the analysis of mode locked

laser systems and to determining the characteristics of the produced pulse stream,

see for example [30] and the references therein. An often followed approach relies

on a self-consistent pulse requirement imposed on a recirculating pulse around the

resonator. This was also the approach followed in the electronic systems [33, 34]. In

self-consistent pulse analysis a pulse is followed once around the resonator in the time

domain and the transformations undergone by it are taken into account. Suitable

approximations on some of the components within the resonator are made and the

envelope of the pulse is required to repeat itself after one round trip. A differential

equation for the pulse envelope is derived which admits a known solution (Solitonic

or Gaussian). In chapter 5 we address the less explored issue of how to synthesize a

periodic waveform within a phase locked oscillator. To do that we turn back to the

origins of the phase locking phenomenon and use a broadband electronic oscillator.
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1.4 Electronic Components

Historically, the advancement of communication systems has been driven by progress

in the speed and level of integration of the most fundamental active electronic com-

ponents, the transistors. Since the invention of bipolar transistors over 60 years ago,

several new types of transistors have been proposed making use of different semi-

conductor materials. The goal has always been to obtain faster, smaller, less power

consuming and cheaper components. These components are used to implement the

electronic building blocks of the systems described in section 1.1. The most speed

critical of those blocks being the multiplexers and demultiplexers used by ETDM

systems. To date, there have been considerable advances in silicon complementary

metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology. However, heterostructure and/or

compound semiconductor devices including Si-Ge heterojunction bipolar transistors

(HBTs), GaAs metal-semiconductor field effect transistors (MESFETs), GaAs-based

HBTs and high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs), and InP-based HBTs and

HEMTs can offer much higher speeds of operation. A complete review of the merits

of each of those technologies can be found in [35]. InP-based technology is, for exam-

ple, used in state of the art ETDM systems operating at 100 Gbit/s [36]. Regardless

of the technology used, active electronic components face limitations due to the max-

imum propagation speed of the carriers within them, their intrinsic resistance and

capacitance. The limitations imposed by the last factor can be overcome by using

clever circuit design techniques like the distributed amplification concept proposed

by Ginzton [37].

Distributed amplifiers are usually larger in size than narrow band amplifiers with

comparable gains and cannot produce very low noise figures, yet they remain an
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Figure 1.13: Electrical signal amplification schemes. Cascaded amplifiers a), parallel
amplifiers b) and distributed amplification c).

attractive option when the bandwidth required for a given application far exceeds

the available bandwidth of the individual active components used to implement the

distributed amplifier. The idea behind bandwidth increase through distributed ampli-

fication is illustrated in Fig. 1.13. Cascading of separate amplifying stages increases

the gain but also leads to the accumulation of the shunt input capacitances of each

stage thus resulting in overall bandwidth reduction, Fig. 1.13 a). Adding the out-

puts of different amplifying stages in parallel on the other hand, does nothing to

increase the available bandwidth beyond what can be provided by a single amplify-

ing stage, Fig. 1.13 b). When the amplifying stages are arranged in a distributed

manner however, Fig. 1.13 c), their input capacitances are absorbed into an artificial

transmission line (TL) along which the input signal propagates. At the output of
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each amplifying stage, the signal adds (in-phase) to the propagating amplified sig-

nal from the previous stage. As the signal propagates along the input transmission

line, it is periodically amplified at each stage not only by the amplifier at that stage

but also by its addition with the propagating output from the previous stage. The

tradeoff offered by distributed amplifiers is thus one of latency for bandwidth, that is,

the bandwidth limitation of the individual stages can be overcome at the expense of

added overall response time between the input and output of the amplifier. In reality

however, not all the bandwidth limitations of the gain blocks can be absorbed, the

transmission lines along which the signal propagates are not lossless and broadband

impedance matching is needed for the transmission lines of the amplifier [38]. Despite

all that, distributed amplifiers provide the broadest bandwidth of operation available

in electrical amplifiers with some reported distributed amplifiers providing gain over

90 GHz of bandwidth [39]. The concept behind distributed amplification has been

further exploited to create other broadband electronic components, in section 2.3 we

review some of those components.

1.5 Thesis Overview

The following chapters explore in greater detail some of the topics outlined up to this

point. The literature review in chapter 2 discusses channel demultiplexing in OTDM

systems, the characterization of optoelectronic components and the different kinds

of distributed electronic components existing to date. Optoelectronic components,

specifically EAMs, and their dual nature as modulators and photodetectors are the

subject of chapter 3. Analytical and experimental work on the operation of EAMs in

those two regimes is presented. In chapter 4, the use of a single, electrically driven
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EAM as OTDM demultiplexer is quasi-analytically and experimentally studied in

a 160 Gbit/s system. Chapter 5 is devoted entirely to the subject of phase locked

oscillation in a broadband electronic system. Analytical and numerical results are

presented for the operation and implementation of a type of oscillator which works

under a phase locked regime of oscillation similar to that described in section 1.3

for laser systems. Finally, in chapter 6 we summarize the research work presented

throughout this thesis and outline future potential lines of research.

1.6 Contributions

This thesis presents novel research work along three subjects related to components,

systems and technology used in the generation and manipulation of high speed optical

and electrical signals. On the component side, a new parameter extraction technique

for EAMs is described which leverages on their use as modulators and photodetectors.

The technique allows the extraction of parameters which determine the frequency re-

sponse of EAMs and can be readily automated with the use of a lightwave component

analyzer. Experimental demonstration of the parameter extraction technique is pre-

sented using a lumped EAM. The same EAM is then used to demonstrate for the

first time optical demultiplexing from 160 Gbit/s to 10 Gbit/s in a single lumped,

electrically driven EAM. Error-free demultiplexing of all the constituent 10 Gbit/s

channels within the OTDM stream is verified. The merits of using only one EAM

for the demultiplexing operation (instead of two cascaded EAMs as it is commonly

done) are demonstrated through quasi-analytic calculations of the bit error rate of

the demultiplexed channel. Finally, a new type of electronic distributed oscillator
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is introduced in chapter 5. The oscillator profits from the broadband gain and la-

tency offered by distributed electronic structures to operate in a regime similar to

that of pulsating lasers. The hitherto open issue of synthesizing a desired periodic

waveform produced by a phase locked oscillator is addressed for the first time. It

is shown that multiple signals can be generated by the oscillator including sums of

phase-locked harmonics similar to the ones used to electrically drive the EAM in the

OTDM demultiplexing experimental demonstration.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, previous research work is reviewed within the areas discussed in chap-

ter 1. More specifically, our discussion focuses on the technologies and techniques

more commonly used to implement the OTDM demultiplexing operation. One such

technology, the use of semiconductor optoelectronic switches in the form of electroab-

sorption modulators (EAMs) is discussed in more detail. Their principle of operation

and the parameters that determine their performance are discussed in section 2.2.

Finally in section 2.3 we review the evolution of distributed electronic components

from their beginning as amplifiers. A combination of some of those components will

be more closely discussed in chapter 5 where they will be combined to produce a

distributed oscillator which resembles the operation of mode locked laser systems.

2.1 Demultiplexing in OTDM Systems

The task of demultiplexers in OTDM systems is to do the same as their electronic

counterparts in ETDM systems, albeit operating on a high speed optical signal. As

24
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such, OTDM demultiplexers must meet several requirements. They must be able to

extract a channel from the OTDM stream without accepting (introducing) distortion

from (into) the remaining channels. In so doing it, they must not add an unacceptable

penalty to the system and must be robust against changes caused by environmental

factors, mainly variations on the state of polarization (SOP) of the OTDM signal.

Footprint, power consumption and integrability with the other elements of the OTDM

receiver are also a concern.

Over the decades, several technologies and techniques have been explored to meet

all these demands. The non-linear properties of optical fiber itself [40] have been

exploited to implement optical demultiplexers capable of producing sub-picosecond

optical switching windows. These demultiplexers have been able to extract channels

from OTDM data rates as high as 1.28 Tbit/s [41]. In general, fiber-based switches

require the non-linear (and distributed) interaction between co-propagating optical

pulses. One of the pulses corresponds to the targeted OTDM channel and the other

to a control signal (at a different carrier wavelength) with a repetition rate that

exactly matches that of the OTDM channel. Depending on the type of non-linear

process exploited, the two pulses might be required to be co-polarized. This makes it

challenging to implement fiber-based demultiplexers since the SOP of OTDM signals

can vary randomly over time. Regardless of the type of non-linear process used, a

condition remains that the targeted OTDM channel (or at least a part of it) must

overlap in time with the control pulse during propagation. The overlapping must

last long enough to allow for the desired non-linear interaction to take place. Indeed,

pulse walk-off between channel and control pulse is a fundamental issue in the design

of fiber-based switches. A way of addressing the problem of pulse walk-off is by using
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specialty fiber with enhanced non-linear properties. Such fiber reduces the length

over which the control and the OTDM channel need to propagate in order to obtain

the desired non-linear interaction. A disadvantage of that kind of fiber is that it can

be very lossy (∼ 2.0 dB/m) compared with standard single-mode fiber (SMF) used

in optical communication links (∼ 0.2 dB/km). An additional loss comes in the form

of fiber splices to and from SMF which can amount to several decibels per splice.

The kinds of non-linear interactions between control and data (OTDM channel)

signals used in optical demultiplexers rely on either cross-phase modulation (XPM) or

four wave mixing (FWM) [42–44]. The main advantage of using these non-linear pro-

cesses is that their local response times are extremely fast (< 10 fs). This allows the

implementation of sub-picosecond switching windows and makes fiber-based switches

the only type of technology that can be used in demultiplexing experiments from

OTDM signals with data rates above 640 Gbit/s1. Unfortunately, the distributed

nature of the non-linear processes also makes those switches very sensitive to envi-

ronmental factors. These environmental factors often take the form of changes in

temperature or stress induced by acoustic waves both of which can perturb the state

of polarization of the signal inside the fiber switch. Although environmental depen-

dencies can be reduced, this is often achieved at the expense of additional complexity

in the form of polarization diversity schemes, an increase in insertion losses due to

the use of specialty fiber with high non-linear coefficients, and a lack of flexibility in

the selection of the wavelength of the OTDM signal.

One frequently used fiber switch relying on XPM is the so called non-linear optical

loop mirror (NOLM) [45, 46] shown in Fig. 2.1. The NOLM essentially consists of

a Sagnac interferometer implemented using fiber and optical couplers but with an

1assuming on-off-keying (OOK) modulation format.
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Figure 2.1: Non-linear optical loop mirror demultiplexer [47]. OC: optical coupler;
PC: polarization controller.

additional input for the control pulse. The incoming OTDM signal is split into two

streams and propagates in opposite directions inside the fiber ring. Only one of those

streams (and only one channel within the OTDM stream) co-propagates along with

the control pulse. The higher power control pulse introduces (through XPM) a phase

shift of π on the phase of the co-propagating OTDM channel. After traversing the

fiber ring, the two OTDM streams meet at the input optical coupler. The π phase

shift existing between the two replicas of the same OTDM channel causes only that

particular channel to be coupled to a different port of the output coupler than the

rest of the OTDM channels which were not affected by the co-propagating control

pulse. An optical filter (not shown in Fig. 2.1) is normally used to remove the control

pulse after the optical coupler or shortly before it (inside the fiber ring). The NOLM

has the advantage of providing both, the demultiplexed channel and the remaining

OTDM channels.

Despite being able to demultiplex channels from OTDM data rates as high as

1.28 Tbit/s [41], the NOLM needs to be carefully (and continuously) adjusted due to

its considerable sensitivity to changes in the SOP. The polarization controller inside
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the ring in Fig. 2.1 ensures that both replicas of the OTDM signal reach the optical

coupler with the same SOP while the one outside ensures that the SOP of the control

pulse matches that of one of the OTDM streams inside the ring. Moreover, as with all

fiber-based optical demultiplexers, a control signal in the form of a short, high-quality

optical pulse needs to be available in order to enable the non-linear process which

gives rise to optical switching. Although effective, fiber-based demultiplexers have

a large footprint and cannot be seamlessly integrated with the rest of the OTDM

receiver. They will not be further discussed in this thesis. The interested reader is

referred to the specialized literature in that area [31].

Semiconductor based demultiplexers offer a compact and more environmentally

stable alternative for OTDM rates below 640 Gbit/s [48, 49]. Semiconductor optical

amplifiers (SOAs) are one type of optoelectronic component which can be used as a

compact OTDM demultiplexer. SOAs are similar to lasers but have angled waveguides

and anti-reflective coatings on both ends which allow them to provide gain for signals

propagating through them. The amount of gain that an SOA can provide to a given

signal depends amongst many other factors on its carrier density. SOAs are used as

OTDM demultiplexers when their carrier density is abruptly changed by a control

pulse propagating through them (usually on a different optical carrier) ahead of the

targeted OTDM channel. Variations in the carrier density of the semiconductor

material not only affect the amount of optical gain available but also change the

refractive index of the material as established by the Kramers-Kröning relations [50].

Unfortunately, after an abrupt change in the carrier density of an SOA, the amount

of time needed to restore the original carrier distribution is on the order of hundreds

of picoseconds [51].
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Figure 2.2: Semiconductor symmetric Mach-Zehnder demultiplexer.

The long recovery time needed by SOAs however does not prevent their use as

ultra-fast optical switches. SOAs have been used as OTDM demultiplexers by placing

them inside interferometric structures [52, 53]. Switching relies on the phase change

experienced by a copy of the targeted OTDM channel when it passes through the

SOA shortly after a control pulse has changed the carrier density of that particular

SOA. An example of a type of SOA-based demultiplexer known as the semiconductor

symmetric Mach-Zehnder (SMZ) demultiplexer is shown in Fig. 2.2. In it, the OTDM

stream is split into two with one stream propagating through the upper branch and

the other through the lower branch. Control pulses are also introduced into the two

branches with a relative delay around the targeted OTDM channel (shown shaded).

The delay ensures that a big difference in the carrier densities of the SOAs in each

branch of the interferometer exists only for a short time commensurate with the bit

period of the OTDM signal. The big difference in carrier density is only experienced

by the target OTDM channel propagating through each branch. The difference in

carrier density leads to the introduction of a difference in the phases of the optical

carrier for the targeted OTDM channel [51]. Such difference allows only that channel

to interfere constructively at the output the interferometer thus demultiplexing it

from the OTDM stream. This kind of optical demultiplexer has been successfully

used in OTDM signals with data rates as high as 640 Gbit/s [49]. Although more
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compact than the fiber-based demultiplexers, the use of SOAs as ultra-fast optical

switches demands the use of interferometric structures. Moreover, as in the case of

fiber-based demultiplexers, a high-quality control optical pulse must be available to

implement the switching operation. SOA-based demultiplexers will not be further

discussed.

An alternative function of the electroabsortion modulators (EAMs) mentioned in

chapter 1 is to act as OTDM demultiplexers. The absorptive properties of EAMs can

be used to create ”transmission windows” through which a targeted OTDM channel

can pass while all the other channels are absorbed. In principle it is possible to

create these transmission windows in an all-optical way. This is done by using an

optical control pulse to briefly reduce the amount of optical absorption available

from the EAM thereby preventing the desired OTDM channel from being absorbed.

Although such approach provides all-optical switching, a tradeoff exists between the

maximum repetition rate of the created switching windows and the necessary power

of the control pulse used to create them [54]. Such an approach has been used to

demultiplex a 10 Gbit/s channel from a 160 Gbit/s OTDM data stream [55]. However,

despite using a control pulse with an average power of ∼ 20 dBm, the quality of the

resulting switching window was so poor that the demultiplexed channel needed to be

optically regenerated in order to avoid an error floor during the bit error rate (BER)

measurements.

Electroabsorption modulators were conceived as optoelectronic switches driven by

electric signals and it is in that capacity that they have been more successfully used as

OTDM demultiplexers. A detailed study of the different parameters that determine

the response of EAMs to electrical driving signals will be the subject of chapter 3.
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Figure 2.3: EAM as OTDM demultiplexer. Switching window generation a) and
channel demultiplexing b).

For now it suffices to think of the EAM as a device providing some amount of optical

transmission for signals traversing it. The amount of transmission being related to

the applied electrical driving signal. An illustration of the use of an EAM as optical

demultiplexer is shown in Fig. 2.3. An exponentially decreasing amount of optical

transmission with respect to the applied voltage has been assumed. As a result of

that dependance, an applied sinusoidal driving voltage produces a stream of switching

windows (of the same frequency) as seen in Fig. 2.3 a). When these switching

windows are properly synchronized with one of the OTDM channels, demultiplexing

becomes possible. The use of EAMs as optical demultiplexers has several advantages

over the previously discussed approaches. EAMs are compact devices which can be
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fabricated with very low sensitivity to changes in the SOP of the incoming signal

and at the same time, provide a wide wavelength range of operation. These two

features are difficult to achieve in fiber-based demultiplexers. Unlike SOAs, they do

not require interferometric structures to achieve high speed of operation making them

more compact. Perhaps the biggest advantage of EAMs is that they can be driven

by an electrical signal and therefore do not require any high-quality control optical

pulses to enable the switching operation. The required electrical signal is also used

by the underlying lower speed receiver and thus allows for closer integration between

the OTDM demultiplexer and ETDM subsystem.

2.2 Component Characterization

The performance of EAMs is determined by both their optical (absorption transfer

function, coupling losses, etc.) and electronic (intrinsic capacitance, escape time of

the photogenerated carriers, etc.) properties. Moreover, these two sets of properties

mutually affect each other and influence the frequency response of the EAM [56–

58]. The optical and electronic properties of EAMs depend in turn on the applied

bias voltage and input optical power [59]. Finally, the frequency response of the

interconnect used to drive the EAM and that of the package used to enclose it also

contribute to the overall performance [60].

All these factors can be taken into account when enough information about the

physical dimensions, composition of the quantum wells and characteristics of the

electrical interconnect used to drive the EAM exists. Electromagnetic (EM) field

simulators for such cases have been proposed which provide the exact response of the

EAM to a given applied electrical signal [61,62]. An alternative approach to full EM
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Figure 2.4: De-embedding a), unterminating b) and de-embedding and unterminating
in an optoelectronic component c). DUT: Device under test.

simulation is the use of equivalent electrical circuit models that account for the inter-

action between optical and electrical properties of EAMs [57, 63, 64]. These models

explicitly contain some circuit representation of the electrical interconnect and can

be easily integrated with existent electrical circuit simulation programs [65, 66]. An

issue that remains is determining the values of the different circuit components in the

model. This can be a relatively simple task when details about the inner structure of

the EAM and of the interconnect used are known. In lieu of such information however

it becomes necessary to extract those parameters from external measurements. The

problem of separating the intrinsic and extrinsic parts in the circuit representation of

an optoelectronic component is not unlike the well studied problem of de-embedding

and unterminating in electronic and microwave circuits [67]. De-embedding consists

of calculating the intrinsic parameters of a given device under test when measure-

ments of the device are indirectly taken through an embedding (but known) electrical

network, Fig. 2.4 a). Unterminating on the other hand is the process of determining

the characteristics of the embedding network when the devices under test are known,

Fig. 2.4 b).
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When characterizing optoelectronic components, we would like to perform both,

de-embedding and unterminating procedures. These procedures become more in-

volved than with only electronic devices because optoelectronic components have

both electrical and optical ports. This demands that measurements be taken using

both electric and optical signals. Moreover, when the optoelectronic component in

question is packaged, physically separating the embedding electrical network and en-

closing package from the component itself is not an option. The calculation of both,

the parameters that govern the intrinsic optoelectronic response of the device and

those that merely affect the electrical signals coming in and out of it must therefore

be carried out under the conditions shown in Fig. 2.4 c).

The solution to the problem of characterizing optoelectronic devices was first

explored for laser diodes [68–70]. The general approach consisted of treating the

laser diode as an electric short (when biased at high enough currents) and taking

measurements of the small-signal electrical to optical (EO) response for several bias

currents. The electrical interconnect was modeled as a network of discrete electric

components with values chosen to fit the measured overall reflection coefficient. These

values needed to be adjusted for different bias currents in order to fit the corresponding

EO responses of the laser. The parameters governing the dynamics of the laser were

obtained through numerical fitting between an analytic expression and measurements

of the EO response corrected to account for the effect of the electrical interconnect.

A similar approach was used for the parameter extraction of PIN photodiodes only

this time the device was considered to be an ideal current source with a very high

impedance irrespective of the bias voltage applied and the optical to electrical (OE)

response was used [71].
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Different approaches have been proposed to calculate the intrinsic parameters that

determine the performance of EAMs. An estimate of the escape time of photogen-

erated carriers from the quantum wells can for example be obtained by measuring

the electric response of the modulator to an incident short optical pulse [72]. This

method however cannot separate the response of the electrical interconnect from that

of the intrinsic region in the EAM. Differential transmission spectroscopy has also

been used to measure the escape time of the photogenerated carriers [73]. In this

method a strong optical pulse (pump) initially saturates the absorption available

from the EAM. The transmission of a weaker optical pulse (probe) through the EAM

is then measured as a function of a variable delay relative to the pump, thus mapping

out the temporal dynamics of the photogenerated carriers. The measurements can

be repeated for several applied bias voltages. This technique however requires the

use of ps wide pulses for both the pump and probe signals. Measurements of the

carrier escape time can also be obtained by numerically fitting an analytic expression

(derived from the carrier rate equation) to measurements of the overall OE frequency

response of the EAM [74]. The need for a short optical pulse source is thus removed.

This technique however neglects the frequency response of the electrical interconnect.

The intrinsic capacitance of EAMs is another parameter that needs to be determined

as part of a circuit model. Measurements of the overall reflection coefficient or of the

EO frequency response of the modulator have been used to estimate the value of that

capacitance [64]. Such an approach however also neglects the frequency response of

the electrical interconnect and the effect of the packaging. In chapter 3 we will discuss

a parameter extraction approach that combines the EO and OE frequency responses

of the EAM to perform both the de-embedding and unterminating procedures. The
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approach does not require ps optical pulses and does not neglect the effect of the

electrical interconnect and package.

2.3 Distributed Electronics

The concept of having periodically distributed electronic components as integral parts

of TLs was discussed in section 1.4 in the context of signal amplification. In Fig. 1.13,

the input capacitance of the gain blocks along with a series of inductors contributed

to creating an artificial transmission line along which the input and output signals

propagate. The gain blocks can also have their capacitances absorbed by existing

sections of input and output transmission line. The periodic loading along the TLs

modifies some of their properties (characteristic impedance, propagation speed of

signals, cut-off frequency, etc.). The resulting set of design equations for the periodic

structure is similar to that used when an artificial transmission line is created by the

periodic capacitances of the gain blocks [38,75]. The choice between using sections of

transmission line or integrated inductors to absorb the capacitances of the gain blocks

largely depends on things like the type of substrate and semiconductor technology

used, the amount of delay needed between stages, etc. Regardless of the technology

used, the goal has always been to remove the limitation on the frequency of operation

of the electronic components used to implement the gain blocks. Throughout the rest

of this section we simply assume that a propagation delay exists between gain blocks

and that the capacitive load of those blocks is absorbed into the signal propagating

structure. No reference will be made to any particular technology or circuit topology

used to implement the gain blocks or the delay elements between them.

The electronic components distributed along the input transmission line (TLi) not
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only periodically load it with their capacitance but also provide coupling with the out-

put transmission line (TLo). As the signal propagates along TLi, it is periodically

coupled into TLo where it propagates in both the same (forward) and opposite (back-

ward) directions with respect to the input signal as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Depending

on the type of coupling and relative phase velocity of the signals traveling on each TL,

different behaviors can be obtained. For example, when the coupling is uniform and

signals on each TL propagate at the same velocity, distributed amplification results.

The distributed amplifier can easily be turned into a distributed oscillator (DO) by

providing feedback from the end of TLo to the beginning of TLi [76, 77]. These two

cases are illustrated in Fig. 2.6, where RT is a terminating resistance.

In a DO, the resonant frequency which experiences the highest gain around the

loop becomes the frequency of oscillation and considerably suppresses the other reso-

nant frequencies. In a variation of the DO of Fig. 2.6, a differential signal is circulated

between TLi and TLo which together form a coplanar stripline (CPS) pair. Along

the resulting ring oscillator, the signal is uniformly inverted and coupled between the

two TLs. Such topology, known as the rotary traveling-wave oscillator (RTWO), pro-

vides a high frequency recirculating signal with different phase shifts at each coupling

point [78,79]. The topology also eliminates the problem of reflections originating from
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the terminating load in Fig. 2.6 since there is no need for it. Although it is possible

to generate oscillating frequencies of several GHz in both topologies [77, 80, 81], the

broadband gain and full electrical length provided by the underlaying distributed am-

plifying structure are not fully exploited. Allowing two signals of different frequency

(which propagate at the same velocity) to interact at each coupling point along the

input TLs gives rise to the concept of distributed mixing [82]. This is illustrated in

Fig. 2.7. It is possible to implement a dual functionality in a distributed structure as

either amplifier or mixer [83]. Depending on the technology used to implement dis-

tributed mixers (DMs), several dB of conversion gain and tens of GHz of bandwidth

can be achieved [84,85].

Finally, the reverse (or backward) propagating signal in TLo can be used to imple-

ment a distributed transversal filter (DTF) as shown in Fig. 2.8 a). Here the coupling
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Figure 2.8: Distributed transversal filter concept using backward a) and forward b)
signal propagation.

between TLi and TLo is not necessarily uniform and can be controlled through the

individual gains2 of each block. Depending on the values of the tap-weights, a desired

amount of signal shaping (or equalization) is introduced in the signal [86–88]. The

overall propagation time between gain blocks (τ) determines the sampling period of

the DTF. A DTF in fact implements a finite impulse response filter (FIR) of the kind

commonly used in DSP systems but in an analog, broadband form. It is also possible

to use the forward propagating signal coupled into TLo to implement the DFT if an

imbalance between the delays introduced by TLi and TLo is implemented as shown

in Fig. 2.8 b) [86]. It is easy to prove that in the absence of losses, the input and

output signals, x(t) and y(t) in Fig. 2.8 a) are related as

y(t) =
M∑
k=1

Wkx(t− τk) (2.1)

2henceforth referred to as the tap-weights of the equalizer.
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where τk = (k − 1)τ . The corresponding transfer function implemented by the DTF

is thus

Y (ω)

X(ω)
≡ HDTF(ω) =

M∑
k=1

Wke
−jωτk (2.2)

where ω here denotes angular frequency in the radio-frequency (RF) or microwave

(MW) ranges and X(ω) and Y (ω) represent the input and output signals (respec-

tively) in the frequency domain. Similar expressions can be obtained for the structure

of Fig. 2.8 b). In chapter 5 the distributed structures discussed in this section and the

transfer function in (2.2) are revisited in the context of distributed electronic phase

locked oscillators.



Chapter 3

Electroabsorption Modulator

Over the past couple of decades electroabsorption modulators relying on the QCSE

have become fundamental components in optical communication systems. This is in

part due to their compactness, high speed of operation, low required driving voltages

and the possibility of their monolithic integration with other optoelectronic compo-

nents. This last feature was realized as early as 1993 when an EAM was monolithically

integrated with a distributed feedback (DFB) laser in what is known as an electroab-

sorption modulated laser (EML) device [89]. The latest EML devices are capable of

producing OOK modulated signals at 100 Gbit/s thus providing the most compact

optical transmitter for that data rate [90]. By 2006, up to 40 EMLs, each working

at 40 Gbit/s, were monolithically integrated with power monitor photodiodes and

attenuators into a single photonic integrated circuit providing an aggregate data rate

of 1.6 Tbit/s [91]. EAMs have also been designed to carry high frequency analog sig-

nals in radio over fiber systems and to generate high speed digital phase modulated

signals [92, 93].

41
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Because EAMs are based on optical absorption, the photocurrent resulting from

the absorption process can be used to enable applications such as high-speed clock

recovery and transceiver operation at data rates as high as 100 Gbit/s [94, 95]. In

this chapter we exploit such modulator/photodetector dual nature of EAMs in order

to extract the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters which determine their operation in

both regimes. The parameter extraction approach presented relies on electric to optic

(EO) and optic to electric (OE) measurements over frequency for several applied bias

voltages (at a fixed input optical power). The formalism of optoelectronic scattering

matrices described by Hale and Williams [96] is used along with the carrier rate

equation to derive an expression which represents the response of the EAM as a

modulator and photodetector at different bias voltages. This expression is only a

function of the intrinsic parameters of the EAM. Numerical fitting between measured

EO and OE data and the derived expression is used to obtain a set of physically

reasonable intrinsic parameters for the EAM. Those parameters are then used to

extract S-parameters representing the combined effect of the interconnect/package.

The technique is analytically described and experimentally verified using a packaged,

commercially available EAM. It is shown that, in the absence of explicit information

about the physical dimensions and composition of the active section of the EAM,

different sets of numerically calculated intrinsic and extrinsic parameters can be used

to reproduce with good accuracy the measured EO and OE frequency responses of

the EAM.
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3.1 DC Characterization

The operation of EAMs as either optical modulators or photodetectors relies on cer-

tain fundamental parameters. Amongst these are the optical coupling loss existing

between the signal within the optical fiber pigtail and the intrinsic region of the

EAM, the amount of optical loss (mostly in the form of photon absorption) provided

by the EAM as a function of the applied bias voltage and the photocurrent conver-

sion efficiency of the EAM. The latter defined as the number of electron-hole pairs

contributing to photocurrent per the number of electron-hole pairs generated by ab-

sorbed photons [97]. All these parameters can be calculated from measurements of

the optical power transmission through the EAM as a function of the applied bias

voltage and measurements of the resulting photocurrent [59, 97, 98]. In this section

we calculate those parameters since they will be used during the extraction of the

extrinsic parameters which determine the frequency response of the EAM. The device

used throughout this chapter (and next) is a commercially available EAM from the

Centre for Integrated Photonics (CIP), Ipswich, U.K. The EAM (40G-PS-EAM-1550)

is rated for operation up to 40 GHz.

The optical power at any longitudinal point (z) inside the intrinsic region of the

EAM as a function of the applied bias voltage (Vb) and incident optical input power

(Pin) is given by

P (z) = Pinηce
−αT (Vb,Pin)z (3.1)

where ηc accounts for the optical coupling loss per facet (assumed the same for both

facets of the EAM). The total intrinsic optical loss, αT in (3.1), depends not only on
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the applied bias voltage but also on the input optical power through optical absorp-

tion saturation effects [59, 99]. These effects include bandgap shrinkage and electric

field screening. The latter is originated by the photogenerated carriers which screen

the externally applied field leading to changes in absorption as a result of the QCSE.

The former effect can be caused by temperature increases resulting from an increase

in the photocurrent generated by optical absorption. Bandgap shrinkage affects both

the amount of photons that can be absorbed and their rate of escape from the quan-

tum wells through thermionic emission. From (3.1) we can define the optical power

transmission through an EAM of length L with incident input optical power Pin as

T (Vb, Pin) =
Pout(Vb, Pin)

Pin
= η2

ce
−αT (Vb,Pin)L. (3.2)

The total optical loss inside the EAM consists of losses resulting from optical absorp-

tion between the conduction and valence bands (αcv) and other intrinsic mechanisms

(αi) which do not contribute to the generation of electron-hole pairs such as waveguide

scattering loss. We therefore express the total loss as

αT (Vb, Pin) = αi + Γcαcv(Vb, Pin). (3.3)

where Γc is the optical confinement factor inside the EAM. The total generated pho-

tocurrent can be obtained by integrating the absorbed optical power contributing to

the photocurrent, Pph(z) = Γcαcv(Vb, Pin)P (z),

Iph(Vb, Pin, z) =
qηi(Vb)

hν
Pph(z) (3.4)

Iph(Vb, Pin) =
qηi(Vb)

hν

∫ L

0

Γcαcv(Vb, Pin)P (z) dz (3.5)
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Figure 3.1: Measurement set-up for optical transmission and photocurrent. CW:
Continuous wave; PC: Polarization controller; A: Amp-meter.

where q and hν represent the electron charge and the incident photon energy, respec-

tively. The bias voltage dependent photocurrent conversion efficiency is denoted as

ηi(Vb). Substituting P (z) from (3.1) into the previous equation and evaluating the

integral yields,

Iph(Vb, Pin) =
qPinηcηi(Vb)Γcαcv(Vb, Pin)

hναT (Vb, Pin)
[1− e−αT (Vb,Pin)L]. (3.6)

The dependence of the optical loss and generated photocurrent on the applied bias

voltage and incident optical power can be better exemplified with measurements. The

set-up shown in Fig. 3.1 was used to measure the optical power transmission and gen-

erated photocurrent in the 40G-PS-EAM-1550 while varying both, the input optical

power and the bias voltage. The emission wavelength of the laser source was 1550

nm. The 40G-PS-EAM-1550 has a typical rated polarization dependence of less than

1 dB. The polarization controller was used to verify this during data collection. The

low polarization dependence of the EAM was further verified during the experiments

described in chapter 4. The measurements of optical power transmission resulting

from varying the applied bias voltage and input optical power are shown in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Measured optical power transmission a) and corresponding contour plot
in dB b).
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When the electric field created by the bias voltage is too weak to quickly remove

the photogenerated carriers from the quantum wells, increases in the input optical

power lead to absorption saturation through band filling and electric field screening

effects. When the electric field is high enough, increases in incident optical power

lead to increased photocurrent absorption which in turn heats the device. Changes

in the temperature of the EAM affect its transmission characteristics as described

in [59]. The overall power transmission characteristics are also determined by the

design of the intrinsic optical waveguide and the composition of the quantum wells.

Changes in these result in sharper or more gradual absorption versus applied voltage

transitions and in lower or higher sensitivity to the state of polarization of the input

signal [100, 101]. From a practical point of view, it is desirable to obtain a sharp

change in absorption with applied voltage since that maximizes the extinction ratio1

(ER) that the modulator can provide for a given applied electrical signal. As seen in

Fig. 3.2, the sharpness of the optical transmission changes with input optical power as

a result of the absorption saturation and temperature effects. These changes lead to

a tradeoff between the maximum ER that can be achieved and the necessary applied

voltage to achieve it. The tradeoff is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 as a function of the input

optical power. The bias voltage needed to obtain a 3 dB reduction in absorption

is increasingly deeper with increasing input optical power. Higher ER can also be

achieved with increasing input power, albeit at the expense of deeper bias voltage.

The Amp-meter shown in Fig. 3.1 was used to measure the photocurrent as a func-

tion of the applied bias voltage and input optical power. The measured photocurrent

corresponding to the optical transmission in Fig. 3.2 is shown in Fig. 3.4.

1Defined here as the difference (in dB) between the maximum and minimum optical transmission
points of the modulator.
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Combining (3.2) with (3.6) while using (3.3) yields,

Iph(Vb, Pin) =
qPinηcηi(Vb)

hν

[
1− αiL

Ln(η2
c/T (Vb, Pin))

] [
1− T (Vb, Pin)

η2
c

]
. (3.7)
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Equation (3.7) contains several parameters of interest which need to be determined

through numerical fitting with respect to measured data. We use measurements of

the optical power transmission, T (0, Pin), and numerically fit ηc, αiL and ηi(0) to

the measured photocurrent, Iph(0, Pin), over a small to medium range of input optical

powers to prevent optical power saturation effects. The measurements of photocurrent

and power transmission used are shown in Fig. 3.5. The fitting procedure yielded

an optical coupling loss per facet, ηc = 3.48 dB and αiL ' 0. These values were

used to find ηi(Vb) from the measurements of photocurrent and power transmission

shown in Fig. 3.6 taken at a fixed input optical power of 4.6 dBm. The calculated

photocurrent conversion efficiency and a polynomial fit are shown in Fig. 3.7 as a

function of the bias voltage. The fact that ηi(0) 6= 0 contributes to creating residual

optical absorption, on the other hand ηi → 1 is desirable if the current resulting from

optical absorption is to be used. For the 40G-PS-EAM-1550, Fig. 3.7 shows that ηi

has reached > 90% for less than half of the minimum rated bias voltage of -4V.
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By removing the optical coupling loss into and out of the EAM we obtain the

intrinsic optical loss coefficient,

γ(Vb, Pin) =
T (Vb, Pin)

η2
c

. (3.8)
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This coefficient, shown in Fig. 3.8, shows that for the 40G-PS-EAM-1550, most of

the transmission occurs for values of the bias voltage within the −1.5V ≤ Vb ≤ 0

range. The previously calculated parameters will be used during the extraction of

the package/interconnect S-parameters.

3.2 Parameter Extraction

In the previous section, EO (optical transmission) and OE (photocurrent) measure-

ments at dc were used to calculate some of the parameters which determine the

behavior of EAMs. Here the parameters which determine the intrinsic response of

EAMs over frequency are calculated. Those values are then used to calculate the

S-parameters of the package/interconnect which affect the transmission of electrical

signals in and out of the intrinsic EAM.
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3.2.1 Intrinsic EAM Response

The multiple-quantum well nature of the intrinsic region in EAMs causes their fre-

quency responses as photodiodes to depend strongly on the applied reverse bias volt-

age. This effect is largely due to the junction voltage dependence of the carrier escape

times for the electrons and holes generated through photo-absorption. Along with the

escape times of the photo-generated carriers, the intrinsic capacitance of the EAM

contributes to the frequency response. These two elements are commonly used in cir-

cuit model representations of the intrinsic region of EAMs [56,57,64]. Fig. 3.9 shows

such a representation where the total photogenerated current as a function of the

junction voltage, Iph(Vj), is obtained from the solution of the carrier-rate equations

for electrons and holes and from the definition of electron and hole photocurrents

given by

dn(t)

dt
=

Pabs(t)

hν
− n(t)

τn
(3.9)

dp(t)

dt
=

Pabs(t)

hν
− p(t)

τp
(3.10)

in(t) =
qηi(Vj)n(t)vn(Vb)

Wi

(3.11)

ip(t) =
qηi(Vj)p(t)vp(Vb)

Wi

(3.12)
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In (3.9) and (3.10), n and p represent the electron and hole densities and in Fig. 3.9,

Zo is a real reference impedance equal to 50 Ω. The frequency response of the electrical

interconnect and the package (if any) are lumped into the S-parameter matrix Sp(ω).

The external (intrinsic) incident and reflected electrical waves are denoted by a1 and

b1 (ai and bi) respectively. For an incident, time varying, optical power, pin(t), the

corresponding absorbed optical power, denoted as Pabs(t) in (3.9) and (3.10) can be

expressed as

Pabs(t) = pin(t)ηc [1− γ(Vj)] . (3.13)

In (3.11) and (3.12) Wi represents the width of the intrinsic MQW region and vn (vp)

is the bias voltage dependent velocity of electrons (holes). The corresponding escape

times of the photogenerated carriers are

τn(Vb) =
kWi

vn(Vb)
(3.14)

τp(Vb) =
(1− k)Wi

vn(Vb)
(3.15)

where 0 < k < 1 is a statistical coefficient that represents the position within the

MQW region where the electron-hole pairs originate. Without loss of generality we

assume k = 1/2 henceforth. Substituting (3.11) to (3.15) into (3.9) and (3.10) gives

the following equations for the photocurrents of electrons and holes,

din(t)

dt
=

qηcηi(Vj) [1− γ(Vj)] pin(t)

2hντn(Vb)
− in(t)

τn(Vb)
(3.16)

dip(t)

dt
=

qηcηi(Vj) [1− γ(Vj)] pin(t)

2hντp(Vb)
− ip(t)

τp(Vb)
(3.17)
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In (3.16) and (3.17), ηi(Vj) and γ(Vj) can be approximated as

γ(Vj) ' γ(Vb) + γ′(V b)(Vj − Vb) (3.18)

ηi(Vj) ' ηi(Vb) + η′i(V b)(Vj − Vb). (3.19)

where γ′(V b) and η′i(V b) represent the first derivatives of the intrinsic optical absorp-

tion and photocurrent conversion efficiencies (respectively) evaluated at a given bias

voltage point. In order to calculate the intrinsic reflection coefficient of the EAM

(Γi ≡ bi/ai) it is necessary to represent the photocurrent Iph in Fig. 3.9 as a small

signal impedance around a bias voltage Vb. Substituting (3.18) and (3.19) into (3.16)

and solving the resulting equation with Vj(t) = Vb + ∆Vje
jωt, pin(t) = Pin yields,

in(t) = Ino + ∆ine
jωt (3.20)

with the ∆V 2
j ' 0 approximation, the dc and small-signal electron photocurrents in

(3.20) are given by

Ino =
qPinηc
2hν

ηi(Vb) [1− γ(Vb)] (3.21)

∆in =
qPinηcκ(Vb)

2hν [1 + jωτn(Vb)]
∆Vj (3.22)

where

κ(Vb) = η′i(Vb)[1− γ(Vb)]− ηi(Vb)γ′(Vb). (3.23)
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A set of similar expressions can be obtained for the hole photocurrent. The total

photocurrent is the result of both, the electron and hole photocurrents,

Iph(t) = in(t) + ip(t) (3.24)

= (Ino + Ipo) + (∆in + ∆ip)e
jωt

= Ipho + ∆Iphe
jωt.

Substituting the corresponding expressions for electron and hole photocurrents into

(3.24) yields,

Ipho =
qPinηc
hν

ηi(Vb) [1− γ(Vb)] (3.25)

∆Iph =
H(Vb, ω)

2Ro(Vb, Pin)
∆Vj. (3.26)

From the last expression we have that the small signal impedance resulting from

photoabsorption is given by

Zph(Vb, Pin, ω) ≡ ∆Vj
∆Iph

=
2Ro(Vb, Pin)

H(Vb, ω)
(3.27)

where

Ro(Vb, Pin) =
2hν

qPinηcκ(Vb)
(3.28)

H(Vb, ω) =
1

1 + jωτn(Vb)
+

1

1 + jωτp(Vb)
. (3.29)

It is worth noticing here that Zph(Vb, Pin, 0) = Ro(Vb, Pin) and Zph(Vb, Pin,∞) = ∞.

As a result of this and of Zph being in parallel with the intrinsic capacitance C(Vj),
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Zph is often simply approximated as Zph ' Ro in intrinsic circuit representations of

EAMs. We thus have that the total intrinsic impedance of the EAM is given by

Zi =
Zph

(1 + jωCZph)
(3.30)

which is necessary for the calculation of the intrinsic reflection coefficient, Γi(Vb, Pin, ω).

The optical output power resulting from a junction voltage Vj(t) = Vb + ∆Vje
jωt

and an input optical power Pin is

Pout(t) = Pinη
2
cγ[Vj(t)] = Po + ∆Poe

jωt (3.31)

where using (3.18) we get

Po = Pinη
2
cγ(Vb) (3.32)

∆Po = Pinη
2
cγ
′(Vb)∆Vj (3.33)

From standard microwave theory [75], the total small signal junction voltage ∆Vj is

related to the incident small signal junction voltage ∆V +
j by

∆V +
j =

∆Vj
1 + Γi

. (3.34)

The incident electrical wave into the intrinsic EAM shown in Fig. 3.9 is

ai =
∆V +

j√
Zi

=
∆Vj

(1 + Γi)
√
Zi
. (3.35)

The complex response of the EAM as a modulator, [96] can thus be expressed using
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(3.33) and (3.35) as

g(Vb, Pin, ω) ≡ ∆Po
ai

= Pinη
2
cγ
′(Vb)

√
Zi(1 + Γi) (3.36)

We have arrived at expression (3.36) by treating the EAM as an optical modulator

subject to a fixed (CW) input optical power Pin with a small signal junction voltage

around a bias voltage Vb.

In order to obtain the complex response of the EAM as a photodetector it is nec-

essary to determine the small signal photocurrent produced as a result of an incident

optical power pin(t) = Pin + ∆Pine
jωt with junction voltage Vj(t) = Vb. Substituting

these conditions into (3.16) and (3.17) and solving the resulting equations yields the

total photocurrent of (3.24) with the dc term, Ipho given by (3.25). The small signal

photocurrent in (3.24) must now be understood as emanating from the EAM when

no electrical driving signal is applied. The photocurrent is thus given as a function

of the received small signal optical power by

∆Iph =
qηcηi(Vb)[1− γ(Vb)]H(Vb, ω)

2hν
∆Pin. (3.37)

The electrical outgoing wave [75] is given by bi = ∆Iph
√
Zi. The complex response of

the EAM as a receiver [96] can therefore be written as

r(Vb, Pin, ω) ≡ bi
∆Pin

=
qηcηi(Vb)[1− γ(Vb)]

√
ZiH(Vb, ω)

2hν
. (3.38)

Before ending this section we point out that we have intentionally kept the CW

optical power going into the EAM equal to Pin for both the EAM as modulator and
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the EAM as photodetector scenarios. This is important in light of the input power

dependence of the properties of EAMs as discussed in section 3.1.

3.2.2 Extrinsic EAM Response

The complex responses of the EAM as modulator and photodetector derived in sec-

tion 3.2.1 cannot be obtained directly from measurements. Instead, electrical signals

are injected and extracted through an embedding network. Such a network can con-

sist of electrical laboratory probes for an un-packaged device or a fixed electrical

interconnect inside a package. The characteristics of such an embedding network are

in general unknown and also need to be determined from external measurements.

Moreover, measuring the response of an EAM as modulator requires a photodetector

with a known (calibrated) response. Likewise, measuring the response of the EAM as

photodetector requires a calibrated optical modulator to produce the incident optical

signal. The scenario described in Fig. 2.4 thus arises for an intrinsic optoelectronic

component with unknown parameters driven through an electrical embedding net-

work (also with unknown parameters) injecting and receiving signals to and from

an optical port. In this section the formalism of optoelectronic scattering matrices,

briefly reviewed in appendix B and explained in detail in [96], is used to solve the

de-embedding and unterminating problem of Fig. 2.4 c).

In order to extract the intrinsic parameters of the EAM (intrinsic capacitance

and carrier escape times of electrons and holes) the measurable (extrinsic) response

of the EAM is recorded for several bias voltages at a fixed input optical power Pin.

For this reason and for brevity of notation we henceforth remove the explicit input

power dependence of the measured variables and of the complex intrinsic responses
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Figure 3.10: Schematics for a) EO and b) OE data collection.

in (3.36) and (3.38). A schematic representation of the data collection set-up for the

EO and OE responses of the EAM is shown in Fig. 3.10. In Fig. 3.10 a) the EAM

with input optical power Pin is used as a modulator for several values of its bias

voltage Vb and EO data is collected. In Fig. 3.10 b) on the other hand, the EAM is

used as a photodetector where the CW input optical power is again Pin (PIN > Pin

to overcome the loss of the calibrated optical modulator used). OE data is collected

at the same set of bias voltages used to take the EO measurements in Fig. 3.10 a).

In order to obtain a set of usable EO and OE measurements, these are taken over

a range of bias voltages within the transmission window of the EAM (-1.5V ≤ Vb ≤

0V as shown in Fig. 3.8). The polarization controller shown in Fig. 3.10 must be

used when the EAM exhibits polarization dependent effects within the range of bias

voltages used to take the EO and OE measurements.

From a microwave engineering point of view, the data collection set-up of Fig. 3.10

consists of two electrical ports to which electrical signals (a1 and a2) are injected and

from which two other electrical signals (b1 and b2) emanate. When these two ports

are connected through a purely electrical network, the electrical signals on each port
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Figure 3.11: Signal flow graph for the a) modulator and b) receiver.

can be related by scattering, transmission or ABCD matrices [75]. Optoelectronic

scattering matrices [96] are used to describe components with both, electrical and

optical ports. These matrices allow the paired connection of optical transmitters and

receivers to be integrated along with the scattering matrices of all the other electronic

components at the transmitter and receiver sides. The elements of such matrices

consist of the complex response of the optical transmitter and receiver optoelectronic

component (an EAM in our case) and its reflection coefficient. We thus have that

the optoelectronic scattering matrices for the intrinsic EAM acting as modulator and

receiver are given by

S̃mi(Vb) =

 Γi(Vb) 0

g(Vb) 0

 (3.39)

S̃ri(Vb) =

 0 0

r(Vb) Γi(Vb)

 (3.40)

where the dependence on frequency has been omitted for brevity and the tilde is used
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to differentiate them from electrical scattering matrices. Similar matrices are used

to represent the calibrated optical transmitter and receivers shown in Fig. 3.10. An

equivalent signal flow graph representation of Fig. 3.10 is shown in Fig. 3.11. Where

the elements of the scattering matrix representing the interconnect/package of the

EAM (Sp(ω) in Fig. 3.9) are explicitly shown while R and ΓR (G and ΓM) repre-

sent the complex response and reflection coefficient of the calibrated optical receiver

(modulator). Using the laws of signal-flow graph or applying the corresponding set

of cascade matrices [75] the following equations can be obtained from Fig. 3.11. For

the modulator case:

S21m(Vb) ≡
b2

a1

=
g(Vb)RS21p

1− Γi(Vb)S22p

. (3.41)

For the receiver case:

S21r(Vb) ≡
b2

a1

=
Gr(Vb)S12p

1− Γi(Vb)S22p

(3.42)

while for both cases

S11m(Vb) = S22r(Vb) =
Γi(Vb)(S21pS12p − S22pS11p)

1− Γi(Vb)S22p

. (3.43)

If (3.41) and (3.42) correspond to the same value of bias voltage Vb, their ratio can

be expressed as

S21mr(Vb) ≡
S21m(Vb)

S21r(V b)
=
g(Vb)RS21p

r(Vb)GS12p

. (3.44)

This last expression still remains a function of the S-parameters of the intercon-

nect/package and of the calibration coefficients R and G. In order to remove that

dependence, ratios can further be taken for different values of the bias voltage in
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(3.44) with respect to a single fixed value of Vb (denoted as Vb1). We can thus define

S21(Vbk) ≡
S21mr(Vbk)

S21mr(Vb1)
=
g(Vbk)r(Vb1)

r(Vbk)g(Vb1)
(3.45)

which depends only on the intrinsic parameters of the EAM. Since H(Vb,∞) = 0

and Ro(Vb) � Zo for EAMs with low to medium input optical power, the intrinsic

reflection coefficient is dominated by the intrinsic capacitance and the following ap-

proximation can be made in (3.36), 1 + Γi(Vb) ' 2/[1 + jωZoC(Vb)]. Using this and

substituting (3.36) and (3.38) into (3.45) we obtain

S21(Vbk, ω) = f(Vbk)
[1 + jωZoC(Vb1)]H(Vb1, ω)

[1 + jωZoC(Vbk)]H(Vbk, ω)
(3.46)

where

f(Vbk) =
γ′(Vbk)ηi(Vb1)[1− γ(Vb1)]

γ′(Vb1)ηi(Vbk)[1− γ(Vbk)]
. (3.47)

From (3.29) and (3.46) we have that S21(Vbk, 0) = f(Vbk). Therefore, normalizing

(3.46) with respect to its dc value and taking its magnitude we have

∣∣∣∣S21(Vbk, ω)

S21(Vbk, 0)

∣∣∣∣2 =
1 + (ωZoC1)2

1 + (ωZoCk)2
· 4 + ω2(τn1 + τp1)2

4 + ω2(τnk + τpk)2

× 1 + (ωτnk)
2

1 + (ωτn1)2
· 1 + (ωτpk)

2

1 + (ωτp1)2
(3.48)

where subscripts are used on the right hand side to denote bias voltage dependence.

Equation (3.48) is only a function of the parameters which determine the intrinsic

frequency response of the EAM. The expression in (3.48) can be directly obtained

from external measurements. Moreover, none of the parameters calculated in section

3.2.1 is necessary here since their combination, found in f(Vbk), is accounted for by
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the measured value of S21(Vbk, 0). In fact, not only is not necessary to know the

optical coupling loss, intrinsic loss and photocurrent conversion coefficients but also

the calibrated coefficients of the optical transmitter and receiver used (G and R in

Fig. 3.11) are not needed in (3.48). In the next section, EO and OE measurements of

the 40G-PS-EAM-1550 used in section 3.1 are collected to produce a family of curves

described by (3.48). The intrinsic parameters are then calculated through numerical

fitting.

Calculation of the intrinsic parameters through multiple ratios of the EO and

OE frequency response of the EAM allows the solution of the de-embedding part of

the characterization problem in Fig. 2.4 without knowledge of the characteristics of

the embedding electrical network. Once the intrinsic parameters are estimated, the

problem of determining the electrical embedding network can be solved. Previous

work with laser diodes, [68, 70] has assumed specific types of electrical interconnects

(modeled with discrete electric components) for the embedding network in Fig. 2.4.

Instead of doing that, we have chosen to represent the electrical interconnect and

package effects lumped together by the S-parameter matrix Sp(ω) in Fig. 3.9. We

have done this for two reasons. First, the electrical interconnect of an EAM might

contain an impedance matching network to improve the performance within some

frequency range. An adequate circuit model for such a matching network can be

difficult to determine from measurements of the overall EO and OE frequency response

of the EAM only. Second, the possible resonances exhibited by the package contribute

to the overall frequency response of the EAM [60] and would be difficult to separate

from the effect of the interconnect and/or to model with discrete components.
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In order to find the elements of Sp(ω) we begin by rewriting (3.42) as

Gr(Vb)S12p + Γi(Vb)S21r(Vb)S22p = S21r(Vb) (3.49)

which is only a function of S12p and S22p when the intrinsic parameters and modulator

calibration coefficient G are known. For a series of bias voltage values, (3.49) can be

solved in a least-square sense for those two parameters of Sp(ω). S12p is then used

in (3.44) to obtain S21p. Finally, S11p is calculated from (3.43). The S-parameters

thus obtained along with the intrinsic parameters calculated as described in section

3.1 can be used to reproduce the overall EO and OE frequency response of the EAM

as shown in section 3.3.

3.3 Experimental Verification

The parameter extraction process described in the two previous sections was applied

to the 40G-PS-EAM-1550. The experimental set-up was as shown in Fig. 3.10 with

a vector network analyzer (VNA) providing and receiving the electrical signals. The

VNA and calibrated photodetector used were the 37397C and MN4765A respectively,

both from Anritsu Corporation and both rated for operation up to 65 GHz. The

calibration process described in [96] was used on another EAM, the OM5642W-30B

from OKI Electric Industry Ltd. which was then used as the calibrated modulator.

The measured data collected by the VNA was smoothed with a sliding Hamming

window spanning 450 MHz (∼ 1 % of the measured frequency range). Fig. 3.12

shows the EO response (S21m), OE response (S21r) and reflection coefficient (S22r) of

the 40G-PS-EAM-1550 for a series of bias voltages.
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Figure 3.12: Measured EAM S-parameters, a) EO, b) OE and c) reflection coefficient
within -1.0V ≤ Vb ≤ -0.3V, ∆Vb = -0.1V, Pin = 4.6 dBm.
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Figure 3.14: Calculated S-parameters for the interconnect/package.

Fig. 3.13 a) shows the normalized measured (as given in (3.45)) and numerically

fitted (by using (3.48)) combination of the EO and OE responses of the EAM. For

convenience we have used the highest value of the bias voltage (Vb = -0.3V) as our

reference value of Vb1 in (3.45). The values of the carrier escape times and intrinsic

capacitance which yield the fitted traces in Fig. 3.13 a) are shown in Fig. 3.13 b).

As expected, the escape times of photogenerated carriers decrease with increasing

reverse bias voltage while the calculated value of the intrinsic capacitance is physically

reasonable for an EAM rated for operation up to 40 GHz. The set of initial values

of τe, τh and C needed for the fitting procedure was obtained by initially neglecting

the variation of the intrinsic capacitance and assuming τe = τh = τ over the set

of bias voltages used. These assumptions reduce the fitting between (3.48) and the

measured data to a linear least-square problem the solution of which renders a set

of initial values for the carrier escape times. These values were in turn used to find

an initial estimate for the value of the intrinsic capacitance within the range of bias

voltages used. Finally, a non-linear least-square fitting procedure was used to arrive

at the set of values shown in Fig. 3.13 b). This set of intrinsic parameters was used

as described at the end of section 3.2.2 to find the S-parameters shown in Fig. 3.14
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which represent the interconnect/package. The intrinsic and extrinsic parameters

shown in the two previous figures were used to calculate the OE and EO frequency

response of the EAM. The results, along with the measured data, are shown in Fig.

3.15 for a subset of the bias voltages used. The slight misfit exhibited at some bias

voltages in the calculated EO response is likely due to a less than optimum value of

the calculated intrinsic capacitance which affects the modulator response through Γi.

3.4 Discussion on Limitations

The methodology described in section 3.2.2 lead us to (3.48) which contains only the

parameters governing the frequency response of the intrinsic EAM. Using (3.48) to fit

the measured data yields two carrier escape times per bias voltage. It is not possible

however to know which value should be assigned to the escape time of electrons and

which should be assigned to that of the holes. Since the mobility of holes is much

lower than that of electrons in the semiconductor materials used in EAMs, we have

assigned, at each bias voltage, the lower value of the escape time to τe and the higher

to τh.

An adequately selected set of parameters will produce a fit between (3.48) and

the corresponding measured values for all the bias voltages used and over the entire

frequency range of operation of the EAM. The parameters cannot be independently

optimized since (3.48) always contains the parameters of the reference bias voltage Vb1.

At each bias voltage the values of τe, τh and C must be found, the dimensionality

of the fitting space can therefore increase rapidly (to 24 variables in the previous

section for example). As such, one is faced with the possibility of having multiple

values for the set of optimization parameters which yield almost identically good fits
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Figure 3.15: Measured and calculated OE a) and EO b) responses within -0.9V≤ Vb ≤
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with respect to the measured data. In order to avoid obtaining values which are

not physically meaningful, we have used a constrained non-linear least-square fitting

procedure [102] in section 3.3. The fitting procedure relies on a primal-dual interior-

point optimization method for semidefinite and second-order cone programming. A

software package implementing such optimization method [103] was used along with

an analytic expression for the Jacobian representing a first order expansion of (3.48)

around a given set of intrinsic parameters. We must point out here that the methods

used to solve the fitting problem and to produce an initial set of parameters are not

unique and better approaches might exist. The search for the best numerical tools to

solve the parameter extraction procedure described here is beyond the scope of this

thesis.

When detailed information is available about the physical dimensions and compo-

sition of the active region within the EAM it is possible to calculate parameters such

as the value of the intrinsic capacitance or to use that information in a more detailed

model to predict the behavior of the EAM [61]. When detailed information is not

available, all the parameters must be obtained though external measurements. The

proposed method allows us to find a set of physically reasonable values for the pa-

rameters of the EAM solely from external measurements. The parameters thus found

however are only accurate insofar they can reproduce the EO and OE frequency re-

sponse of the EAM. They are not, in general, the same as those obtained from a

physics based model in which the composition of the quantum wells, dimensions of

the active section and details of the interconnect and package used for the EAM are

known. A somewhat different set of intrinsic and extrinsic parameters (from those
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Figure 3.16: Intrinsic parameters obtained by increasing the initial value of the in-
trinsic capacitance by 25% during data fitting.

found in section 3.3) could be obtained for example, by starting the numerical fit-

ting procedure from a different set of initial parameter values. To illustrate this, we

have increased by 25% the initial estimate of the intrinsic capacitance and used again

our constrained non-linear least-square fitting procedure. The intrinsic values thus

obtained are shown in Fig. 3.16.
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Figure 3.17: Alternative S-parameters for the interconnect/package.
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Although slightly different, the new found values for the intrinsic parameters still

remain physically reasonable. The corresponding set of calculated S-parameters for

the interconnect/package are similar (but not identical) to those shown in Fig. 3.15

and are shown in Fig. 3.17 for completeness. The measured and calculated OE and

EO responses using the new set of parameters are shown in Fig. 3.18.

We can thus see that different sets of physically reasonable parameters can be

used to reproduce the EO and OE response of the EAM when physical details about

it are not available. The photographs at the end of this chapter show the 40G-PS-

EAM-1550 mounted on its experimental fixture (Fig. 3.19) and with the top cover of

the package removed (Fig. 3.20).

3.5 Summary

The problem of calculating the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of EAMs was ad-

dressed by exploiting their use as both modulators and photodetectors. Optoelec-

tronic scattering matrices were used to describe both modes of operation. By com-

bining the EO and OE frequency responses of the EAM it is possible to calculate

the parameters which determine the intrinsic frequency response of the EAM while

removing the effect of the interconnect/package and the need for an accurately cal-

ibrated optical transmitter and receiver pair. The intrinsic parameters can in turn

be used to calculate a set of S-parameters representing the effect of the intercon-

nect/package thus providing a complete characterization of the EAM. Input optical

power dependence of the EAM properties is easily accounted for by using the same

CW input optical power to collect the EO and OE data. With the possible exception
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of an additional polarization controller, the proposed method can be readily imple-

mented and automated using a commercial lightwave component analyzer. Through

numerical fitting it was shown that in the absence of any detailed knowledge about

the internal structure of the EAM, different sets of physically reasonable parameters

obtained from the parameter extraction method presented can be used to reproduce

the OE and EO frequency responses of the EAM with good accuracy.
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Figure 3.19: EAM connected to a matching load (left), a bias-T (right) and mounted
on an experimental fixture with a thermistor and a thermoelecric cooler.

Figure 3.20: EAM with microstrip line and bonding wire connections to an external
matching load and to the input RF connector (left and right) and coupling fibers (top
and bottom).



Chapter 4

Optical Time Division

Multiplexing

The technique of OTDM discussed in chapter 1 has as a premise the processing of

signals in the optical domain with the goal of increasing the transmission rate of the

system beyond what is possible with available electronics. OTDM can be further

combined with phase modulation and polarization multiplexing techniques to reach

Tbit/s data rates using a single carrier. The increase in capacity per wavelength

achieved by OTDM is only possible with the use of optical or optoelectronic com-

ponents which implement entirely in the optical domain the operations performed

by electronics in traditional ETDM systems. In this chapter we discuss some of

the enabling components of OTDM systems with particular emphasis on the critical

OTDM demultiplexing operation. Through analysis and numerical calculation it is

shown that a single EAM can be effectively used for optical demultiplexing from a

high data rate of 160 Gbit/s to a low data rate of 10 Gbit/s in an OOK based OTDM

system.

76
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The use of a single EAM as OTDM demulltiplexer is quasi-analytically with the

commonly followed approach of cascading two EAMs as optoelectronic switches when

high granularity in the selection of OTDM channels is needed. A sub-harmonically

extracted clock from a 160 Gbit/s data stream is used along with a single lumped EAM

in an experimental demonstration of a direct 160 Gbit/s to 10 Gbit/s demultiplexing

operation. We begin this chapter by reviewing the past and current state of OTDM

systems and by putting our work of later sections within the framework of today’s

OTDM research.

4.1 OTDM Systems Then and Now

Since their introduction [104–106] and until a few years ago, the general structure

of an OTDM receiver resembled that shown in Fig. 4.1. The base (channel) rate

receiver operated at the highest speed supported by the available electronics and the

modulation format was limited to OOK.

Ultrafast Optical

Switch

Base Rate

Clock Extraction

Base Rate

Receiver

Optical Signal

Electrical Signal

Figure 4.1: Traditional OTDM receiver.

Over more than a decade of development, OTDM systems employing this type of

receiver set record after record for the highest bit rates in transmission experiments [7].

This culminated with a landmark experiment in 2000 reaching an impressive 1.28
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Tbit/s bit rate transmitted over 70 km of fiber on a single optical carrier [107]. That

represented an increase of more than a hundred times over the available data rate per

wavelength of existing systems relying on ETDM technology. To achieve that result

however, the authors had to resort to an all-fiber based approach. Additional optical

signal processing stages [108] were necessary to produce ∼ 400 fs pulses at the trans-

mitter and an NOLM demultiplexer was used at the receiver. The system clock was

transmitted on a separate wavelength and third and fourth order CD compensation

was required. The availability of new modulation formats at the transmitter during

the following decade [109] offered the possibility of relaxing the tight system design

margins demanded by ultra-high speed experiments [110–112]. The use of differential

phase shift keying (DPSK) and differential quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK)

modulation formats along with polarization multiplexing enabled a reduction in the

required optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR), improved tolerance against non-linear

effects in fiber and reduced the impact of CD and PMD. A series of field trials and

long-haul experiments designed to assess the long term stability of OTDM systems

at data rates of up to 640 Gbit/s were implemented [113–116]. By the middle of

the decade the use of differential phase modulated formats allowed the transmission

of the same 1.28 Tbit/s of [107] over 240 km of fiber (using DPSK) and made it

possible to transmit 2.56 Tbit/s over 160 km (using DQPSK) [117]. Semiconductor

based components and subsystems for OTDM were further refined allowing for the

compact and stable operation of all the necessary data generation, clock extraction

and optical demultiplexing operations [118]. Yet, despite of all those advances, the

inherently short symbol period used in OTDM continued to dictate relatively tight
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system design margins. During the second half of the last decade, telecommunica-

tions equipment manufacturers searched for ways to increase per channel bit rates

while avoiding the use of OTDM and preserving compatibility with well established

WDM system design rules and network components. The result of that effort was

the development of the digital coherent receiver (DCR). Only as recently as 2008 the

first commercially available system relying on the DCR was introduced to the mar-

ket [119]. The gains obtained in terms of improved spectral efficiency and tolerance

to transmission link impairments were made possible through high speed electronic

sampling, analog to digital converters (ADCs) and digital signal processing of the

received signal. A discussion of the digital signal processing techniques used by the

DCR, their limitations and all the relevant hardware components that make up the

DCR is beyond the scope of this thesis. We refer the interested reader to some refer-

ences on the topic [120–122]. The development of the DCR however did not render

OTDM systems irrelevant. Just as the inability of ETDM based systems to multiplex

and demultiplex increasingly faster signals spurred the development of OTDM tech-

nologies, the limits set by the speed of the electronics used in the DCR ensured that

OTDM techniques remained current. The fundamental limitations in the operation

of the DCR arise from the maximum operation speed of the ADCs and of the logic

used within the DSP part of the DCR. These limitations can be overcome by merging

the functionalities of an OTDM demultiplexer and a coherent receiver. The resulting

receiver has the additional advantage of not requiring an ultrafast optical switch like

the one in the traditional OTDM receiver of Fig. 4.1.

Removing the need for an ultrafast optical switch in OTDM receivers is an idea
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that was first put forward in late 90s [123]. An optical hybrid and a couple of dif-

ferential photodetectors (Fig. 4.2) are used instead of the optical switch. The signal

injected into the LO port of the optical hybrid consists of a pulse stream at the OTDM

channel rate and with a pulsewidth similar to that of the incoming data signal. Inter-

ference between the two signals is only possible for the duration of the pulses in the

LO port. A phase diversity scheme ensures that the mismatch between the optical

phases in the signal and LO ports has no effect on the level of the signal reaching the

decision stage. The resulting OTDM dmultiplexer works well for OOK signals only.

Optical

90
o

Hybrid

Signal

LO

(  )
2

(  )
2

OTDM

Demultiplexing

Phase Diversity

& Decision Making

Optical Signal

Electrical Signal

Figure 4.2: OTDM receiver without ultrafast optical switch.

Recently, a modification to this approach which enables the ultrafast operation

of the DCR was proposed [124, 125]. The difference consists of replacing the phase

diversity and decision making section of the receiver of Fig. 4.2 with the anlog to

digital (A/D) converters and DSP section of the DCR as shown in Fig. 4.3. This

modification not only enables the coherent detection of the incoming signal but also

removes the limitation set by the electronics of the DCR which only need to be fast

enough to handle the channel rate signal. Several experimental demonstrations of

this new kind of coherent-OTDM receiver have been reported ranging from a 160

Gbit/s QPSK signal to an impressive 5.1 Tbit/s signal on a single optical carrier
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[126–129]. The use of this type of receiver made it possible to reach the landmark

1.28 Tbit/s data rate of [107] without the need for any of the all-fiber optical signal

processing techniques used there by transmitting a polarization multiplexed signal at

160 Gsymbols/s using a 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) format [130].

Optical

90
o

Hybrid

Signal

LO

A/D

A/D

DSP

&

Decoding

Optical Signal

Electrical Signal

Figure 4.3: Coherent OTDM receiver.

A subtle but important difference between a traditional OOK-OTDM receiver

and the coherent OTDM receiver of Fig. 4.3 lies on the channel rate used. In the

traditional OOK-OTDM receiver, the channel rate is set according to the granularity

of the OTDM system itself (usually 10 Gbit/s or 40 Gbit/s). For the coherent OTDM

receiver however, the channel rate is dictated by the highest symbol rate that the

DCR can handle. In both cases however, the maximum data rate that the underlying

OTDM system can carry is limited either by the width of the switching window

created by the ultrafast optical switch (Fig. 4.1) or by the width of the pulses in

the pulsed LO used (Fig. 4.3). Depending on whether the coherent OTDM receiver

works as a homodyne or intra-dyne detector [122] exact phase matching between the

optical carriers of the data and pulsed LO signals may be necessary. It is therefore

advantageous to use a source for the pulsed LO that allows independent control over

its repetition rate and phase of the optical carrier. As discussed in chapter 2, EAM-

based optical switches can also be used as pulse sources when a CW signal is incident
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on them. Moreover, the repetition rate of the resulting pulsed signal is controlled by

an electrical driving signal which is completely independent of the CW signal used.

The use of EAM-based pulse sources for coherent OTDM receivers has recently been

demonstrated [131]. A CW signal obtained from a recently proposed optical phase-

locked loop (OPLL) [132] was incident on an electrically driven EAM. The resulting

pulsed LO enabled the homodyne detection of a 32 QAM, 10 Gsymbols/s channel

transmitted over 225 km. The total OTDM data rate was 400 Gbit/s limited only by

the somewhat broad pulsewidth (16 ps) of the pulsed LO signal. A low duty ratio in

the pulsed LO is thus desirable in order to increase the capacity of coherent OTDM

systems while maintaining the required operation speed of the electronics within the

DCR to a reasonable level.

The use of EAMs for channel selection in OTDM systems with high granularity

(based on 10 Gbit/s channel rates) will be the focus of our study in this chapter.

The analytic and experimental work presented will remain within the bounds of the

traditional OOK-OTDM system with a demultiplexer as that in Fig. 4.1. The direct

applicability of our work to the coherent OTDM receiver of Fig. 4.3 must however

be clear. A stream of low duty ratio pulses is produced by the OTDM demultiplexer

under study when a CW signal is incident on it instead of an OOK modulated signal.

The properties of those pulses are carefully characterized in section 4.4.1. Their use

in a coherent OTDM receiver could allow a further increase of the data rate in the

system while still relying on currently available electronics for the DCR. Although

the necessary hardware and instrumentation was not available to implement such a

coherent system, we see it as a natural extension of our work in this area.
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4.2 Fundamental Blocks

The ultrafast transmission and reception of optical signals in OTDM systems relies

on a series of building blocks. These blocks enable the generation and detection of

ultrafast optical signals in a way that is transparent to the underlying lower speed

electronics. Although in an OTDM based system many such blocks might exist (for

wavelength conversion, signal regeneration, channel add/drop etc.) here we concen-

trate only on the most fundamental. In the following sections we discuss (and present

measurements) for the implementation of ultra-short optical pulse generation, optical

data multiplexing and clock signal extraction.

4.2.1 Pulse Sources and Optical Multiplexing

Central to the feasible implementation of OTDM systems is the issue of generating

the ultra-short pulses where the information is encoded. As discussed in section 1.3,

these pulses can be generated when the multiple resonant frequencies of an oscillator

become mutually coherent (phase locked). The most commonly used technologies

that implement such an approach are the mode locked fiber laser (MLFL) and the

semiconductor based mode locked laser (MLL). To date, they are both commercially

available and each has its own advantages and drawbacks [133,134]. Independently of

the technology used to generate the pulses, certain characteristics are required if they

are to be used in an OTDM system. Their full width at half maximum (FWHM) and

extinction ratio (ER) need to be sufficiently small and large (respectively) to avoid

causing excessive interference with the neighboring pulses in the OTDM stream. At

160 Gbit/s for example, the FWHM of the pulses must occupy less than a third of

the bit period (∼ 2.0 ps) and have an ER in excess of 30 dB [135]. Moreover, the
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repetition rate of the generated pulses must match that of the individual channels

used to build up the OTDM stream (normally 10 GHz or 40 GHz). In this section

we will focus on pulses produced by a commercially available MLFL and on a 160

Gbit/s OTDM data stream implemented with those pulses.

Fiber lasers consist of an active medium, usually in the form of an erbium-doped

fiber amplifier (EDFA), a loop of fiber that forms a ring cavity, an output coupler and

an isolator to make the ring unidirectional. In order to enforce mode-locking between

the resonant frequencies of the ring an optical modulator is also introduced. Fiber

lasers easily allow the generation of pulses with several mW of optical power due to

the use of the internal EDFA. However, the long fiber lengths needed to implement

the MLFL (10-300 m) mean that the resulting resonant frequencies are spaced apart

by only a few MHz. Harmonic mode locking is therefore necessary to ensure that the

repetition rate of the resulting pulses is high enough to match that of the OTDM

channels. In this kind of locking the signal applied to the modulator is a harmonic

of the frequency spacing between the resonant frequencies of the ring. Although ef-

fective, harmonic locking makes MLFLs more sensitive to the small fluctuations in

the fiber length caused by changes in temperature. A good control mechanism is

thus necessary to stabilize the temperature of the ring and to continuously adjust its

length in order to keep the applied locking frequency as a harmonic of the frequency

spacing between the resonant frequencies of the ring. Failure to track the changes in

temperature can result in a loss of the locking condition and a severe degradation of

the quality of the produced pulses. An approach that eases the temperature control

problem consists of introducing a harmonic self-locking of the ring using the instan-

taneous harmonic of the resonant frequencies. This technique called ”regeneratively
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Figure 4.4: Pulse produced by the MLFL a) and corresponding spectrum b).

mode-locking” enables a steady free-running pulse stream to be obtained from the

MLFL without the use of an external locking signal. When control over the pulsating

frequency is needed a secondary control loop is used to adjust the length of the ring

to make the applied signal a harmonic of the resonant frequencies [136].

Another significant problem with fiber laser technology arising from variations

in the length of the fiber is the so called ”mode-hopping” behavior. Mode-hopping

occurs in harmonically locked fiber lasers and causes changes (hops) in the frequency

components of the pulse stream. Although the pulse shape remains unaffected, the

resulting variations in the phase of the optical carrier render the pulses unsuitable

for use in coherent systems [10]. This problem can be addressed by adding a tun-

able etalon inside the fiber ring in order to force only one set of harmonic resonant

frequencies to contribute to the creation of the pulse stream [137].

The MLFL used during our experimental work in this chapter was the RZT optical

transmitter commercially available from PriTeL Inc. Pulses with a FWHM close

to 2 ps and measured ER of 30 dB were readily produced when all the necessary

operating parameters were properly adjusted and the temperature of the fiber ring

had stabilized. An externally applied signal with a 9.95328 GHz frequency was used
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Figure 4.5: Measured and fitted pulse from the MLFL.

to enforce the phase locking condition. An optical sampling oscilloscope was used to

measure the resulting pulse shown in Fig. 4.4 a). The optical spectrum of the pulse

stream had a 3 dB bandwidth of 3 nm and was centered approximately around a 1550

nm wavelength as can be seen in Fig. 4.4 b).

A squared hyperbolic sechant (sech2) profile provides a good approximation to

the actual pulse produced by the MLFL as shown in Fig. 4.5. Although the MLFL

from PriTel produced pulses with a shape, width and extinction ratio suitable for the

implementation of a 160 Gbit/s OTDM system, it did not employ the regenerative

mode-locking technique or prevent the mode-hopping phenomenon discussed earlier.

This resulted in considerable fluctuations in the repetition rate of the produced pulse

stream (Fig. 4.6) and in hops over time of the frequency components that formed the

pulse stream (Fig. 4.7). The former issue was dealt with at the demultiplexer with a

clock extraction mechanism discussed in section 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.6: Repetition rate of the PriTel RZT over time (every 30 sec.).
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From a practical point of view, it is difficult to study OTDM systems in the

laboratory by implementing them as depicted in Fig. 1.5. Such implementation

requires multiple high-speed data sources and modulators which are not always readily

available in a laboratory environment. A common solution to this problem consists of

building the OTDM signal by decorrelating and interleaving (in the optical domain)

a single bit sequence at the channel bit rate. The idea is schematically illustrated in

Fig. 4.8. At each stage of the OCM, the original bit sequence is split and recombined

after a suitable delay. The end result is a doubling of the repetition rate at the output

of each stage. When the initial bit sequence is a pseudorandom bit data sequence

(PRBS) the delays used in each stage of the OCM must be carefully selected to

preserve the nature of the PRBS. That is, exactly the same bit pattern must be seen

at the output of each stage but at exactly twice the previous repetition rate. This is

accomplished by selecting the delays of each stage as a function of both the bit rate

of the previous stage and the length of the PRBS used. Several technologies exists for

the implementation of the OCM in Fig. 4.8. Regardless of the technology used, the

long term stability and immunity to environmental factors of the OCM are of prime

importance.

During our experimental work, the OCM used relied on adjustable fiber delay lines

specially designed to multiply a PRBS of length 27− 1 with an initial repetition rate

of 9.95328 GHz. This OCM was also a commercially available device from PriTel Inc.

Once the delay lines were adjusted, the OCM produced the desired OTDM stream.
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Figure 4.9: Spectra for a) 20 Gbit/s, b) 40 Gbit/s, c) 80 Gbit/s and d) 160 Gbit/s.

The spectra of the produced signals exhibited well defined frequency components

spaced increasingly further apart as seen in Fig. 4.9 for the OTDM signals obtained

at different points through the OCM. The corresponding measured eye diagrams are

shown in Fig. 4.10.

It must be stressed here that once adjusted, the delay lines of the OCM must

remain fixed to their values which are related to the repetition rate of the signal at

the input. As a result of this, the relatively clean spectra shown in Fig. 4.9 remain

as such only for as long as the repetition rate of the input signal remains the same.

As previously discussed, the RZT optical transmitter from PriTel Inc. exhibited a

continuous fluctuation in the repetition rate of the produced signal (Fig. 4.6) as
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Figure 4.10: Measured OTDM eye diagrams for a) 20 Gbit/s, b) 40 Gbit/s, c) 80
Gbit/s and d) 160 Gbit/s.

a result of an insufficient control loop. This fluctuation in turn leads to uneven

spacing between the bits of the resulting OTDM signal at the output of the OCM.

In the frequency domain, such variation manifests itself as additional spectral lines

appearing between the initially well defined lines seen in Fig. 4.9. This is illustrated

in Fig. 4.11 which shows the spectra for the 40 Gbit/s and 160 Gbit/s OTDM signals

measured shortly after the spectra in Fig. 4.9 was measured.

Depending on the technology used to implement the OCM, temperature variations

can also affect bit spacing in the OTDM signal. The fiber based OCM used however

had a temperature stability of 10 ppm/◦C. The spectral changes seen in Fig. 4.11 are

therefore attributed to the drifting of the repetition rate in the input signal.
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Figure 4.11: Spectra for a) 40 Gbit/s and b) 160 Gbit/s. after ∼ 1 min.

4.2.2 Clock Extraction

Even if the generation of short optical switching windows for OTDM demultiplexing is

possible, those switching windows still need to be synchronized with one of the OTDM

channels. Such synchronization is all the more important in light of the possible

sources of jitter present in an OTDM system. Amongst them are changes (due to

environmental conditions) in the optical delay lines used during data multiplexing and

drifting of the repetition rate in the optical pulse source as discussed in section 4.2.1.

Unlike conventional ETDM systems, clock extraction in OTDM systems (for the

purpose of optical demultiplexing) is performed at a sub-harmonic of the fundamental

frequency of the incoming OTDM signal. The extracted clock can be either electrical

or optical, largely depending on the technique used and on the type of control signal

required by the optical switch acting as a demultiplexer (see Fig. 4.1). Optical

clock signals are useful when all optical signal processing functions such as signal

regeneration are applied to the OTDM signal [138–140]. Electrical clock signals on

the other hand provide not only the required control signal for the optical switch but

also the required electrical clock signal for the underlying ETDM channel rate receiver.
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Several clock recovery schemes have been proposed to date, see for example [141–144].

Two of the most successful are the use of opto-electronic phase-locked loops and the

clock extraction through optical injection in a mode locked semiconductor laser. In

this section we discuss and implement only the latter with the use of a Quantum-Dash

Fabry-Pérot mode locked laser (QD-FP-MLL).

The phenomenon of phase locking between the modes of a resonator was described

in section 1.3. Active phase locking by means of optical injection into an MLL has

been used as an all-optical clock extraction technique in the past [145, 146]. Clock

extraction in the sub-harmonic regime 1 has also been previously reported [147]. In

all these demonstrations the non-linear element enforcing phase locking between the

resonant modes of the laser cavity was a suitably biased EAM acting as a saturable

absorber. Passive mode locking (PML) however can also be obtained by relying on

the non-linearity of the gain medium of the laser itself. This form of self-pulsation

originates from carrier density modulation introduced by the resonant modes of the

laser. The periodic modulation of the carrier density by the laser modes leads in turn

to amplitude and frequency modulation amongst the modes themselves. The process

of mutual carrier and photon density modulation reaches an equilibrium point when

the modes become phase correlated and acquire a frequency spacing equal to the

self-pulsating frequency seen in the laser. This form of PML can be thought of as the

distributed non-linear version of the case when the non-linearity enforcing the phase

locking condition is lumped in a saturable absorber. A detailed analytic and exper-

imental treatment of this kind of PML regime with only three laser modes is given

in [148, 149]. Passively mode locked lasers without a saturable absorber have been

1When the repetition rate of the injected optical signal is a harmonic of the pulsating frequency
of the mode-locked laser.
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implemented using quantum well and quantum-dot based active sections [150, 151].

Of these, lasers with quantum-dot active sections have attracted considerable atten-

tion due to the high degree of phase correlation existing amongst the modes. Spectral

linewidths of ∼ 50 MHz for individual modes of a QD-FP-MLL have been reported

resulting in linewidths as narrow as 20 KHz for the beating (RF) spectrum of the

free running QD-FP laser. This must be compared with RF linewidths of ∼ 700 KHz

for the beat spectrum of lasers using quantum-well based active sections. The large

difference is attributed to enhanced four-wave-mixing (FWM) in the QD structure

arising from the short lifetime of electrons at the excited state in the conduction

band [152]. A narrow RF linewidth in the spectrum of the laser is important for

clock recovery applications because it leads to a decrease of the cutoff frequency in

the jitter-filtering function of the laser. Indeed QD-FP-MLL self-pulsating at 40 GHz

have been found to provide jitter-filtering functions compliant with the international

telecommunications union (ITU) recommendation G825.1 for clock recovery systems

operating at 40 GHz [153]. Next we use one of such devices provided to us by the

Alcatel-Thales III-V laboratory at Paliseau, France to perform clock extraction.

The QD-FP laser had a cavity length of about 1060 µm [154] and was operated

with a bias current of 210 mA and at a set temperature of 19.5oC. These conditions

ensured that the self-pulsating frequency was close to 39.813 GHz (four times the

9.953 GHz channel rate of the OTDM signal). Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the optical

and RF beat spectra of the QD-FP-MLL. The optical spectrum is centered around

1525 nm and exhibits more than thirty resonant modes for a total 3 dB spectral

bandwidth of 9.3 nm. The RF free-running spectrum has a 3 dB linewidth of 80

KHz.
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Figure 4.12: Optical spectrum of QD-FP-MLL (0.02 nm resolution bandwidth).
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The generated OTDM signals discussed in section 4.2.1 were used to verify the

clock extraction capabilities of the QD-FP-MLL. The experimental set-up is shown

in Fig. 4.14. A polarization controller (PC) was needed before the QD-FP-MLL due

to the polarization dependence effects exhibited by the QD structure. Fluctuations

in the input state of polarization of the injected locking signal can lead to an increase

in the timing jitter of the recovered clock signal or to a complete loss of the locking

condition. This issue can be resolved by adding a polarization insensitive signal pre-

processing stage in front of the QD-FP-MLL [155, 156]. In order to achieve stable

clock recovery through optical injection it is also necessary to suppress any spectral

content of the injected signal within the emission spectral range of the QD-FP-MLL.

An optical bandpass filter (Santec OTF-30M-24S1) with a 3 dB bandwidth of ∼ 3

nm was used for this purpose. Although the filter broadened the pulses in the OTDM

signal by about 1 ps, it reduced the spectral overlap between it and the QD-FP-MLL

signal enough to enable stable clock extraction. The injected spectrum of the OTDM

signal and that of the QD-FP-MLL are shown in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Optical spectrum of QD-FP-MLL and injected OTDM signal.

Fig. 4.13 also shows the injection locked RF beat spectrum of the QD-FP-MLL

when the bit rate of the injected optical signal is 160 Gbit/s. The corresponding

single side band (SSB) noise spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.16 for a frequency offset

from 10 Hz to 1 GHz from the recovered 39.83 GHz clock tone. A time domain trace

of the recovered 39.83 GHz clock signal is also shown in the inset of Fig. 4.16. The

root mean squared (RMS) jitter over the 10 Hz to 1 GHz integration frequency range

was 154 fs. Such value of time jitter is low enough to allow the use of demultiplexing

switching windows as narrow as 154 fs × 12 = 1.85 ps (for BER = 10−9) [157]. The

use of a 40 Gbit/s OTDM signal to induce injection locking in the QD-FP-MLL

produced a recovered clock signal with an RMS jitter of 145 fs. In both cases (160

Gbit/s and 40 Gbit/s) the power of the injected signal was ∼ 2 dBm.

All previous measurements were conducted without added optical noise (BBSN
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Figure 4.16: Phase noise spectrum of injection locked clock and corresponding time
domain signal in the inset (time base = 10 ps/div).

in Fig. 4.14 was off). Optical noise was added to the injection locking OTDM

signal by turning on the BBSN and using a variable optical attenuator. After each

increase in the amount of injected noise, the RMS jitter of the recovered clock was

calculated. The resulting RMS jitter values versus measured OSNR of the injected

OTDM signal are shown in Fig. 4.17 for both the sub-harmonically extracted clock

and that obtained from the injection of the 40 Gbit/s signal. No apparent difference

in the quality of the recovered clock can be observed with respect to the degradation

in the OSNR of the injected signals. Finally, the sensitivity of the sub-harmonic clock

extraction process to different levels of input optical power of the 160 Gbit/s signal

is shown in Fig. 4.18. The RMS jitter of the recovered clock remains approximately

steady for values of the input power as low as ∼ -1 dBm. For input power levels
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Figure 4.17: RMS jitter for 40 Gbit/s and 160 Gbit/s signal injection.

lower than that the sub-harmonically recovered clock signal becomes unstable and

the locking condition in the QD-FP-MLL is eventually lost. This has also been

shown to occur for clock recovery with 40 Gbit/s injection [158].

Sub-harmonic clock recovery using a QD-FP-MLL similar to the one used here has

been demonstrated with injected optical signals at repetition rates as high as 425 GHz

[159, 160]. In those experiments, the recovered 40 GHz optical clock was externally

OOK modulated thus producing a 40 Gbit/s signal at the emission wavelength of

the QD-FP-MLL. A 40 Gbit/s receiver and subsequent error detector were used to

assess the penalties that could have arisen as a result of using an optical clock signal

recovered through sub-harmonic locking. Less than 1 dB of required OSNR penalty

(for BER = 10−9) was found. Although qualitatively useful, that type of test did not

really prove that the sub-harmonically recovered clock could meet the stringent jitter
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Figure 4.18: RMS jitter sensitivity to input power.

requirements of an OTDM demultiplexer. We will revisit this issue in section 4.4.2

where the sub-harmonically extracted clock signal obtained in this section is used in

an OTDM demultiplexing experiment.

4.3 EAM Based Demultiplexer Comparison

As discussed in section 2.1 EAMs provide a compact, efficient and stable way of

implementing the OTDM demultiplexing operation. Depending on how the EAM

is electrically driven, the repetition rate and pulsewidth of the resulting switching

window can be tailored to suit the demultiplexing requirements. In section 4.4.1 an

electrical driving signal consisting of a 10 GHz tone and three of its in-phase harmon-

ics will be used to produce switching windows with repetition rates of 10 GHz and

pulsewidths compatible with the bit period of a 160 Gbit/s OTDM signal. In this
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Figure 4.19: OTDM receiver model. EA: electrical amplifier.

section we seek to answer the question of whether the use of those switching windows

in a direct 160 Gbit/s to 10 Gbit/s demultiplexing operation can provide some benefit

over the traditionally followed approach of cascading two EAMs to accomplish the

same task. In order to answer this question we resort to a semi-analytic approach

for the bit error rate evaluation of OTDM systems based on the moment generation

function (MGF) of the demultiplexed signals [157]. In the following sections we intro-

duce the necessary analytical framework used during our demultiplexer comparison

calculations of section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 OTDM System Model

Fig. 4.19 illustrates the assumed OTDM receiver model. The demultiplexer stage con-

sists of a perfectly synchronized switching window which extracts one of the channels

of the incoming OTDM signal. We account for the interferometric noise introduced

by the two neighboring channels of the demultiplexed channel by assuming a worst

case incoherent noise regime [161]. The electrical low pass filter (LPF) shown in Fig.

4.19 is of the integrate-and-dump type with a time impulse response given by

h(t) =

 1 0 < t < T

0 elsewhere
(4.1)
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where T represents the channel rate period (∼ 100 ps in our case). In order to simplify

the calculation of the MGF for the resulting photocurrent we assume a positive-

intrinsic-negative (PIN) photodetector is used [162]. The optical field before the

OTDM demultiplexer in one of the OTDM channels is given by

E(t) = A(t)ejϕ(t)~r (4.2)

where ϕ(t) represents the random phase of the optical carrier and ~r is the state of

polarization (assumed equal for all the channels). As discussed in section 4.2.1 a

hyperbolic sechant field envelope is a good approximation to the pulses produced by

the MLFL and will therefore be used during our calculations, that is, A(t) = sech(t)

in (4.2). Fig. 4.20 illustrates a single bit pulse along with the parameters that will be

varied in the following section, namely the extinction ratio and pulse width (∆A). If a

total of M channels make up the OTDM signal, the power reaching the photodetector

is given by

P (t) =
1

2

M−1∑
n=0

anA
2(t−nτd)W (t)+

M−2∑
n=0

M−1∑
m=n+1

√
amanA(t−mτd)A(t−nτd)W (t) cos[Φmn].

(4.3)

In (4.3) an ∈ {ρ, 1} represents the information bit of each channel and the demulti-

plexing switching window with intensity profileW (t) is assumed to be centered around

the M
2

-th channel. The time delay τd corresponds to the bit period of the OTDM

signal (Fig. 1.5). The interferometric noise resulting from the beating between the

different OTDM channels is represented by Φmn which is a uniformly distributed

random variable between [−π, π] in the incoherent regime [161]. If only the interfero-

metric noise resulting from the two neigboring channels of the demultiplexed channel
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Figure 4.20: Pulse parameters used during OTDM calculations.

is taken in to account, P (t) can approximated as

P (t) ' 1

2

M−1∑
n=0

anA
2(t−nτd)W (t)+

M
2

+1∑
n=M

2
−1

n6=M
2

√
aM

2
anA(t−M

2
τd)A(t−nτd)W (t) cos[ΦM

2
n].

(4.4)

We treat the filtered photocurrent reaching the decision stage in Fig. 4.19 as a filtered

Poisson process Z(t) with intensity λ(t) = ηP (t)/hν where η represents the quantum

efficiency of the photodetector, h is Planck’s constant and ν is the optical frequency

[163]. The random process Z(t) depends on the bit values of all the OTDM channels

(a0, a2, ..., aM−1) and on the interferometric noise introduced on the demultiuplexed

channel. Two separate random processes are obtained when the bit value of the

demultiplexed channel in (4.4) is fixed to aM
2

= k, k ∈ {ρ, 1}. The MGF of the
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resulting Zk(t) process becomes

ΨZk(s) = Ea

{
EΦ

{
exp

[∫ T

0

λ(t)(es − 1)dt

]}}
(4.5)

where Ea(•) and EΦ(•) represent the statistical expectation over the bit values of

all the remaining OTDM channels and over the interferometric noise introduced by

the two neighboring channels of the demultiplexed channel [157]. Gaussian thermal

noise introduced by the electrical amplifier at the input of the decision circuit is

modeled as a random process N(t). The overall decision random process is thus

Uk(t) = Zk(t) +N(t) with corresponding MGF [162] given by

ΨUk(s) = ΨZk(s) exp

(
σ2
ths

2

2

)
(4.6)

where σth is the variance of the added thermal noise. The overall bit error rate is

given by

BER =
1

2
[Pr(U1 < uth) + Pr(Uρ > uth)] (4.7)

where the optimum threshold value, uth is obtained as the value which satisfies

d (BER)

duth
= 0. (4.8)

The saddlepoint approximations [164] to the probabilities in (4.7) are

Pr(U1 < uth) '
exp [ψ1(s1)]√

2πψ
′′
1 (s1)

(4.9)

Pr(Uρ > uth) '
exp [ψρ(sρ)]√

2πψ′′ρ (sρ)
(4.10)
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where the primes indicate differentiation and s1 (sρ) is a negative (positive) real

constant found from

dψ1,ρ

ds
= 0. (4.11)

The functions ψ1,ρ used in (4.9) to (4.11) are related to (4.6) as

ψ1,ρ(s) = ln[ΨU1,ρ(s)]− suth − ln |s|. (4.12)

The Newton-Raphson algorithm can be used to solve (4.8) and (4.11) for the values

of s1,ρ and uth. Those values are then substituted in (4.9) and (4.10) to approximate

the BER in (4.7).

As discussed in chapter 3, the exact shape of the optical signal produced by an

electrically driven EAM depends on several factors. Amongst them are its intrinsic

optical loss (absorption) coefficient, the type of packaging used and the dynamics of

the photogenerated carriers [58]. Therefore, for a given EAM, it is often necessary

to measure its response to a particular electrical driving signal in order to obtain

the exact shape of the switching window, W (t). Here however, we will only use the

optical loss coefficient described in (3.8) to calculate W (t). This is the determining

factor of the switching window shape and provides a simple way of comparing the

effects of different electrical driving signals [165]. To make our calculation a general

one, we assume an exponential increase in the absorption coefficient of the EAM with

respect to the applied voltage. That is, in (3.8) we neglect residual optical absorption

and the input optical power dependence to yield the following approximation,

γ(V, Pin) =
T (V, Pin)

η2
c

' 10
γoV
10 . (4.13)
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Figure 4.21: Normalized EAM transmission.

Under these assumptions the optical power transmission of the EAM as function of

the applied voltage becomes

T (V ) = 10
IL+γoV

10 (4.14)

where IL = 10 log(η2
c ) is the total insertion loss in dB and the absorption coefficient γo

is in dB/Volt. The normalized transmission of (4.14) is shown in Fig. 4.21 for several

values of the absorption coefficient. For a time varying signal V (t) the transmission

through the EAM will form a switching window given by

W (t) = 10
IL+γoV (t)

10 . (4.15)

As discussed in section 2.1, demultiplexing a 10 Gbit/s channel from a 160 Gbit/s

OTDM signal can be accomplished by cascading two electrically driven EAMs. This
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two stage demultiplexing approach relies on using the following driving signals.

V1(t) = Vbc +
Vpp
2

cos(ωot) (4.16)

V2(t) = Vbc +
Vpp
2

cos(4ωot) (4.17)

where ωo = 2π/T , Vbc is the negative bias voltage on each EAM and Vpp is the peak-

to-peak voltage of the applied microwave signal. Voltages V1(t) and V2(t) are applied,

each to a separate EAM, with both EAMs having identical values of γo. The overall

switching window resulting from the cascade of these two EAMs thus becomes

Wc(t) = 10
2IL+γoVc(t)

10 (4.18)

where the effective applied driving voltage is

Vc(t) = V1(t) + V2(t). (4.19)

The insertion loss introduced by the demultiplexing switching window in (4.18) is

minimized by making Vbc = −Vpp/2. The effective applied voltage in (4.19) provides

an apparent applied bias voltage twice as deep and a microwave drive signal with an

amplitude larger than what could be safely applied to a single EAM. Such driving

signal has the benefit of providing an enhanced suppression of some of the OTDM

channels with respect to the desired channel. The improvement is obtained at the

expense of introducing twice the insertion loss of a single EAM.

The use of cascaded EAMs has proven to be an effective solution to channel

demultiplexing in OTDM systems with high granularity [166–168]. In this chapter
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however we seek to achieve the same or better level of performance by relying only on

a single EAM as an optoelectronic switch. To this end a driving signal consisting of

the channel clock signal and three of its in-phase harmonics is applied to the EAM.

The harmonic driving signal used is given by

VHD(t) = VbHD +
Vpp
2

(
1

2.76

4∑
n=1

cos(nωot)

)
. (4.20)

The 1/2.76 factor in (4.20) ensures that the term within the parenthesis takes values

within [-1,1], similar to the cos term in (4.16) and (4.17). We minimize any additional

losses introduced by the harmonic driving signal (4.20) by making VbHD = −2Vpp/2.76.

The corresponding switching window is thus given by

WHD(t) = 10
IL+γoVHD(t)

10 . (4.21)

For comparison, Fig. 4.22 shows the effective driving signal in the cascaded config-

uration (4.19) and the harmonic driving signal in (4.20), both with Vpp = 4V . A

series of corresponding switching windows obtained from (4.18) and (4.21) are shown

in Fig. 4.23. The transmission windows resulting from the use of Vc(t) exhibit larger

suppression in some sections outside the main transmission region when compared to

those obtained with the use of VHD(t). The use of Vc(t) however also leads to en-

hanced transmission within some sections outside the main transmission region. The

harmonic driving signal VHD(t) on the other hand offers a compromise by providing a

more even attenuation of the sections outside the main transmission region. Next, we

evaluate the performance of the cascaded and single harmonically driven (HD) EAM

schemes in terms of their γoVpp product which is the same for both cases.
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Figure 4.22: Harmonic driving and effective cascaded driving voltages.

4.3.2 Comparison Calculations

In order to appreciate the tradeoffs existing in the switching windows resulting from

the use of Vc(t) and VHD(t), both their ER and FWHM are calculated as a function

of γoVpp. The dependence of these two parameters on γoVpp is shown in Fig. 4.24

where the relative width of the switching window is defined as ∆W/τd. The use of

cascaded EAMs provides a narrower transmission window but also yields a poorer

ER when compared to the single HD-EAM. In Fig. 4.24 and throughout this section

we limit our calculations to values of γo ≤ 10 dB/V and Vpp ≤ 7 V (or γoVpp ≤ 70

dB). We do this because EAMs have limits on the amount of absorption that they

can provide and on the safest driving voltage that can be applied before permanent

damage occurs. One therefore must not expect to see the extinction ratio (width) of
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Figure 4.24: Relative width and ER of switching windows.

the switching window monotonically increasing (decreasing) with increases in γoVpp.

OTDM signals are susceptible to all the fiber impairments discussed in appendix

A. Here however we will focus only on degradations in the parameters of the in-

dividual bit pulses indicated in Fig. 4.20. We define the duty ratio (DR) of such

pulses as their FWHM relative to the bit period of the OTDM signal, that is, DR

= ∆A/τd. The analytic framework described in the last section is initially used to

calculate the sensitivity of the OTDM receiver of Fig. 4.19 as a function of γoVpp

when the individual pulses of the OTDM signal have ER = 30 dB and DR = 0.3.

The result shown in Fig. 4.25 reveals that for values of γoVpp ≥ 28.7 dB the use

of a single harmonically driven EAM as optical demultiplexer becomes more advan-

tageous. Moreover, for values of γoVpp below 28.7 dB the sensitivity of both types

of demultiplexers degrades rapidly. Fig. 4.25 also shows that at least -35.5 dBm of
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Figure 4.25: Receiver sensitivity (dBm) for OTDM demultiplexers.

input optical power is needed by the OTDM demultiplexer using cascaded EAMs to

reach a BER = 10−9. An OTDM signal with a power level only half a dB lower (-36.0

dBm) will result in an error floor for that kind of demultiplexer even for values of

γoVpp as high as 70 dB. The single EAM based demultiplexer on the other hand will

require only γoVpp ' 40 dB to reach BER = 10−9 as illustrated in Fig. 4.26. This is

a significant advantage since it allows for the use of a lower value of Vpp for a given

EAM.

To further investigate the benefits of having a demultiplexer with γoVpp ≥ 28.7

dB, power penalties (for BER = 10−9) were calculated with respect to an OTDM

signal with pulses having DR = 0.2 and ER = 60 dB. First, the duty ratio was varied

between 0.2 and 0.5 while the ER of the OTDM signal was fixed at a set of values

and γoVpp = 32 dB was used. The results shown in Fig. 4.27 indicate that the single

HD-EAM demultiplexer will result in lower penalties for values of DR below 0.31
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Figure 4.26: BER for different OTDM demultiplexers.

or 0.41 (depending on the ER of the data pulses). Doubling the value of γoVpp to

64 dB widens the range of DR values over which the single HD-EAM demultiplexer

will result in lower penalties as also seen in Fig. 4.27. Increases in DR caused by

broadening of the received data pulses can therefore be better tolerated when using

an OTDM demultiplexer based on a single EAM as opposed to cascaded EAMs.

Such pulse broadening could come as a result of residual chromatic dispersion in the

transmission link. Power penalties were also calculated while varying ER with a fixed

set of values for the duty ratio and are shown in Fig. 4.28. The range of values of the

ER in the OTDM signal over which the use of a single EAM demultiplexer produces

lower penalties is visibly increased when γoVpp is doubled from 32 to 64 dB.
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4.4 OTDM Demultiplexing Experiment

The previous sections have discussed some of the technology components necessary

to implement OTDM systems and looked at the potential benefits of using an OTDM

demultiplexer based on a single EAM. The application of electrically driven EAMs

as pulse sources in OTDM-coherent systems was also outlined at the end of section

4.1. In this section we present, for the first time to the author’s knowledge, an

experimental demonstration of direct 160 Gbit/s to 10 Gbit/s channel demultiplexing

in a single-polarization OTDM signal using a single lumped and electrically driven

EAM. First however, we discuss the generation and characteristics of the switching

windows needed to acomplish the demultiplexing operation.

4.4.1 Switching Window Characterization

A simple way of studying the characteristics of the demultiplexing switching windows

created when EAMs are electrically driven is to look at the resulting stream of pulses

when a CW signal is incident on them (as opposed to an OTDM signal). Any phase

modulation imposed by the EAM on the demultiplexed OTDM channel is of little

consequence for OOK modulated signals. Such phase modulation however cannot be

ignored when the pulses produced by the EAM are used as LO pulses in the coherent

OTDM receiver of Fig. 4.3. A study of the exact consequences that the phase content

of pulses generated by the EAM has on a coherent receiver is beyond the scope of

this thesis and should be the subject of further research.

Our first concern is the generation of the electrical driving signal in (4.20). The

simplest (albeit not the most compact or cost effective) way of generating such an

electrical signal is through the use of several discrete microwave components. The
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Figure 4.29: Waveform synthesis circuit. EDn: n-th electrical delay; An: n-th elec-
trical amplifier; FMn: n-th frequency multiplier; BT: bias-T.

harmonic driving signal can be built by combining the initial 10 GHz signal with

three of its properly time shifted and sized harmonics. Those harmonics can be

individually generated by using frequency multiplier (FM) circuits and combined with

microwave couplers (MCs) acting as power combiners. One possible implementation

of such an arrangement of discrete components is shown in Fig. 4.29. A list of

the commercially available components used to implement this waveform synthesis

circuit is given in table 4.1. All the amplifiers used (except Ao) were narrow-band and

provided variable gain only around the frequency of the corresponding input signal.

Two of the frequency multiplier circuits (FM2 and FM3) had internal (fixed) gain

circuitry and therefore required of attenuators at their output to prevent damage of

the following amplifiers. The target for Vpp in (4.20) was Vpp ' 4 V. It was found

that the narrow-band amplifiers produced more than enough gain to overcome all the

losses introduced by the transmission lines, microwave couplers and the bias-T.

The electrical delay lines were used to carefully align (one at a time) all the signals

at the output of the bias-T with the third harmonic of the 10 GHz signal. It was in

fact, the frequency multiplier FM2 (generating a 30 GHz signal) which required the

highest amplitude of the incoming 10 GHz signal to operate properly. Attenuators of
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Table 4.1: Components used in waveform synthesis circuit.

Component Function Manufacturer Part number

Ao Amplifier to 10 GHz signal PSPL 5865

A1 Amplifier to 10 GHz signal CERNEX CNP09103427-01

A2 Amplifier to 20 GHz signal CERNEX CNP19203014-01

A3 Amplifier to 30 GHz signal CERNEX CNP29303014-01

A4 Amplifier to 40 GHz signal CERNEX CNP39403027-01

FM1 Frequency doubler MITEQ MX2J130260

FM2 Frequency tripler KMIC KMX100300A01

FM3 Frequency quadrupler CERNEX CFM0910X415

MC1 Power divider MITEQ PD4-7000/12400

MC2 Power combiner ATM P2K9

MC3 Power combiner ET Industries D-2650-2

MC4 Power combiner ATM P2K9

ED1 Electrical delay line Sage Labs 6805

ED2 Electrical delay line Sage Labs 6705K

ED3 Electrical delay line Sage Labs 6705

BT Bias - T Anritsu V251
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Figure 4.30: Measured harmonic driving signal (top) and corresponding optical
switching window (bottom).

adequate values were therefore used between the other outputs of the power divider

MC1 and their subsequent components to prevent damage. A sample measured signal

resulting from the waveform synthesis circuit of Fig. 4.29 is shown in Fig. 4.30 (top).

The signal had an amplitude of Vpp = 3.88V and was used to drive the same lumped

EAM from CIP studied in chapter 3. Fig. 4.30 (bottom) shows the corresponding

generated optical switching window. Measurements of a series of switching windows

obtained by varying the bias voltage VbHD from -2.4 V to -2.8 V are shown in Fig.

4.31. It can readily be seen that the use of deeper (more negative) bias voltages

allows for a reduction of the width of the resulting pulse (switching window). Such

a reduction however comes at the expense of introducing additional insertion loss

as seen from a reduction in the height of the pulses in Fig. 4.31 relative to that

of the pulse with VbHD = -2.4 V. Also, Fig. 3.8 shows that the intrinsic optical loss

(absorption) coefficient of the EAM does not decrease monotonically with the applied

reverse voltage (it increases slightly after a voltage of -2 V).
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The reduction in the width of the pulses in Fig. 4.31 is accompanied by a re-

duction in their extinction ratio as a result of the increase in the intrinsic optical

loss (absorption) coefficient of the EAM. This behavior can be more clearly seen in

Fig. 4.32 where for a bias voltage value of VbHD = -2.55 V the FWHM of the re-

sulting switching window equals the bit period of a 160 Gbit/s OTDM signal (6.25

ps). Information about the width and extinction ratio of the switching windows pro-

duced by the electrically driven EAM is useful for demultiplexing OOK modulated

signals. As mentioned earlier however, the phase content of the generated switching

windows is also of interest in the context of coherent-OTDM systems. For the sake

of completeness the phase content of the switching windows shown in Fig. 4.31 was

measured by using a frequency domain technique based on the interference pattern

created by the frequency components of the stream of switching windows when these

are amplitude modulated at half their repetition rate [169]. The experimental set-up

needed to do such measurement is shown in Fig. 4.33. Knowledge of the phase values

of the frequency components that make up the stream of switching windows enables

the calculation of the phase of the optical carrier across each switching window. This

in turn can be used to calculate the chirp (δf) introduced by the EAM and defined
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Figure 4.34: Chirp of demultiplexing switching windows.

below as the time variation of the phase (ϕ) of the optical carrier.

δf =
1

2π

dϕ(t)

d t
. (4.22)

Fig. 4.34 shows that the frequency of the optical carrier within the central portion of

the switching window varies by less than 30 GHz from its central value. The extent to

which such variation is acceptable within the context of the coherent-OTDM receiver

of Fig. 4.3 should be a subject of further study.

4.4.2 Direct 160 Gbit/s to 10 Gbit/s demultiplexing

The electrical driving signal needed to generate the switching windows studied in

the previous section originated from a signal generator. As discussed in section 4.2.2
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however, the repetition rate of the demultiplexing switching windows must be ob-

tained from the OTDM signal directly. The sub-harmonic injection locking of the

QD-FP-MLL by the 160 Gbit/s OTDM signal produces an optical pulse stream with

a repetition rate of four times the channel rate (∼ 40 GHz). In order to obtain the

channel clock signal, the pulse stream from the QD-FP-MLL was detected by a high-

speed photodiode, electrically amplified and divided by a factor of four. A high-Q

(1000) electric filter was used to remove any harmonics remaining from the frequency

division process. The resulting signal was input into the waveform synthesis circuit of

Fig. 4.29. The channel clock extraction process is illustrated in Fig. 4.35 along with

the other parts of the experimental set-up used to verify the direct 160 Gbit/s to 10

Gbit/s demultiplexing operation using a single EAM. The OTDM signals discussed

in section 4.2.1 were used for clock recovery and channel demultiplexing. The channel

rate receiver consisted of an optically pre-amplified commercial receiver (Rx) rated

for operation up to 10.7 Gbit/s. A variable optical attenuator was used to adjust the

received optical power (ROP) into the pre-amplified receiver.
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Figure 4.38: Switching windows used for direct demultiplexing.

The electrical signal from the receiver was sent to an error detector for BER mea-

surement. Fig. 4.36 shows the free running and locked channel clock resulting from

the sub-harmonic locking and electrical frequency division process. The correspond-

ing SSB phase noise spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.37 for offset frequencies from 10 Hz

to 1 GHz. The RMS time jitter integrated over that frequency range was 127 fs.

A bias voltage VbHD = -2.6 V was used in the harmonic driving signal VHD(t) to

produce the switching windows shown in Fig. 4.38. Tuning of an optical delay line in

Fig. 4.35 allowed the alignment between one of the channels of the incoming OTDM

signal and the switching windows of the demultiplexer. Fig. 4.39 shows the extracted

10 Gbit/s channels from OTDM signals with different data rates. The reader must

compare this figure with Fig. 4.10 which shows the original OTDM signals. The

residual adjacent channels of the targeted demultiplexed channel are only evident for

the case when the original OTDM signal had a bit rate of 160 Gbit/s. Electrical eye

diagrams obtained after the channel rate electrical receiver are shown in Fig. 4.40 for
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Figure 4.39: Demultiplexed 10 Gbit/s channel from an OTDM signal at a) 40 Gbit/s
b) 80 Gbit/s and c) 160 Gbit/s.

a back to back (without OTDM multiplexing) and a demultiplexed (from 160 Gbit/s)

channel signal. A sample bit sequence for the demultiplexed channel is shown in Fig.

4.41. The distortion seen in the individual bits arises from the bandwidth limitation

of the channel rate receiver used since it was not designed to handle the fast rising

and falling edges that signals in OTDM systems have.
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Figure 4.40: Electrical eye diagrams for back to back a) and demultiplexed from 160
Gbit/s channels b).
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Figure 4.41: Demultiplexed bit sequence

Measurements of the BER versus the ROP for the demultiplexed signals of Fig.

4.39 are shown in Fig. 4.42. The ∼ 3 dB power penalty seen for the 160 Gbit/s

to 10 Gbit/s demultiplexing operation originates mainly from the residual adjacent

channels not being completely suppressed by the demultiplexing window as seen in

Fig. 4.39c).
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Figure 4.42: BER vs ROP for different OTDM bit rates.
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Figure 4.43: BER for different values of VbHD
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Figure 4.44: BER vs time alignment of demultiplexing windows.

Additional bias voltages were used (VbHD = -2.5 V and -2.7 V) and the BER mea-

surement repeated in order to assess the impact that changes in the demultiplexing

switching window have on the demultiplexed channel. These measurements, shown

in Fig. 4.43 reveal negligible differences occurring as a result of the changes in the

characteristics of the switching window. This is attributed (see Fig. 4.32) to the fact

that changes in VbHD leading to a reduction of the FWHM of the switching window

were accompanied by a reduction of their ER as well thus canceling any gains.

The previous set of measurements used a precise alignment between the demulti-

plexing switching windows and the targeted 10 Gbit/s channel. Misalignment between

these two produces an increase in the amount of interference between the desired chan-

nel and its adjacent channels resulting in an increase of the BER. The extent of this

increase depends largely on the FWHM of the demultiplexing switching windows.

The optical delay line in Fig. 4.35 was used to introduce a misalignment between
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Figure 4.45: BER with fixed and scrambled input SOP.

the switching windows and the desired OTDM channel. The resulting changes in the

measured BER are shown in Fig. 4.44 for different values of VbHD. Wider switch-

ing windows (VbHD = -2.5 V) are more sensitive to the misalignment than narrower

switching windows (VbHD = -2.7 V). The increased sensitivity stems from the inter-

ference created by the adjacent channels which leak into the channel rate receiver

with higher power when a wider switching window is used.

As discussed in section 2.1, an important requirement for OTDM demultiplexers is

that their operation remains unaffected by changes in the state of polarization (SOP)

of the incoming OTDM signal. Optoelectronic components such as EAMs can be

designed to minimize their dependence on the state of polarization of the input signal.

An automatic polarization scrambler was inserted before the OTDM demultiplexer in

Fig. 4.35 (but after the clock recovery stage) and BER measurements were repeated

while the state of polarization of the OTDM signal was being scrambled. A bias
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Figure 4.46: BER for all the channels.

voltage of VbHD = -2.6 V was used for the harmonic driving signal. The resulting

BER trace is shown in Fig. 4.45 along with that obtained in Fig. 4.43 for a fixed

input state of polarization. The negligible variation between the two traces originates

from the low polarization dependence properties of the EAM.

Finally, the optical delay line in Fig. 4.35 was sequentially adjusted to demultiplex

all sixteen channels in the OTDM signal and measure their BER. The received optical

power corresponding to a BER of 10−9 for all the channels was calculated from the

BER measurements shown in Fig. 4.46 and plotted in Fig. 4.47. A small variation

of 1.5 dB across all the demultiplexed channels was obtained with a minimum power

penalty of ∼ 2.5 dB with respect to the required received optical power in the back-

to-back (no OTDM multiplexing) case.
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Figure 4.47: Received optical power (BER = 10−9) in all the channels.

All the experimental work described in this chapter was carried out at the ad-

vanced photonic systems laboratory (APSL) which is part of the national microelec-

tronics and photonics testing collaboratory of the Canadian microelectronics corpora-

tion (CMC Microsystems). The APSL is hosted by Queen’s university. Several com-

ponents and instruments from the Lightwave Systems Research Laboratory (LSRL)

at Queen’s university were also used. The photographs at the end of this chapter

illustrate the experimental set-up and some of the instruments and components used

during the experimental verification of the direct 160 Gbit/s to 10 Gbit/s demulti-

plexing operation.
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4.5 Summary

The direct demultiplexing of a 10 Gbit/s channel from a single-polarization 160 Gbit/s

OTDM stream using a single harmonically driven EAM was experimentally demon-

strated. This approach was quasi-analytically compared with the more traditional

approach of using two cascaded EAMs. The analysis revealed that in addition to

requiring one less EAM, a single harmonically driven EAM can also outperform the

cascaded scheme in terms of changes in the extinction ratio and width of the pulses

used in the OTDM signal. The experimental demonstration employed a QD-FP-MLL

to sub-harmonically recover a clock from the OTDM signal. The recovered clock al-

lowed error free demultiplexing of all the channels in the OTDM signal with very

little variation in their power penalties. We have thus also experimentally verified

that a sub-harmonically recovered clock from a QD-FP-MLL can meet the stringent

timing jitter requirements that the OTDM demultiplexing operation demands. To

synthesize the necessary electrical harmonic driving signal we used a series of discrete

microwave components. In the following chapter we will discuss how such a harmonic

driving signal (and others) could be generated by a single electronic oscillator which

mimics the operation of a mode-locked-laser system.
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Figure 4.48: Waveform synthesis circuit.

EAM

Figure 4.49: EAM within the waveform synthesis circuit.
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PriTel Inc. OTDM

transmitter system.

Figure 4.50: Clockwise from bottom left: signal generator, voltage supplies, optical
switches, EDFAs and the PriTel OTDM transmitter system.

QD-FP-MLL

Figure 4.51: Clock recovery subsystem. Left: high-speed PD, electrical frequency
division and filtering; Right: QD-FP-MLL, laser controller and necessary optics.
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Figure 4.52: Set-up instruments. Clockwise from left: optical sampling oscilloscope,
error detector and channel rate receiver.



Chapter 5

Electronic Phase Locked

Oscillation

In chapter 4 we employed a microwave signal consisting of the sum of a signal at

a base frequency and its first three in-phase harmonics to create a suitable driving

signal for an OTDM demultiplexer (Fig. 4.30 top). In order to obtain such a signal,

the circuit of Fig. 4.29 was used which consisted entirely of discrete components.

Variable electrical delay lines were necessary to ensure in-phase addition of all the

harmonics. At the same time, the OTDM system under consideration employed ultra-

short optical pulses generated through the in-phase addition of several harmonically

related optical frequencies. Those harmonics were locked together by exploiting the

mode-locked regime of oscillation in lasers described in section 1.3. The question thus

arises as to whether one could dispense of all the discrete components in Fig. 4.29

in exchange for a single electronic oscillator that would produce the same sum of

harmonics under the same principle of oscillation as mode locked lasers. As discussed

136
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at the end of section 1.3, electronic oscillators operating in such regime actually pre-

date mode-locked laser systems. Despite that, the development of electronic phase

locked oscillators lags far behind that of their optical counterparts, almost to the

point of non-existence. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the technique of using

the kind of non-linear feedback pioneered by Cutler and shown in Fig. 1.12 (later

adopted in optics through the use of saturable absorbers) has only rarely ever been

used in electronic oscillators [34,170,171].

The implications of developing electronic phase locked oscillators producing sums

of phase locked harmonics are not limited to enabling EAMs to extract low speed

channels from a high speed OTDM data stream. The generation of short electri-

cal pulses (< 1 ns) at high repetition rates (> 1 GHz) has several applications.

Amongst them are their use in radar systems and wireless personal area networks

(IEEE 802.15.3a). Short electrical pulses with little or no low frequency content are

useful for Ultra Wide Band (UWB) wireless communications systems working in the

3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz frequency region. The use of that spectral band was allocated

by the US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) for low power emission, short

range systems requiring high transmission rates (> 110 Mbps). The generation of

high repetition, short electrical pulses with spectral content spanning that spectral

region could help to enable Gigabit per second short range wireless communications

in UWB systems. The intrinsic broad-bandwidth of short pulses also finds appli-

cation in High-Resolution radar where the pulses generated by the oscillator could

excite multiple natural resonances on a given target structure thus providing better

resolution than conventional radar systems. Such is for example the case for Ground
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Penetrating Radar (GPR) used for land-mine detection and other geo-physical appli-

cations. The same high resolution offered by radar systems relying on short pulses

is being researched as a possible counter-measure against stealth technology used in

some military aircrafts. Finally, Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) based electrical

instrumentation could also make use of the short pulses produced by the pulsating

oscillator. In this last chapter we thus seek to explore the design and possible im-

plementation of a broadband electronic phase locked oscillator which allows at least

some degree of control over the produced signal. To that end we make use of some

of the ideas behind the distributed electronic components described in section 2.3.

5.1 Distributed Phase Locked Oscillator

The original electrical system of Fig. 1.11 contains all the necessary elements to

achieve phase locked oscillation. Any other system containing such elements thus has

at least the potential for exhibiting the same kind of oscillation. These basic elements

are a gain / signal shaping element, an element whose loss decreases with an increase

in the magnitude of the signal passing through it (a saturable absorber in the case

of lasers) and a resonator (ring or reflection based). Although previous electrical

implementations of such type of oscillator have been demonstrated [33,34], they suffer

from two notable shortcomings. First, the frequency content of the produced pulses

is limited by the bandwidth available from electronic components used, most notably

the amplifier and gain shaping element. Second, they offer no way of exerting at least

some control over the produced signal. These two problems can be simultaneously

addressed by making use of the distributed electronic topologies discussed in section

2.3.
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Figure 5.1: Distributed Phase Locked Oscillator (DPLO) using forward a) and back-
ward b) propagating signals.

Although distributed electronic structures have been used to implement oscillators

(Fig. 2.6), they tend to waste the broadband gain of the underlying distributed

amplifier. We seek not only to benefit from the broadband properties of distributed

structures but also to profit from the inherent latency existing between their input

and output signals. That is, we seek to also exploit their full electric length. This can

be achieved by making the distributed structure an integral part of a ring oscillator.

The functionalities of the components described in section 2.3 can be combined (along

with a non-linear feedback function) to form the oscillators shown in Fig. 5.1.

The oscillator in Fig. 5.1 a) uses the forward signal propagating path of the

embedded distributed transversal filter (DTF) and therefore requires an imbalance

on the delay introduced by the TLs carrying x(t) and y(t) respectively [86]. The

oscillator in Fig. 5.1 b) on the other hand, uses the reverse signal propagating path
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and allows the use of equal propagation delays on both TLs. Both oscillators can

be analyzed in a similar way and throughout this chapter we focus on the oscillator

in Fig. 5.1 b). The distributed phase locked oscillators (DPLOs) shown in Fig.

5.1 contain all the elements needed to exhibit phase locked oscillation existing in the

original oscillator of Cutler and later described in the optical equivalent systems [172].

We can identify the amplifying / gain shaping section implemented by the embedded

distributed transversal filter, the nonlinear feedback section provided by the f(y)

coupling function and the delay component partly consisting of the length of the DTF

itself and of the extra section of TL with overall delay τo. The embedded distributed

mixer (DM) allows an external signal to produce distributed injection locking between

the existing free-running resonant frequencies. The oscillators in Fig. 5.1 however

differ from those in [33,34] and from modern mode-locked laser oscillators in a subtle

but fundamental manner. The set of tap weights used in the DPLO, (W1, . . . ,WM)

not only introduce signal shaping in the oscillating signal but also determine the

spectral location of the resonant frequencies within the ring. Here however we will

only discuss the cases in which the tap weights are fixed (corresponding to free running

oscillation) or vary periodically around a fixed value (injection locked oscillation). We

also assume that the oscillator has an M = 2N+1 odd number of taps and that the

frequency of the injected locking signal is close to that of the lowest resonant frequency

of the ring (harmonic injection locking is also possible). Comparing the DPLO in Fig.

5.1 b) to the DTF in Fig. 2.8 a), neglecting losses and in the absence of a locking

signal and of feedback we have that

y(t) =
M∑
k=1

Wkx[t− (τo + τk)]. (5.1)
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In order to have evenly spaced resonant frequencies we make the tap weights of

the oscillator symmetric around the central tap, that is, W1 = WM , W2 = WM−1 and

so on [173]. The transfer function between x(t) and y(t) in Fig. 5.1 b), in the absence

of feedback, can be readily obtained from (2.2) and (5.1) and is given by

H(ω) = e−jωτo
M∑
k=1

Wke
−jωτk = e−jα(ω)|H(ω)| (5.2)

where α(ω) = ω(τo + Nτ) is the phase response of the open ring oscillator. In the

analysis of the DPLO we also assume that the input capacitance of the nonlinear

feedback block has been absorbed by the corresponding TL and neglect the transmis-

sion time through it. We thus have that the lowest resonant frequency in the DPLO

will be given by α(2πfo) = 2π or

fo =
1

τo +Nτ
. (5.3)

The inter-stage delay in transversal equalizers is often chosen to be a fraction of the

bit period of the signal that they are designed to equalize1. That reduces aliasing in

the frequency response of the equalizer up to a frequency fmax, [174]. For a given

inter-stage spacing τ , one has fmax = 1/(2τ), [173]. If the cut-off frequency of the

periodically loaded TLs is above fmax then the highest resonant frequency in the

DPLO will be

fnmax = nmaxfo (5.4)

1Such equalizers are commonly referred to as fractionally spaced equalizers.
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Figure 5.2: Coupling nonlinear characteristic.

where,

nmax =
fmax
fo

=
N

2
+
τo
2τ
. (5.5)

Depending on the type of feedback function f [y(t)] used and on the presence or

absence of an external locking signal, different regimes of oscillation will result. These

regimes correspond to the mode-locked regimes of lasers described in section 1.3. For

example, the existence of a locking signal and a linear feedback function result in

the equivalent of the active mode locking regime of lasers [30]. On the other hand,

when f [y(t)] is a nonlinear function of the kind proposed by Cutler (and later used

in [34,170,171]) and in the absence of an external locking signal, the DPLO will work

in a regime corresponding to passive mode locking through a saturable absorber in

lasers [29, 30].
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Without loss of generality, the following expression can be used to represent the

kind of nonlinear coupling function proposed by Cutler,

x(t) = f [y(t)] =
xmax

1 + e
− [y(t)+yo]

25×10−3

. (5.6)

The function in (5.6) is similar in form to the transfer characteristic of a bipolar tran-

sistor differential pair and is illustrated in Fig. 5.2 for an arbitrary value of xmax = 2.5.

The bias point yo establishes the regime of operation of the DPLO. This bias point is

adaptively kept in place by an automatic gain control (AGC) mechanism as discussed

in section 1.3. The AGC monitors a parameter of the oscillating signal such as its

dc content or its peak value. This has the additional benefit of making the oscillator

resistent to small signal perturbations. Some possible hardware implementations of

such adaptive biasing mechanism are discussed in [33,34,170,171]. Here we are only

concerned with steady state oscillation for a given operating point yo.

Previous work in phase locked oscillating systems (electrical and optical) has fo-

cused on analyzing the resulting periodic waveform in an oscillator with fixed com-

ponents. The tap weights in the oscillators of Fig. 5.1 allow some degree of control

over the produced waveform. Our main goal is to adjust those tap weights in a way

such that a desired state of phase locked oscillation is achieved. Synthesizing a par-

ticular waveform requires, at least to some approximation, determining what periodic

signal will result for a given set of tap weight values. Rather than trying to derive

an equation for the recirculating signal within the proposed electrical phase locked

oscillators and solving it analytically for each given value of the tap weights, we rely

on a numerical approach. The Fourier coefficients of the periodic waveform produced

by the oscillator are found through a harmonic balance (HB) method, [175] for any
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given set of tap weights. Such approach greatly simplifies the synthesis of those tap

weights. We thus start by discussing the oscillator analysis in the following section.

5.1.1 Oscillator Analysis

The parasitics, losses, terminal impedance mismatch and other non-ideal character-

istics inherent to distributed electronic components are known to affect their perfor-

mance [176,177]. These factors are incorporated in the following analysis by adopting

the framework introduced in [178]. Their impact will be further discussed in section

5.2. Tap-delay elements in distributed electronic components are often implemented

with multiple LC sections using integrated inductors in order to save space [179].

The modeling of such elements as sections of TL with uniform series loss has proven

an effective alternative to full electromagnetic (EM) simulation of the integrated in-

ductor structure [178]. In Fig. 5.3 a section of the DPLO is shown in which every

tap delay is represented by a cascade of lossless TLs with characteristic impedance

Zo and introducing a delay of τ/2m. Every section of the lossless TL is followed by a

resistor of value Rs/m where m = 5 as in [178] is used. The ABCD parameters, [75]

of each inter-stage delay element are thus given by

A(ω) B(ω)

C(ω) D(ω)

 =


1 Rs/5

0 1


 cos

(
ωτ
10

)
jZo sin

(
ωτ
10

)
j
Zo

sin
(
ωτ
10

)
cos
(
ωτ
10

)



5

. (5.7)

If a total number of inter-stage delays, MT exists, then it is easy to prove that

the transfer function relating the voltage at the k-th stage, Vk with the voltage at the
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input of the first stage, V1 is

Vk(ω)

V1(ω)
=

Ak(ω)RT+Bk(ω)

AMT
(ω)RT+BMT

(ω)
(5.8)

where AMT
(ω) BMT

(ω)

CMT
(ω) DMT

(ω)

 =

A(ω) B(ω)

C(ω) D(ω)


MT

(5.9)

and Ak(ω) Bk(ω)

Ck(ω) Dk(ω)

 =

A(ω) B(ω)

C(ω) D(ω)


MT−k

. (5.10)

We henceforth denote as Hxk(ω) and Hgk(ω) the transfer functions of the sections

of TL between the input signals x(t) and g(t) and their values at the k-th stage,

xk(t) and gk(t), respectively. Likewise, Hyk(ω) represents the transfer function of the

sections of TL carrying y(t) between the k-th stage and the output. The input-output

relation between the Fourier coefficients of x(t) and y(t) in the absence of feedback

can be obtained by superposition as seen in Fig. 5.4 where all the tap weights, except
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the k-th one, are made zero. The injected locking signal, g(t) in Fig. 5.1 is given by

g(t) = 1 + gocos(ωot) (5.11)

which renders the linear part of the DPLO a periodically linear time variant (PLTV)

system. Such systems are better described through the use of harmonic transfer

matrices (HTMs), as discussed briefly in appendix C.

If x(t) and y(t) are represented as periodic signals with fundamental frequency fo,

their Fourier coefficients can be made the elements of the following (2nmax + 1 × 1)

vectors,

X̄ = [· · · x−1 x0 x1 · · · ]T (5.12)

Ȳ = [· · · y−1 y0 y1 · · · ]T (5.13)

where the superscript (T ) denotes the transpose operation. The elements of these

vectors are related through the HTM, H(ω) representing the PLTV part of the oscil-

lator,

Ȳ = H(ω)X̄. (5.14)
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Using superposition, the HTM in (5.14) is further decomposed as

H(ω) =
M∑
k=1

WkHk(ω) =
M∑
k=1

Wk[H
FR
k (ω) + goH

l
k(ω)]. (5.15)

In (5.15) each matrix Hk is of (2nmax + 1 × 2nmax + 1) dimension and its different

components, HFR
k = HykHxkHgk(0) and Hl

k = HykHgkHxk account for the parts of

H needed during free-running (go = 0) and externally locked (go 6= 0) operation of

the oscillator. The matrices Hxk and Hyk are diagonal with elements containing the

transfer functions Hxk(ω) and Hyk(ω) evaluated at the harmonics of ωo = 2πfo. The

matrix Hgk on the other hand, represents the time-varying nature of the injection

locked oscillator and is given by

Hgk =



. . . . . . 0

. . . 0
Hgk(−ωo)

2

Hgk(ωo)

2
0

Hgk(−ωo)
2

Hgk(ωo)

2
0

. . .

0
. . . . . .


. (5.16)

The relation in (5.14) can thus be written as

Ȳ =
M∑
k=1

WkHkX̄ = H(W̄)X̄ (5.17)

where the dependence of H on the vector of tap weights, W̄, defined as

W̄ = [W1 W2 · · · WM ]T (5.18)
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was made explicit and the dependence on ω omitted for brevity. In the presence of

feedback, the HB error between the Fourier coefficients of x(t) and those obtained

after traversing the DPLO once is

ēHB = X̄− X̄(Ȳ). (5.19)

With Ȳ given by (5.17) and X̄ being explicitly dependent on Ȳ through f [y(t)]. A

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of x(t) evaluated at the harmonics of ωo is now

used to calculate the elements of X̄. For a given vector of tap weights, the square of

the norm of ēHB can be expanded to second order around a given signal xi(t) with

Fourier coefficient vector X̄i as

eHB = eHB(X̄i) +∇e+
HB∆X̄ +

1

2
∆X̄

+∇2eHB∆X̄ (5.20)

where eHB = ‖ēHB‖2, ∆X̄ = X̄i+1− X̄i and the superscript (+) denotes the complex

transpose (Hermitian) operation. Using (5.17), (5.19) and the definition of Fourier

transform, the gradient and Hessian in (5.20) can be calculated as

∇eHB =
∂eHB

∂X̄
+ = (I−RCH)[X̄− X̄(Ȳ)] (5.21)

∇2eHB =
∂2eHB

∂X̄∂X̄
+ = (I−RCH)(I−CH) (5.22)

where I is the identity matrix, R is a rotation matrix and C is a Toeplitz matrix

containing the Fourier coefficients of the first derivative of f(yi) with respect to time

f ′[yi(t)], cn, within [−2nmax 2nmax]. The Fourier coefficients of yi(t) and xi(t) are
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related through H as in (5.14). Matrices C and R are given by

C =



c0 c−1 c−2 · · · c−2nmax

c1 c0 c−1

. . . . . . . . .

c1 c0 c−1

c2nmax · · · c2 c1 c0


(5.23)

and

R =



0 1

1

...

1

1 0


. (5.24)

For an arbitrary set of tap weights, W̄, Newton’s method can be used to find X̄

which reduces eHB to a low enough value (approx. ≤ 10−6) in order to obtain the

steady state of oscillation. When no external locking signal exists, the oscillator will

run free and exhibit phase locked oscillation through the interaction of the now static

DTF and the nonlinear feedback function f(y). Unfortunately finding the steady

state of oscillation vector X̄ which minimizes the HB error in (5.19) becomes more

difficult. This is as a result of the existence of a degenerate dc solution which also

reduces (5.19) to zero. The analysis can still be carried out by modifying the HB

error function [180]. A new free running HB error function is defined as

eHBF =
eHB
||X̄F ||2

(5.25)
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where X̄F = HF X̄ with HF being similar to an identity matrix but having a zero

as the central element of its main diagonal. Normalizing eHB by the norm of X̄F

increases the value of the HB error when the degenerate solution is approached thus

driving the search for the steady state of oscillation away from it. The new HB error

can also be expanded to second order around a given value of X̄,

eHBF = eHBF (X̄i) +∇e+
HBF∆X̄ +

1

2
∆X̄

+∇2eHBF∆X̄. (5.26)

The gradient and Hessian are given in this case by

∇eHBF =
∇eHB
||X̄F ||2

− eHB
HF X̄

(X̄
+
F X̄F )2

(5.27)

∇2eHBF =
∇2eHB
||X̄F ||2

−∇eHB
X̄

+
HF

(X̄
+
F X̄F )2

− HF X̄

(X̄
+
F X̄F )2

[X̄
+ − X̄

+
(Ȳ)][I−CH]

− eHB
HF

(X̄
+
F X̄F )2

+ 2eHB
X̄FX+

F

(X̄
+
F X̄F )3

. (5.28)

5.1.2 Oscillator Synthesis

In this section we seek to establish a methodology for the selection of the set of tap-

weights (vector W̄) which will result in a desired state of oscillation. In the most

general of cases, the waveform produced by the oscillator might have to traverse

some external system which may affect it in an undesirable manner. The external

system could consist of an active or passive element (another electronic component or

a communication channel for example). For simplicity, here such a system is treated

as either linear time invariant (LTI) or PLTV with a corresponding HTM HE. Since

the selection of the tap weights allows some degree of freedom in the determination of

the produced waveform, the following synthesis process is carried out assuming that
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Figure 5.5: Externally locked DPLO and arbitrary external system.

some kind of external system exists. The external system must be overcome in order

to produce a periodic signal z(t) which is least-square (LS) optimum with respect to

a desired signal zd(t) with Fourier coefficients in Z̄d. The situation just described is

illustrated in Fig. 5.5 for an externally locked oscillator.

The DPLOs in Fig. 5.1 have two outputs and can run free or be externally

locked. In the rest of this section, the output is assumed to be x(t) (after the non-

linear coupling function) and the oscillator is assumed to be locked by an applied

external signal. In appendix C, we describe the slight modifications to the synthesis

procedure that are necessary when y(t) is used as the output of the oscillator. Solving

the synthesis problem entails, at least in some sense, solving the analysis problem

described in section 5.1.1. While varying the elements of W̄, one wishes to move

the state of oscillation (the elements of X̄ in our case) towards a desired waveform.

The corresponding produced signal x(t) must (after traversing the external system)

yield another signal, z(t) which is as close as possible to the desired signal, zd(t).

For a given signal xi(t), the vector of tap weights, W̄ cannot however be simply

adjusted so as to produce a new signal xi+1(t) which will produce a z(t) closer to

zd(t) after traversing the oscillator only once. The newly produced xi+1(t) signal

must also be a valid state of oscillation. That is, the HB error obtained by using

the Fourier coefficients of xi+1(t) in (5.29) must remain very low. It would thus seem

that the search for an optimum tap-weight vector W̄ must be carried out subject to

the non-linear constraint that eHB ' 0 for any new signal resulting from changes to
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Figure 5.6: Open loop DPLO with x̃(t) as output.

W̄. Rather than trying to impose such a constraint on W̄, the synthesis approach

relies on a prediction-correction of the steady state of oscillation after changes to W̄

are made subjected to more manageable constraints [181].

The two types of errors that must be reduced, the synthesis error between the

desired and the produced state of oscillation and the HB error for the signal within

the oscillator are functions of W̄ and X̄ (or Ȳ as discussed in appendix C). The

situation is better illustrated in Fig. 5.6 where the ring oscillator has been opened

and explicitly separated into its linear and non-linear parts. Under closed loop, steady

state oscillation, the Fourier coefficients of x̃(t) and those of x(t) are the same but

under open loop conditions the HB and synthesis error vectors are given by

ēHB(X̄,W̄) = X̄− ˜̄X(X̄,W̄) (5.29)

ēS(X̄,W̄) = Z̄d −HE
˜̄X(X̄,W̄) (5.30)

respectively, where ˜̄X contains the Fourier coefficients of x̃(t). The error vectors can

be expanded to first order around a set of given tap weights and Fourier coefficients,
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W̄i and X̄i as

ēHB(X̄,W̄) = ēHB(X̄i,W̄i) + JHBX∆X̄ + JHBW∆W̄ (5.31)

ēS(X̄,W̄) = ēS(X̄i,W̄i) + JSX∆X̄ + JSW∆W̄ (5.32)

where ∆X̄ = X̄i+1− X̄i as in section 5.1.1 and ∆W̄ = W̄i+1−W̄i. Before giving the

expressions for the Jacobians in (5.31) and (5.32) it is convenient to rewrite (5.17)

for a given X̄ as a weighted sum of vectors V̄k = HkX̄,

Ȳ =
M∑
k=1

WkV̄k = AW̄. (5.33)

Matrix A is of (2nmax + 1×M) dimension with columns given by V̄k. Using (5.17),

(5.29), (5.30), (5.33) and the definition of Fourier transform one can prove that,

JHBX =
∂ēHB
∂X̄

= I−CH (5.34)

JHBW =
∂ēHB
∂W̄

= −CTA (5.35)

JSX =
∂ēS
∂X̄

= −HECH (5.36)

JSW =
∂ēS
∂W̄

= −HECTA. (5.37)

If the expansion point used in (5.31) and (5.32) is a solution to the HB condition,

i.e., ||ēHB(X̄i,W̄i)||2 ' 0, then to a linear approximation, linear changes in X̄ and

W̄ will yield another steady state point [182]. That is,

JHBX∆X̄ + JHBW∆W̄→ 0̄. (5.38)
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From (5.38) we have that the predicted change in steady state X̄ with changes in W̄

is

∆X̄ = −J−1
HBXJHBW∆W̄. (5.39)

Substituting (5.39) and (5.34)-(5.37) into (5.32) one gets,

ēS(∆W̄) = ēS(X̄i,W̄i) + J∆W̄ (5.40)

where J is given by

J = −HE[CH(I−CH)−1 + I]CTA. (5.41)

It must be stressed here that the (2nmax+1×M) matrix J defined in (5.41) is not

the Jacobian representing changes on the synthesis error with changes on W̄ given

that the HB condition is met. The calculation of such actual Jacobian is computation-

ally expensive and J in (5.41) is only a linear approximation to it. The linear system

in (5.40) must in general be solved in a LS sense since the number of resonant fre-

quencies within the oscillator can be larger than the number of available tap weights.

In addition to this, the finite range of values that the tap weights themselves can take

in a physical implementation (limited to [−1, 1] here) and the linear approximations

made in deriving (5.41) must be considered when solving (5.40). The following op-

timization problem must therefore be solved in order to obtain a new value of W̄

which improves the synthesis error while meeting (to a linear approximation) the HB
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condition,

min ||ēS(∆W̄)||2 s. t. ∆W̄ ≤ 1̄− W̄i

∆W̄ ≥ −(1̄ + W̄i) (5.42)

|∆W̄| ≤ ε̄

where 1̄ is a vector of ones and ε̄ = ε × 1̄. The value of ε is set at the beginning of

each iteration to 10% of the maximum allowed value of a tap weight (ε = 0.1 in our

case). The purpose of ε̄ is to keep changes in W̄ relatively small to reflect the linear

approximation made in using J.

The minimization problem in (5.42) can be solved by using nonlinear program-

ming techniques [102] implemented in any commercially available or free optimization

package (like the one described in [103] for example). The obtained new value of ∆W̄

is used in (5.39) to make a prediction of the new steady state value of X̄. The pre-

dicted value is then used as starting point during the correction stage [181] by finding

the new actual steady state of oscillation through the reduction of the HB error in

(5.19). The corresponding actual new synthesis error, ||ēS(X̄i+1,W̄i+1)||2 is then cal-

culated. If there is an improvement with respect to ||ēS(X̄i,W̄i)||2, the new set of

values for X̄ and W̄ is used in the next iteration to compute J and the process is

repeated. If the new set of values yields no improvement, ε can be reduced in half

and (5.42) solved again. No further attempt is made to reduce the synthesis error if

no improvement is obtained after halving ε five times in a given iteration.

In order for the synthesis process to be effective, a good starting point for W̄ is

necessary. Of all the possible steady state values that X̄ can have, we are interested
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in the one which produces the closest Z̄ = HEX̄ to Z̄d. We therefore start the search

for a suitable initial W̄ by trying to find a value of W̄ which reduces the open loop

synthesis error ēS(X̄d,W̄) where X̄d = H−1
E Z̄d. We do that in two steps. First we

assume that the feedback function f(y) is linear and try to reduce the resulting open

loop error given by

ēSL = Z̄d −HEH(W̄)X̄d = Z̄d −AdW̄ (5.43)

where the columns of Ad in (5.43) consist of vectors V̄kd = HEHkX̄d with k =

1, . . . ,M . The square of the norm of ēSL is

||ēSL||2 = ||Z̄d||2 − W̄
T
A+
d Z̄d − Z̄

+
d AdW̄ + W̄

T
hW̄. (5.44)

Since the columns V̄kd of Ad are linearly independent, matrix h = A+
d Ad is positive

definite and (5.44) is convex in W̄. Under linear feedback conditions the PLTV system

represented by H(W̄) must not exhibit unbounded oscillation. That is, no signal x(t)

with Fourier coefficient vector X̄ must be amplified by more than a factor of one while

traversing the system. Such condition can be better expressed as ||H(W̄)||2 ≤ 1.

Since H(W̄) given in (5.17) consists of a weighted sum of matrices Hk, semidefinite

programming and Schur complements [102] can be used to enforce such a constraint

on W̄. The following optimization problem thus needs to be solved,

min ||ēSL||2 s. t. |W̄| ≤ 1̄ (5.45)

||H(W̄)||2 ≤ 1.
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The value of W̄ obtained from (5.45) is used as an initial point in the reduction of

ēS(X̄d,W̄) where f(y) is no longer assumed to be just linear but instead it is given

by (5.6). A second order expansion of eS = ||ēS(X̄d,W̄)||2 around W̄i is

eS = eS(W̄i) +∇e+
S∆W̄ +

1

2
∆W̄

+∇2eS∆W̄ (5.46)

where the gradient and Hessian are give by

∇eS =
∂eS

∂W̄
T

= A+CTH+
E[HE

˜̄X(W̄)− Z̄d] (5.47)

∇2eS =
∂2eS

∂W̄∂W̄
T

= A+CTH+
EHECTA. (5.48)

The open loop error in (5.46) is minimized subject only to the constraint that the

tap weights remain within their physically attainable values. The optimum set of tap

weights thus found, W̄o, is used to produce X̄i = ˜̄X(X̄d,W̄o) which is used as the

initial point in the search for the steady state of oscillation vector X̄o in (5.20). Finally,

(X̄o,W̄o) are used as initial values in the calculation of J in (5.41). The synthesis

then proceeds by repeatedly solving (5.42) as previously described. Depending on

the waveform that one tries to synthesize and the number of taps used, W̄o might be

very close indeed to the optimum value of W̄ under closed loop conditions. On other

instances, W̄o simply provides a good starting point for the closed loop synthesis.

These cases are illustrated in the following section.

5.1.3 Pulsating Oscillation Examples

The distributed phase locked oscillators in Fig. 5.1 allow the generation of coherent

periodic waveforms. That is, as in the case of mode locked laser systems, the phase
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relation between the different harmonics of the signal is fixed. Mode locked lasers

(whether lumped or distributed) can generate Gaussian or Solitonic pulse trains de-

pending on the locking mechanism used. Solitonic pulses are generated, for example,

by lumped laser systems using saturable absorbers for passive mode locking [30].

They can also be generated in fiber ring lasers by exploiting the distributed nonlin-

ear and dispersive nature of the fiber used. Distributed, non-linear and dispersive

electronic oscillators with nonlinear feedback of the kind shown in Fig. 5.2 have been

reported [170,171]. Such electronic oscillators are capable of generating electric Soli-

tonic pulses but lack the flexibility to generate other waveforms and their frequency

range of operation is limited by that of the non-linear feedback element. To illus-

trate the flexibility gained by using the kind of distributed phase locked oscillators

discussed in section 5.1, the Solitonic and Gaussian pulse shapes found in other phase

locked oscillator systems are first reproduced.

A five tap DPLO is considered with an inter-tap delay τ = 40 ps and τo = 320 ps

for a lowest resonant frequency (and pulse repetition rate) fo = 2.5 GHz. This is also

the frequency of the externally applied locking signal. A bias operating point of yo

= -1.25 in f(y) is used and no external system is assumed, that is HE = I. The tap

weights of the oscillator are tuned to synthesize a train of Ao sech(t/τp) pulses with

Ao = 1.9 and τp = 26.7 ps. After the initial open loop synthesis, Fig. 5.7 shows the

evolution of the closed loop synthesis and HB errors, ||ēS||2 and ||ēHB||2 respectively.

In this case the set of tap weights used at the beginning of the closed loop synthesis,

W̄o, is already very close to the optimum and only marginal improvement in the

synthesis error is obtained. The synthesized and target time domain pulse streams

are shown in Fig. 5.8. The periodic variation of the optimum set of tap weights in
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Figure 5.7: Synthesis and HB errors for Solitonic pulses.

the DTF part of the DPLO produces the series of frequency responses shown in Fig.

5.9. A slight modification of the tap weights used to synthesize a train of Solitons

is obtained when a train of Gaussian pulses is synthesized as shown in Fig. 5.10 a).

The synthesized Gaussian pulse stream is shown in Fig. 5.10 b).
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Figure 5.8: Target and synthesized Solitonic pulse streams.
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Figure 5.10: DTF tap-weights a) and synthesized Gaussian stream b).

Consider now an amplifier as the ”external system” in Fig. 5.5 for the stream

of Gaussian pulses just synthesized. Ideally, the amplifier provides the same amount

of gain over its operating frequency range as shown in Fig. 5.11 a). Less than ideal
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Figure 5.11: External amplifier frequency responses.

amplifier gain profiles are also shown in Fig. 5.11 b), c) and d). It is possible to

compensate, at least to some extent, for these uneven gain profiles by including them

in HE during the synthesis of the tap-weights. As a result, the optimum set of tap

weights is different in each case. This is shown in Fig. 5.12 for each of the four

amplifiers. The error between the Fourier coefficients of the desired signal and those

of the synthesized signal when the non-ideal gain of the amplifier in cases b), c) and d)

is taken into account is 0.0016, 0.025 and 0.103 respectively. This must be contrasted

with the case when the tap weights are synthesized with the ideal amplifier response of

a) but the amplifier responses in b), c) and d) are actually used to amplify the signal

produced by the oscillator. In that case the error between the Fourier coefficients of

the desired and produced signals would be 0.0582, 0.3211 and 0.7936 for amplifiers

b), c) and d) respectively. The extent to which it is possible to compensate for the

effects that an external system might introduce depends on the type of target signal,

the number of tap weights available and the external system itself.
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Figure 5.13: Distributed oscillator for single EAM OTDM demultiplexer.

The previous examples reproduced the most commonly found (Gaussian and Soli-

tonic) waveforms generated by MLL systems. We now turn to the original problem

of generating a sum of in-phase harmonics similar to that of Fig. 4.30 (top) which

could be used in a single EAM OTDM demultiplexer. For simplicity, we henceforth

assume that no external system exists, (HE = I). The DPLO used (Fig. 5.13) had

three tap weights with yo = -1.0, τ = 12.5 ps and τo = 87.5 ps for a lowest resonant

frequency fo = 10 GHz. The evolution of synthesis and HB errors is shown in Fig.

5.14 over ten iterations. The synthesized signal consisting of the resonant frequency
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Figure 5.14: Error evolution for EAM OTDM waveform.

and its first three harmonics (with approximately the same magnitude) is shown in

Fig. 5.15. The time varying frequency response of the DTF is shown in Fig. 5.16.
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Figure 5.15: Waveform synthesized by 3-tap DPLO for EAM OTDM demultiplexing.
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Figure 5.17: Synthesis and HB errors for 85 % duty ratio flat topped pulses.

The top part of the nonlinear feedback function f(y) in Fig. 5.2 can also be

exploited by synthesizing a stream of flat topped pulses the duty ratio of which can

be adjusted by varying the tap weights. To illustrate this, a seven tap DPLO was used

with τo = 680 ps for a pulse repetition rate, fo = 1.25 GHz. Flat topped pulses with

duty ratios of 15%, 50% and 85% were synthesized. The evolution of the synthesis
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Figure 5.18: Flat topped pulse streams a) and synthesized tap weights b).

error from its open loop value and the corresponding HB error during each iteration

are shown in Fig. 5.17 for the synthesis of flat topped pulses with 85 % duty ratio.

Unlike the synthesis of a Solitonic pulse stream illustrated in Fig. 5.7, W̄o here

provides only a good starting point for the closed loop search. The corresponding

time domain signals are shown in Fig. 5.18 a) while Fig. 5.18 b) shows the set of tap

weights in the DTF part of the DPLO needed to generate them.

The use of electronic distributed structures as DTFs (Fig. 2.8) was originally

proposed in the context of optical fiber communication systems which can benefit from

electronic broadband signal equalization at the receiver [86]. These structures however

can also be used to shape the spectral content of signals in order to enforce compliance

with the FCC emission spectral mask for UWB systems [183]. The generation of FCC

compliant pulses for impulse based UWB systems has been the focus of intensive

research since the FCC opened the 3.1 - 10.6 GHz region in 2002 for devices operating
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Figure 5.19: Signal generated for FCC compliance.

at the noise floor. Several electrical and optical methods of FCC compliant pulse

generation have been proposed to date. Using x(t) as the output signal in the DPLO

allows us to exploit the nonlinear coupling function f(y) in order to synthesize flat

topped pulses. However, the use of x(t) as the output signal also precludes us from

generating signals with little or no low frequency content suitable for use in UWB

systems. In order for the DPLO to generate signals with little or no low frequency

content, the embedded DTF must remove the low frequency components generated

by the nonlinear coupling function f(y) and y(t) must be used as the output signal.

The expressions derived in appendix C needed to synthesize a signal when y(t)

is the output of the oscillator are used in this last example. The goal is to produce

a stream of pulses the spectral content of which complies with the FCC spectral

emission mask for commercial indoor systems. A five tap DPLO with yo = -1.0, τ

= 40 ps and τo = 680 ps produced a pulse train with a repetition frequency of 1.31

GHz and pulses with a FWHM of 220 ps. A single pulse is shown in Fig. 5.19 while
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Figure 5.20: FCC spectral mask for indoor UWB and PSD of generated pulse.

Fig. 5.20 shows its corresponding power spectral density (PSD) with respect to the

FCC emission mask. The resulting time variation in the frequency response of the

embedded DTF is shown in Fig. 5.21. No especial effort was made to try to achieve

the best possible fit of the generated signal within the FCC spectral emission mask.

This last example was simply meant to demonstrate that a DPLO with only five taps

can be adjusted to generate a signal which meets the FCC spectral emission mask.
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Figure 5.21: Time varying frequency response of DTF for UWB signal generation.
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5.2 Implementation Considerations

The analysis and synthesis procedures described in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 explicitly

included the losses and termination resistance of the transmission lines. So far how-

ever the impact of changes in those factors has not been considered (Rs = 0 and RT =

Zo were assumed throughout section 5.1.3). In addition to these factors, mismatches

between the different inter-stage delay elements (due to fabrication tolerances of inte-

grated inductors or variations in the input capacitances of the tap weight blocks used

for example) and deviations in the value of the tap weights themselves from their

optimum points need to be considered. In order for the DPLO to be practical it must

be robust enough to produce a desired waveform in the face of the non-ideal nature

of these factors. In this section their impact in terms of the incurred synthesis error

between the desired and the produced waveform is studied.
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Figure 5.22: Sensitivity to TL losses and tap weight detuning (RT = Zo).
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First, the effect that TL losses have on the performance of the oscillator is an-

alyzed. Without loss of generality the target waveform used is the Solitonic pulse

stream shown in Fig. 5.8 and the parameters of the oscillator are those used to gener-

ate it. The effect of increasing losses is illustrated in Fig. 5.22 for different choices of

the tap weight vector W̄. Neglecting losses leads to a rapid increase in the synthesis

error and eventually to a turning off of the oscillator as the tap weights used do not

provide enough gain to close the loop. Accounting for the value of Rs from the begin-

ning results in a different set of tap weights which compensates for the losses along

the TL. For each new optimum vector W̄ corresponding to each value of Rs/Zo all the

individual tap weights were randomly varied 100 times taking uniformly distributed

values within ± 10 % of their optimum value. The resulting variations in the synthesis

error are also shown in Fig. 5.22. It can be seen that despite the increasing losses and

random detuning of the tap weights from their optimum values the synthesis error

remains relatively small. This is of course, achieved at the expense of increases in the

values of the tap weights needed to offset the TL losses as the signal travels around

the structure. This in turn increases power consumption and possibly the size of the

transconductors needed to implement the tap weights. The increase in the values of

the tap weights needed to maintain the desired Solitonic train with increases in Rs is

illustrated in Fig. 5.23 for different values of the termination resistance RT . It can be

seen that misterminating the delay line with RT > Zo helps to reduce the increases

needed in W̄ to offset the loss in the TL. This is expected since such mistermination

causes ripples in the frequency response of distributed electronic components increas-

ing the gain at certain frequencies [38]. Such ripples are undesirable in DAs and

DTFs which operate on broad-band signals but are beneficial in the DPLO because
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Figure 5.23: Tap weight detuning in lossy TL.

only the frequency response at some frequencies is of interest. The negative effect

that a mistermination with RT < Zo has can also be appreciated in Fig. 5.23 where

the tap weights have to be increased even more in order to offset the attenuation in

the oscillating signal resulting from a negative reflection coefficient. This must be

contrasted with the use of DTFs in which resistance mistermination with RT < Zo

can be beneficial [178].

The impact of varying the termination resistance RT is further analyzed in Fig.

5.24 where a series resistance Rs = 8Ω was used (and Zo = 50Ω). The tap weights were

adjusted to counter the effect of the TL loss only (’◦’) and to account for both the TL

loss and the value of RT (’·’). As in Fig. 5.22, each tap weight was randomly varied

100 times with a uniform distribution within ± 10 % of its optimum value. It can

be seen that despite the losses, mistermination of the delay line and some detuning
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Figure 5.24: Sensitivity to RT (Rs/Zo = 0.16).

of the tap weights from their optimum values, the synthesis error remains small and

thus the desired waveform can still be produced. On the other hand, when the effect

of mistermination is not compensated by the tap weights the synthesis error rises

more steeply for RT < Zo than it does for RT > Zo as the signal is further attenuated

by the negative reflection coefficient at the end of the TL.

So far it has been assumed that the tap weights are evenly spaced to their ideal

value of τ/2. In practical implementations of distributed electronic structures how-

ever, variations in tap spacing arise due to fabrication tolerances of the components

used to implement them. In the last part of this section the impact that an uneven

tap spacing has on the ability of the oscillator to produce the desired Solitonic train

is analyzed. All the tap delays were randomly varied 1000 times around their fixed

nominal value of τ/2 with the variation, ∆τ , taking Gaussian distributed values with
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Figure 5.25: Sensitivity to tap spacing variation.

a 3σ of ± 10 % of τ/2. The impact that these variations have on the synthesis

error is shown in Fig. 5.25 where for simplicity Rs = 0 and RT = Zo were used. A

considerable synthesis error is incurred when using tap weights obtained under the as-

sumption of even (τ/2) spacing. The error however can be largely corrected when the

set of tap-weights is synthesized by taking into account the actual uneven tap spacing

existing in the oscillator as seen in the vertical axis of Fig. 5.25. Such robustness

is largely attributed to the fact that, as mentioned earlier, the tap weights not only

help to shape the oscillating signal but also determine the location of the resonant

frequencies within the oscillator. If these vary as a result of an uneven tap spacing,

adjusting the tap weights can contribute to making them more evenly spaced again.

The correction in the spectral location of the resonant frequencies might however

come at the expense of some degradation in the shape of the desired waveform.
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The tap weights or amplifying / mixing elements used in existing distributed

electronic components are unilateral and have their frequency responses absorbed (to

first order) as part of the propagating TL. In this section the impact that some non-

ideal factors have on the operation of the DPLO has been explicitly considered. It is

worth mentioning however that in addition to those factors any part of the frequency

response of the tap weights that is not absorbed by the TL can be accounted for

in the analysis and synthesis procedures described in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 by

simply lumping it with the corresponding Hxk(ω), Hyk(ω) or Hgk(ω) and potentially

compensated for (at least to some extent) by an appropriate set of tap weights.

5.3 Oscillator Locking

Aside from the effects caused by fabrication and parameter variations, all injection

locked oscillators must be able to continue working (albeit with possible changes to

their output signal) when the external locking signal deviates from their resonant

frequency. For the type of oscillator discussed here, its ability to lock to an external

signal of frequency different from its lowest resonant frequency will depend on the

strength of that locking signal, on the number of tap-weights that the oscillator has

and of course, on their values. In this last section the locking properties of the DPLO

are analyzed when the Solitonic train used in section 5.2 and shown in Fig. 5.8 is

generated.

For simplicity W̄ is assumed fixed and Rs = 0, RT = Zo and M = 5. A first order

expansion of the HB error in (5.29) around the free running values of X̄o, ωo and a
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locking signal with zero amplitude is given by

ēHB(X̄, ω, go) = ēHB(X̄o, ωo, 0)−CHl(ωo)X̄o go + [I−CHFR(ωo)]∆X̄

− CH
′FR(ωo)X̄o∆ω (5.49)

where ēHB(X̄o, ωo, 0) ' 0̄ + j0̄, ∆X̄ = X̄ − X̄o, matrix C is defined in (5.23) and

H
′FR(ω) represents the derivative with respect to frequency of the free running part

of H in (5.15). In order for oscillation to be maintained (to first order) with variations

on the frequency of the locking signal (∆ω = ω − ωo 6= 0) we require that (5.49) be

also equal to 0̄ + j0̄. Separating (5.49) into its real and imaginary parts yields,

Re[CHl(ωo)X̄o]go − Re[I−CHFR(ωo)]∆X̄ + Re[CH
′FR(ωo)X̄o]∆ω = 0̄ (5.50)

and

Im[CHl(ωo)X̄o]go − Im[I−CHFR(ωo)]∆X̄ + Im[CH
′FR(ωo)X̄o]∆ω = 0̄. (5.51)

These last two equations can be rewritten as

P̄1rgo + Qr∆X̄ + P̄2r∆ω = 0̄ (5.52)

P̄1igo + Qi∆X̄ + P̄2i∆ω = 0̄ (5.53)

and solved in terms of the magnitude of the locking signal go. To this end, ∆X̄ can

be eliminated from (5.52) and (5.53) yielding,

(Q−1
r P̄2r −Q−1

i P̄2i)∆ω = (Q−1
i P̄1i −Q−1

r P̄1r)go (5.54)
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further letting

ū1 = Q−1
i P̄1i −Q−1

r P̄1r

ū2 = Q−1
r P̄2r −Q−1

i P̄2i

allows the locking range of the oscillator to be expressed as

∆ω = ξ go (5.55)

where

ξ =
ūT2 ū1

||ū2||2
. (5.56)

The effect that an increasing number of tap weights, M has on the locking range

of the oscillator can be examined by using (5.55). In general, increasing the number

of tap weights will provide better accuracy (lower synthesis error) for a given desired

generated signal up to a certain value of M and increasing it further will result in little

or no improvement. The issue of finding the optimum number of tap weights needed

to generate a particular phase locked signal with some given degree of accuracy is

beyond the scope of this thesis. The analysis is confined to a relatively small number

of tap weights since distributed electronic components operating at frequencies of

several GHz are usually limited (depending on the technology used) to fewer than

9 taps. Fig. 5.26 illustrates the magnitude of go as predicted by (5.55) needed to

maintain locking when oscillation is required at frequencies away from the lowest

resonant frequency of the oscillator. It is worth pointing out that the increase in the

number of tap weights used resulted in a decrease of the synthesis error with values

of 0.105, 3 ×10−4 and 1 ×10−4 corresponding to M = 3, 5 and 7 respectively. From
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Figure 5.26: Locking range for different number of tap weights.

Fig. 5.26 it can be seen that an increase in the number of tap weights is accompanied

by a reduction in the locking range that can be achieved for a given magnitude, |go|

of the external locking signal. Thus there exists a tradeoff between accuracy achieved

and locking range that must be kept in mind while designing the oscillator.

Another issue that needs to be considered is the behavior of the oscillator when

the frequency of an already existing external locking signal with fixed magnitude, go

deviates from the resonant frequency of the oscillator. Proceeding in a similar way

as before, the HB error in (5.29) can be expanded to first order around the initial

values of (X̄o, ωo). Such expansion renders a linear prediction of the changes on the

resulting signal, ∆X̄, with changes on the frequency of the external locking signal,
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Figure 5.27: Synthesis error for different values of go, (M=5).

∆ω given by

∆X̄ = (I−CH)−1C[H
′FR(ωo) + goH

′l(ωo)]X̄o∆ω. (5.57)

The changes predicted by (5.57) can be used as initial guess during a correction step

and the actual value of X̄ can be found for a given frequency offset ∆ω. The resulting

synthesis error between the desired waveform and that produced at an offset frequency

is shown in Fig. 5.27 for different values of the magnitude of the locking signal go.

Although it is initially beneficial to increase the value of go, diminishing decreases in

the synthesis error are eventually obtained. This is to be expected since the oscillator

will eventually cease to respond to the external locking signal (despite increases in its

magnitude) as this moves further away from the resonant frequency of the oscillator.
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5.4 Summary

In chapter 4 a series of discrete components were used to generate an electrical sig-

nal suitable for a single EAM OTDM demultiplexer. Our work in this chapter was

motivated by the need to generate similar electrical signals consisting of sums of

in-phase harmonics in a more efficient way. To achieve that, the principles behind

phase locked electronic oscillation introduced several decades ago have been revis-

ited and exploited in a proposed new type of distributed electronic oscillator. A

synthesis procedure aimed at adjusting the tap weights of the oscillator in order to

produce a desired state of oscillation was described. Using the synthesis procedure it

was shown that it is possible to generate with good accuracy Solitonic and Gaussian

pulse streams similar to those found in laser systems and in other electronic oscilla-

tors where the TLs used are periodically loaded with nonlinear capacitances. It is

also possible to synthesize signals with little or no low frequency content by taking

them from a different point in the oscillator. This was illustrated in the case of a

signal suitable for use in impulse based UWB systems. Through simulation it was

shown that the impact of losses, terminal impedance mismatch and unevenly spaced

tap weights can be mitigated by an appropriate choice of tap weights. The benefit of

terminating the delay line with values of RT < Zo (as opposed to values of RT > Zo

which could be beneficial in DTFs) was pointed out.

Whether the distributed electronic oscillator presented in this chapter is meant to

generate signals suitable for an UWB system, a radar application or indeed a single

EAM OTDM demultiplexer, its parameters (number of tap weights, their spacing

and chosen oscillator output) must be chosen accordingly. In general for example,

the locking properties of the oscillator will depend on the number of tap weights
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used and consideration to this fact must be given when designing the oscillator for

a particular application in mind. Instead of focusing only on the application which

motivated our study of distributed electronic oscillation (OTDM demultiplexing) we

have presented a general discussion of the merits and the potential that distributed

electronic oscillation holds for the generation of electrical signals consisting of sums

of in-phase harmonics.



Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

The research work presented in this thesis addressed issues within the optoelectronic,

optical system and electronic areas. A balance between analytic, numerical and exper-

imental work was sought throughout the research. The fundamental ideas put forward

as a solution to the problems considered (EAM characterization, OTDM single-EAM

demultiplexing and electronic phase locked oscillation) are simple in essence, yet they

require rigorous mathematical treatments. Mathematical derivations were given only

to a level of depth necessary to illustrate the final results. In many cases, like those re-

quiring a numerical solution or optimization of variables, the lengthy computer code

and additional mathematical derivations needed to obtain numerical results were

omitted for brevity. Experimental verification of the ideas discussed was pursued to

the extent possible.

180
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6.1 Review of Contributions

For parameter extraction in EAMs we have presented a new way of using the informa-

tion available from current lightwave component analyzers (the EO and OE frequency

response of EAMs). The insight gained by estimating the parameters of the EAM

itself and those of the package / interconnect is obtained only at the expense of fur-

ther processing the available data. The parameter extraction procedure described in

chapter 3 has been published [184].

Demultiplexing a 10 Gbit/s channel from a 160 Gbit/s OTDM signal was achieved

in chapter 4 by introducing an improvement on a mature and stable technique.

Through quasi-analytic and experimental work we demonstrated the feasibility and

benefits of reducing the number of optical switches needed to perform the demul-

tiplexing operation. The reduction in the complexity of the optical demultiplexer

was achieved by shifting some of the switching window generation burden back to

the electronic domain through the use of a suitable electrical driving waveform for

a single EAM. The findings of the research work presented in chapter 4 have been

published [185].

The long forgotten electronic origins of phase-locked oscillation in lasers were

revisited in chapter 5. In order to achieve the same regime of oscillation in an elec-

tronic system operating at RF or MW frequencies, the combination of several current

distributed electronic components was proposed. Beyond benefiting from their broad-

band nature, the commonly neglected propagation time along them has been exploited

as an integral part of the oscillator. Through mathematical analysis and numerical

calculations the merits of having a distributed phase locked electronic oscillator were

explored. Although extensive work in the field of analyzing pulsating, phase-locked
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oscillators (mostly laser systems) has been reported to date, the synthesis of those

systems has not been given the same importance. The work presented in chapter 5

has sought to shed some light into that area and has been published [186].

6.2 Future Work

All the steps necessary for the parameter extraction technique presented in chapter

3 (EO, OE data collection and numerical processing) were not automated but rather

performed separately by manually changing connections and processing data in a

desktop computer. It would be of value to automate these operations and perform all

the numerical processing within the firmware of a commercial lightwave component

analyzer since those instruments have all the necessary hardware needed to perform

the data collection (refer to Fig. 3.10). Not discussed in chapter 3 was the issue of

the spurious phase modulation introduced by the EAM on the optical carrier as a

function of the applied voltage. Such phase modulation is often represented by the

α-parameter of the modulator which relates changes in the real and imaginary parts

of the refractive index of the modulator with changes in the applied bias voltage.

Measurement of the α-parameter often requires elaborate techniques, to the point

that a separate laboratory instrument (or a collection of them) needs to be dedicated

to such task. An open question remains as to whether it is possible (at least in the

case of EAMs) to use the EO and OE data and intrinsic parameters derived from it in

order to predict the α-parameter of the modulator. If such a prediction was possible

it would greatly enhance the capabilities of current lightwave component analyzers

and in some cases it could obviate the need for additional laboratory instruments.
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The use of a single EAM as optical demultiplexer of 10 Gbit/s channels in 160

Gbit/s OTDM streams improves on the common approach of cascading two EAMs.

More valuable than such improvement however is the possibility of using the stream

of switching windows produced by the single EAM in a coherent-OTDM system as

discussed at the end of section 4.1. The short width of those windows (∼ 6.25 ps)

at a repetition rate of 10 GHz greatly improves on the reported width (∼ 16 ps) of

the switching pulses used in coherent-OTDM receivers [131]. As stated in section 4.1,

the use of shorter switching pulses can enable the detection of higher symbol rates

by the coherent-OTDM receiver. Applying the switching pulses generated by the

single harmonically driven EAM of chapter 4 to a coherent-OTDM receiver in order

to increase system capacity must therefore be the subject of future research.

Although the use of a distributed electronic structure was proposed in chapter

5 to enable high frequency operation in the phase-locked oscillator discussed there,

implementation could also be possible (albeit at lower frequencies) in a mixed ana-

log/digital form. Such implementation would allow the use of a larger number of

tap-weights. The circuit design, fabrication and study of a proof-of-concept DPLO

(even if operating at lower frequencies) would most certainly provide valuable insight

into design tradeoffs not explored in chapter 5. Also, the use of a transversal equal-

izer as part of the oscillator grants a great deal of flexibility and only the particular

case of the tap-weights being fixed or harmonically varying around a fixed value was

considered in chapter 5. Further research into other possible regimes of oscillation

exhibited when the tap-weights do not maintain any type of symmetry and are al-

lowed to vary in a less uniform way is necessary. Finally, the electronic phase-locked

oscillator described in chapter 5 allows (to some extent at least) the flexibility of
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tailoring the produced waveform to a specific application. Such flexibility is difficult

to obtain in optical systems where the produced signal is largely determined by the

fixed spectral profile of the gain medium in the laser. We foresee the development of

the kind of electronic phase locked oscillator described in chapter 5 as complemen-

tary rather than competing with mode-locked-laser systems as the two are meant to

operate in very different frequency regions.
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Appendix A

Fiber Impairments

Propagation effects in optical fiber play a crucial role in determining the quality of

the signal reaching the receiver. Here we briefly describe the most relevant effects

intrinsic to optical fiber that affect the transmission of high speed signals in optical

communication systems. Although described separately, all the following effects act

together and a full assessment of their impact requires (in general) a numerical solu-

tion of the pulse propagation equation described next. We refer the interested reader

to specialized literature in the field for further detail [40].

The temporal and spatial evolution of the slowly time-varying envelope of the

electric field of a pulse, A(t), is described by the following partial differential equation

known as the non-linear Schrödinger equation,

∂A

∂z
+
α

2
A+ j

β2

2

∂2A

∂t′2
− β3

6

∂3A

∂t′3
= j

(
n2ωo
cAeff

)
|A|2A, (A.1)

where z represents the direction of propagation and a retarded time scale t′ = t−τgrz is

used with τgrz accounting for the accumulated transmission time of the pulse envelope
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(group delay). The fiber loss is represented by the attenuation coefficient α and the

effect of chromatic dispersion is characterized by the β2 and β3 parameters. Finally,

on the right hand side of (A.1) the non-linear nature of optical fiber is represented

by the non-linear refractive index coefficient n2 with Aeff equal to the effective core

area of the fiber [40] and ωo being the optical carrier angular frequency.

A.1 Chromatic Dispersion

Chromatic dispersion (CD) is a consequence of the frequency dependence of the linear

refractive index of SiO2, n(ω), and can be mathematically represented through a

Taylor series expansion of the propagation constant β(ω) around ωo,

β(ω) =
ω

c
· n(ω) = βo + β1(ω − ωo) +

1

2
β2(ω − ωo)2 +

1

6
β3(ω − ωo)3 + · · · (A.2)

where βn = dnβ/dωn|ω=ωo with β1 being equal to the group delay per unit length,

τgr(ωo). Distortion free transmission is only possible when the group delay is frequency

independent within the spectral range of the pulse. This is in general not the case,

especially for pulses with broad spectral content like those found in OTDM systems.

It is customary to use the first and second derivatives of the group delay with respect

wavelength to represent CD in a fiber rather than β2 and β3 directly. This gives rise

to the dispersion (D) and dispersion slope (S) parameters defined as

D = −2π · c
λ2
o

· β2 (A.3)

S =

(
2π · c
λ2
o

)2

· β3 +
4π · c
λ3
o

· β2 (A.4)
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Figure A.1: Pulsewidth increase with dispersion.

where λo = 2πc/ωo, D is usually expressed in units of ps/km·nm and S in units of

ps/km·nm2. Compensation of both D and S is necessary in OTDM systems. As an

example of the effect of CD, a pulse with a Gaussian envelope and initial FWHM

∆Ai is assumed,

A(t) = exp

(
−t

2 ln 4

∆A2
i

)
. (A.5)

Neglecting fiber loss, non-linearity and dispersion slope, substitution of (A.5) into

(A.1) yields an analytic expression [187] for the FWHM of the Gaussian pulse after

propagation,

∆A(z) = ∆Ai

√
1 +

(
ln 4λ2

oDz

πc∆A2
i

)2

. (A.6)

Fig. A.1 illustrates the increase in the FWHM of the Gaussian pulse as a function of

the accumulated dispersion in the fiber (Dz) for pulses with different initial widths.
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It can be seen that for pulses with widths around 2 ps, like the ones used in 160

Gbit/s OTDM systems, even a small amount of accumulated dispersion can broaden

the pulses beyond their allocated bit slot of 6.25 ps. Dispersion and dispersion slope

compensation are therefore central issues in the design of OTDM systems.

A.2 Polarization Mode Dispersion

Departure from perfect symmetry in the fiber core arising from stress, bending or

twisting of the fiber can introduce birefringenece and render its properties polarization

dependent. More specifically, the propagation constant in (A.2) becomes polarization

dependent. As a result of this, signal propagation in an optical fiber needs to be

analyzed with a pair of coupled non-linear propagation equations (A.1), one for each

of two orthogonal states of polarization. Polarization effects and their importance

however can be more clearly explained by neglecting CD and the non-linear nature

of fiber. Polarization mode dispersion (PMD) arising from fiber birefringenece is a

linear effect in the electric field. In the simplest of cases it manifests itself through

the existence of two different refractive indexes along the fiber. Each refractive index

corresponds to mutually orthogonal states of polarization. Unless the input state

of polarization of a signal, ε̂in, coincides with either of these states of polarization,

the signal will experience different propagation times along the fiber as illustrated

in Fig. A.2. After propagating over a length L of fiber, the orthogonally polarized

components of the input signal will have accumulated a mutual delay1 given by

∆τ = L
∆neff
c

(A.7)

1referred to as differential group delay or DGD in the literature.
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Figure A.2: Polarization mode dispersion in a short fiber.

where ∆neff represents the difference in the refractive indexes of the fiber axes and c

is the speed of light in vacuum. Since photodetectors are not sensitive to the state of

polarization of the signal, the overall detected optical power will take the form of a

broadened (and possibly asymmetric) pulse. This will cause inter-symbol-interference

with neighboring pulses and ultimately degrade the BER.

According to (A.7) and Fig. A.2 the DGD increases linearly with fiber length.

For the lengths of fiber normally used in telecommunication systems however the

birefringence remains fixed only for short stretches of fiber. In general, it is necessary

to represent the effect of PMD by concatenating a large number of short segments of

fiber, each with its own amount of local DGD and fiber axes as shown in Fig. A.3.

Mathematical analysis of such a representation reveals that the electric vector fields

at the input and output of the concatenated fiber segments are related as

Eout(ω) =

 u1(ω) u2(ω)

−u∗2(ω) u∗1(ω)

Ein(ω) (A.8)

where (∗) denotes the complex conjugate operation and in the absence of polarization

dependent loss effects,

|u1|2 + |u2|2 = 1. (A.9)
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Figure A.3: Polarization mode dispersion in a long fiber.

The implications of (A.8) and Fig. A.3 are that the DGD now grows with the

square root of the fiber length and that in the time domain, the output vector electric

field can be represented as

Eout(t) = c+ε̂+Ein(t+ τ+) + c−ε̂−Ein(t+ τ−) (A.10)

where c+ and c− are complex weighting coefficients while ε̂+ and ε̂− are mutually

orthogonal unit vectors specifying the output state of polarization of the two compo-

nents of the input electric field. These two components now experience a DGD given

by

∆τ = τ+ − τ−

= 2

√
|u′1|

2 + |u′2|
2 (A.11)

where the primes denote differentiation with respect to angular frequency.

To first order in frequency, it is possible to render c+ = 0 or c− = 0 in (A.10) by

launching the input signal into a properly selected (principal input) state of polariza-

tion thus avoiding signal distortion arising from PMD. The difficulty in dealing with

PMD however consists in its highly stochastic nature arising from its dependence

on environmental factors such as stress introduced by changes in temperature. As

a result of this, both ∆τ and the input state of polarization needed to avoid signal
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degradation vary over time. Adaptive compensation of PMD (optical or electronic)

is therefore necessary. As a rule of thumb for OOK systems, ∆τ must be kept below

one tenth of the allocated bit slot in order to avoid unacceptable bit error rates. For

a 160 Gbit/s system that means a value of ∆τ ≤ 0.625 ps over the entire link. We

refer the reader to specialized literature in the field for an in-depth discussion on the

impact, mathematical treatment and compensation techniques of PMD [188,189].

A.3 Fiber Nonlinearity

Nonlinear effects in fiber and their impact on optical communication systems have

been the subject of intensive study over many years. Given the widespread deploy-

ment of WDM systems, nonlinear phenomena arising from the interaction between

multiple channels has been thoroughly discussed in the literature, see for example [190]

and the references therein. The solution of (A.1) for single pulses has also been stud-

ied in detail [40] specially with regards to the formation and propagation of solitons.

These arise as a result of the interaction between CD and self-phase modulation

(SPM) introduced by the nonlinear nature of the fiber. Less studied however are the

effects resulting from the nonlinear interaction between multiple pulses for a single

channel in high-speed (ETDM or OTDM) systems. In this last section we therefore

give a brief discussion of these effects.

To consider the interactions between multiple pulses of the same signal it is nec-

essary to represent the field of a single channel as the sum of the fields of individual

pulses in the bit sequence. That is, we make A(t) =
M∑
m=1

Am(t) in (A.1) where Am(t)
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is the field representing the mth of M pulses centered at tm. The substitution yields,

M∑
m=1

(
∂Am
∂z

+
α

2
Am + j

β2

2

∂2Am
∂t′2

− β3

6

∂3Am
∂t′3

)
= j

(
n2ωo
cAeff

) M∑
m,n,p=1

AmA
∗
nAp. (A.12)

The nonlinear terms on the right-hand side of (A.12) result in different types of

nonlinear interaction as follows: m = n = p leads to SPM, when m = n 6= p or

m 6= n = p intra-channel cross phase modulation (IXPM) results and m 6= n 6=

p or m = p 6= n produces intra-channel four-wave mixing (IFWM). High speed

TDM systems which do not employ solitonic signal propagation work in the so-called

pseudo-linear transmission regime [191]. In this regime a pulse broadens rapidly (as

a result of CD), spanning several neighboring pulses before experiencing an almost

complete CD compensation at the end of a span (typically 50 - 80 km). The resulting

impact of SPM is greatly reduced relative to that of IXPM and IFWM.

Contrary to the pulse chirping introduced by SPM on each pulse, pulse chirping

resulting from IXPM depends on the presence or absence of neighboring pulses and

creates a differential in pulse parameters that depends on bit pattern. As a result

of this, different pulses will experience somewhat different amounts of dispersion

compensation at the end of the link. The uneven amount of residual CD experienced

by each pulse at the end of the span leads to amplitude jitter as pulse broadening

resulting from CD varies from pulse to pulse. In addition to amplitude jitter, IXPM

can also introduce timing jitter through the generation of frequency shifts that are

converted into time shifts by dispersion.

Rather than distorting existing pulses (as in the case of SPM and IXPM), IFWM

leads to the generation of new (small) pulses that can have positive or negative delays

with respect to the original pulses. The creation of these pulses through IFWM can be
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understood as follows. Dispersed pulses that experience nonlinearity can see a small

portion of their field shifted by a discrete frequency value as a result of FWM occurring

between different spectral components of overlapping pulses. After propagation in a

dispersive medium followed by full dispersion compensation, the discrete frequency

shift is translated into a discrete time shift that, for sufficiently high dispersion,

localizes the shifted field near the middle of the neighboring bit slot. If the bit slot is

empty, the shifted field appears as a pulse of small amplitude. If there is a pulse in the

bit slot where the field localizes, the two fields beat together, creating variations in

the main pulse amplitude. For an in-depth discussion of all the intra-channel effects

in high-speed TDM (particularly OTDM-based) systems we refer the reader to [191]

and the references therein.



Appendix B

Optoelectronic Scattering Matrices

The use of scattering matrices is a well established tool for the characterization of

electrical networks in the microwave or RF frequency ranges [75]. The parameters

of scattering matrices (commonly referred to as the S-parameters) can be directly

measured for a given electrical network with the use of an electrical vector network

analyzer (VNA). Scattering matrices for electrical networks rely on the notion of

incident, reflected and transmitted electrical waves. A schematic representation of

these and of a generic two port electrical network with S-parameters contained in

matrix S(ω) is shown in Fig. B.1. The incident (reflected) electrical waves a1,2 (b1,2)

depend on the incident (reflected) voltages and port characteristic impedance, Zo as

a1,2 = V +
1,2/Zo (b1,2 = V −1,2/Zo).

a2

b2

Electrical
Network

( )S w

a1

b1

Figure B.1: Two port electrical network.
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These waves are related through the S-parameters of the electrical network ac-

cording to b1

b2

 =

S11 S12

S21 S22


a1

a2

 (B.1)

where dependence on the angular frequency ω was omitted for brevity. The use of

(B.1) provides a compact and adequate representation of the properties of the system

shown in Fig. B.1. Unfortunately such a representation is not directly applicable to

components with ports of mixed nature like optoelectronic components for example.

In these components at least one of the ports is electrical and at least one is opti-

cal. The properties of such components cannot be completely captured by simply

measuring the S-parameters between the existing electrical ports while ignoring the

optical ports. In the simplest of cases only one electrical and one optical ports exist

as in an optical transmitter or an optical receiver for example. These components

are not characterized with a VNA but rather with a lightwave component analyzer

(LCA). An LCA essentially consists of a VNA with its electrical ports connected to an

optical transmitter - receiver pair with known (calibrated) response. The use of the

calibrated optical transmitter (receiver) allows the characterization of an unknown

optical receiver (transmitter). Pairing optical transmitters with receivers solves the

problem of having ports of mixed nature while allowing for the use of a VNA to

perform the measurements. A schematic of the type of measurement just described

is shown in Fig. B.2 where p(t) is the optical power signal produced by the optical

transmitter. The S-parameters relating the incident and reflected electrical signals

on each of the ports of the VNA are obtained under the assumption that no signal

propagates from the port connected to the optical receiver to that connected to the
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Optical
Transmitter

a1

b1

a2

b2

Optical
Receiver

p t = p p( ) +o D e j tw

Figure B.2: Characterization of optoelectronic components.

optical transmitter. The matrix of S-parameters for the transmitter-receiver pair is

thus b1

b2

 =

ΓM 0

GR ΓR


a1

a2

 (B.2)

where the complex responses of the optical transmitter (G), receiver (R) and the

reflection coefficients at each port are given by

G =
∆p

a1

(B.3)

R =
b2

∆p

∣∣∣∣
a2=0

(B.4)

ΓM =
b1

a1

(B.5)

ΓR =
b2

a2

∣∣∣∣
a1=0

(B.6)

respectively. Although (B.2) provides an adequate description of the transmitter-

receiver pair it does not explicitly separate the response of each part.

An alternative way of expressing the relations between the incident and reflected

electrical signals in (B.1) is by using transmission (instead of scattering) parameters

[75]. We thus have b1

a1

 =

T11 T12

T21 T22


a2

b2

 . (B.7)
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Unlike scattering parameters, transmission parameters can be used to calculate the

overall response of a series of cascaded electrical networks. Although the transmitter-

receiver pair of Fig. B.2 does not constitute the cascade of two electrical networks it

is still possible to represent (B.2) using transmission parameters as

b1

a1

 =
1

GR

−ΓMΓR ΓM

−ΓR 1


a2

b2


=

 1

G

0 ΓM

0 1



 1

R

 0 0

−ΓR 1



a2

b2


= T̃M T̃R

a2

b2

 (B.8)

where matrices T̃M and T̃R account for the factors within braces and represent the

optoelectronic transmission matrices of the optical transmitter and receiver respec-

tively. These matrices can be converted into their corresponding scattering parameter

matrices yielding

T̃M ⇒ S̃M =

ΓM 0

G 0

 (B.9)

T̃R ⇒ S̃R =

0 0

R ΓR

 . (B.10)

Matrices S̃M and S̃R are referred to as the optoelectronic scattering matrices of

the optical transmitter and receiver respectively. They form a convenient mathemat-

ical representation of optoelectronic components with ports of mixed nature. Unlike
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scattering matrices of electronic components however, not all their components are

dimensionless. The elements of these matrices can be incorporated into signal-flow di-

agram representation of mixed electrical / optical systems thus simplifying the math-

ematical analysis of those systems. A more detailed treatment of their properties and

use can be found in [96] and the references therein.



Appendix C

Distributed Oscillation

In this appendix we briefly review some of the mathematical tools used in chapter 5

to analyze the operation of the distributed phase locked oscillator. A more thorough

discussion on the treatment of periodically linear time variant (PLTV) systems can

be found in [192]. Also, the necessary expressions for the HB and synthesis errors of

a distributed oscillator with an output taken before the non-linear coupling function

(f(y) in Fig. 5.1) are given.

C.1 Harmonic Transfer Matrices

Harmonic transfer matrices (HTMs) provide a straightforward way of dealing in the

frequency domain with PLTV systems. Below we review some fundamental facts

about HTMs that are used in chapter 5.

1. HTMs capture the transfer of signal content between the Fourier coefficients of

input and output periodic signals through a PLTV system. To see this, consider

an input periodic signal x(t) and a causal PLTV system with impulse response

227
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h(t, τ) given by

x(t) =
∞∑

m=−∞

xme
jmωot (C.1)

h(t, τ) =
∞∑

k=−∞

hk(τ)ejkωot (C.2)

where both (C.1) and (C.2) are T -periodic in t and T = 2π/ωo. The output of

x(t) through the PLTV system is

y(t) =

∞∫
0

h(t, τ)x(t− τ) dτ. (C.3)

Substituting (C.2) into (C.3) we get

y(t) =
∞∑

k=−∞

∞∫
0

hk(τ)x(t− τ) dτ ejkωot

=
∞∑

n=−∞

yne
jnωot. (C.4)

In arriving to the second part of (C.4) we have used (C.1) and let n = m + k.

The Fourier coefficients of y(t) are given by

yn =
∞∑

m=−∞

xmHn−m(mωo) (C.5)

where Hn−m(mωo) is the Fourier transform of hn−m(τ) evaluated at mωo and

represents the frequency conversion from the m-th Fourier coefficient of x(t) to

the n-th Fourier coefficient of y(t). Equation (C.5) can be rearranged as an

inner vector product and in general the Fourier coefficients of y(t) and x(t) are
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related by

Ȳ = HX̄. (C.6)

Vectors X̄ and Ȳ contain the Fourier coefficients of x(t) and y(t) respectively,

X̄ = [· · · x−1 x0 x1 · · · ]T (C.7)

Ȳ = [· · · y−1 y0 y1 · · · ]T (C.8)

where the superscript (T ) denotes the transpose and matrix H is the HTM of

the PLTV system given by

H =



...
...

...

· · · H0(−ωo) H−1(0) H−2(ωo) · · ·

· · · H1(−ωo) H0(0) H−1(ωo) · · ·

· · · H2(−ωo) H1(0) H0(ωo) · · ·
...

...
...


. (C.9)

Vectors X̄, Ȳ and matrix H must be truncated to a dimension that accurately

represents the frequency content in the system. When dealing with a linear time

invariant (LTI) system, the off-diagonal elements of H vanish and H becomes

a diagonal matrix evaluated at the harmonic frequencies of x(t).

2. The product of two periodic signals can be represented as a signal going through

a PLTV system. This is illustrated with signals x(t) and g(t). Let g(t) be the
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following T -periodic signal,

g(t) = W [1 + cos(ωot− θ)] =
1∑

k=−1

gke
jkωot (C.10)

with Fourier coefficients given by

gk =



W
2
ejθ k = −1

W k = 0

W
2
e−jθ k = 1.

(C.11)

The product y(t) = g(t)x(t) can be written as

y(t) = g(t)

∞∫
0

δ(τ)x(t− τ) dτ (C.12)

where δ(t) is the Dirac delta function. Using (C.10) in (C.12) we get,

y(t) =
1∑

k=−1

∞∫
0

gkδ(τ)x(t− τ) dτ ejkωot (C.13)

comparing (C.13) with (C.4) we can see that hk(τ) = gkδ(τ) in this case. There-

fore the elements of the HTM relating the Fourier coefficients of x(t) and y(t) are

simply given by Hn−m = F{hn−m(τ)} = gn−m. We thus have that Ȳ = WH×X̄
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where H× is given by

H× =



. . . . . . 0

. . . 1 ejθ

2

e−jθ

2
1 ejθ

2

e−jθ

2
1

. . .

0
. . . . . .


. (C.14)

In the absence of any time variation, H× becomes the identity matrix I.

3. Systems containing PLTV elements in parallel or in series are represented by

the sum or the product of the corresponding HTMs. This follows from the

superposition property of linear systems and from the fact that HTMs represent

the product of two periodic signals as discussed above.

C.2 Locked Oscillator with Linear Output

When one wishes to synthesize a signal y(t) with vector of Fourier coefficients Ȳ,

both the HB and the synthesis errors must be defined with respect to Ȳ instead of

X̄. This is illustrated in Fig. C.1 and the new errors are thus defined as

ēHB(Ȳ,W̄) = Ȳ− ˜̄Y(Ȳ,W̄) (C.15)

ēS(Ȳ,W̄) = Z̄d −HE
˜̄Y(Ȳ,W̄). (C.16)

The expansion of the synthesis and HB errors in (5.31) and (5.32) must be made
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y(t) y(t)~x(t)
f(y)

PLTV / LTI
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(Y,W)

(Y,W)

z(t)External
System

y t - -[ (M-1) ]t to

Figure C.1: Open loop DPLO with ỹ(t) as output.

with respect to Ȳ instead of X̄. The corresponding set of Jacobians are now given by

JHBY =
∂ēHB
∂Ȳ

= I−HC (C.17)

JHBW =
∂ēHB
∂W̄

= −A (C.18)

JSY =
∂ēS
∂Ȳ

= −HEHC (C.19)

JSW =
∂ēS
∂W̄

= −HEA. (C.20)

Using these expressions the new value of J in (5.41) is calculated from

J = −HE[HC(I−HC)−1 + I]A. (C.21)

The norm of the open loop synthesis error, eS = ||ēS(Ȳd,W̄)||2 (where now we have

Ȳd = H−1
E Z̄d) can also be expanded to second order in a way similar to (5.46) but

here the gradient and Hessian are given by

∇eS = A+H+
E[HEAW̄− Z̄d] (C.22)

∇2eS = A+H+
EHEA. (C.23)


